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Avalon Hill Philosophy Part 70 

LOOKING AHEAD 
1978 has not been a particularly productive 

year for our R & D depanment, judging from our 
almost total lack of new titles this past calendar 
year. New wargame titles were limited to the 
spring releases of CRETE. SUBMARINE, and 
NAPOLEON-all of which were actually late 
1977 projects, and the summer release of 
CROSS OFIRON. This meant that we delivered 
only one of eight titles "promised" for July, 
1977. Why is i t  that six months later we have 
still delivered only 1 of 87 What happened? Why? 
When will these games become available, if 
ever? These are just a few of the questions you 
might be asking. 

The excuses are many and varied, but in  
general, they can be summarized very simply as 
a matter of everyone becoming too obsessed 
with perfection and the magnitude of their own 
projects. Even I, who did meet a deadline in 
having CROSS OF IRON ready for ORIGINS, 
overstepped the bounds of good sense in 
constantly revising the SQUAD LEADER ga- 
mette to encompass every conceivable facet of 
war on the Eastern Font. The vehicular 0 of €3 
was doubled and then trebled in an attempt to 
include virtually every significant vehicle which 
saw action. Envisioned simple rules became an 
entire new armor system, tightly packed into a 
36 page rulebook. CROSS OFIRON became not 
just a gamette, but a culmination of an entire 
game system, enabling virtually any situation to 
be simulated. Getting it out in time for ORIGINS 
meant 12 hour days, 7 day weeks, and an 
absolute abandonment of other daily responsi- 
bilities. It also meant the inevitable last minute 
errors. Cleaning up those errors for the 2nd 
edition, catching up with unanswered mail, and 
GENERAL editions far behind schedule has 
resulted in bringing work on the other gamettes 
to a screaming halt. The lateness of this very 
issue is proof positive of the damage done to the 
publication schedule. THE GENERAL, for all 
practical purposes, is a one man operation, and 
when I'm not available toedit, illustrate, or paste . 
up an issue, it doesn't get done. And when it 
does get done, it is still atthe mercyof our parent 
company, Monarch Services, which will print it 
when it has the press time-not necessarily 
when we need it. One irate reader suggested 
that Lt. Greenwood's leadership factor be 
enhanced so that he could get his troops to pass 
their Morale Checks and get THE GENERAL out 
on time. Personally, I'd rather see him get some 
troops, per id.  I know THE GENERAL is consist- 
ently late, shamefully so, but I can't honestlytell 
you the situation will improve. I can promisethat 
I'll continue my 00 hour weeks in an effort to 
constantly improve the magazine & hopefully 
get it to you a little sooner. 

CRESCENDO OF DOOM 

CRESCENDO OFDOOM should benefit from 
the major playtesting campaign that preceded it 
with CROSS OF IRON, and I foresee little 
difficulty in  having i t  ready for ORIGINS V in  
July. Like its predecessor, the gamette will 
feature 8 new scenarios and a complete British 
OB for the entire war as well as early war 
contingents of France, Belgium, Poland & 
Norway. Plansforfuturegametteswill be held in 
abeyance pending further sales evaluation. 

FORTRESS EUROPA 

FORTRESS EUROPA is a John Edwards 
design currently being sold in Australia, dealing 
with the Allied invasion of Europe and subse- 
quent campaign to and including the invasion of 
Germany itself. The game is somewhat remi- 
niscent of Edward's very popular RUSSIAN 
CAMPAtGN in style and is to D-DAY what the 
former was to STALINGRAD.. . a quantum jump 
forward in state of the art design, realism. and 
excitement. The air rulesstand out as particular- 
ly innovative and effective among a veritable 
avalanche of "chrome" extras. Unfortunately, 
the game in its present state is poorly organized 
and in need of major revisions and playtest. The 
game will not be available before July a t  the 
earliest. 

Don Greenwood 

THE RISING SUN 
Three years ago, Larry Pinsky, the original 

designer of THE RISING SUN began working on 
this game which encompasses the entire Pacific 
theater of World War II. About this time last year, 
I tmk over the responsibility of developing the 
game as my first assignment for Avalon Hill and 
eversincethatday I've periodically given serious 
consideration to the idea of committing hari- 
kari. Without a doubt, THE RISING SUN is the 
most challenging and frustrating project I have 
encountered in my eight year career as a game 
developer. 

The challenge and frustration that has been 
plaguing me for the past year stem primarily 
from the enormous scope and unique dynamics 
inherent in the air, land, and naval conflict 
which was waged in the Pacific. For 45 months, 
hundreds of ships and thousands of planes 
contested a battlefield which encompassed 
almost half of the world in the largest and most 
innovative military struggle we have yet wit- 
nessed. As a game designer, it is easy to un- 
derstand why this particular conflict represents 
the mostdifficuIrtopicto simulate in a wargame, 
and why so few of the games which attempt to 
simulate the Pacific War have succeeded. First 
of all, there are the problems which concern the 
game scale. In THE RISING SUN, we are using a 
single 22" x 28" mapboard on which each hex 
represents approximately 150 miles. Each 
Game-Turn which originally represented two 
weeks has been extended to represent a full 
month in order to ensure a reasonable playing 
time for each of the game's three major 
Scenarios as well as the entire Campaign game 
lasting forty-five Turns (the other scenarios 
cover 15 months each and may k linked or 
played as separate games requiring from four to 
six hours to play). The second major problem we 
grappled with concerned the importance of 
naval simultaneity and its relationship to the 
intelligence system developed by the U.S. NOW. 
In THE RISING SUN, we are handling these 
exceedingly important problems in a thoroughly 
innovative manner. A new system which does 
not require any written bookkeeping has been 
developed which permits the simultaneous and 
hidden movement of opposing task forces. But, 
mitigating this secrecy, each Player also 

Continued on Pg. 31, Column I 
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STRATEGIC SUBMARINE 
By Mick Uhl 

I INTRODUCTION 
The month of March I943 marked the high 

point of the German U-boat effort. The wolfpack 
attacks launched in the first twenty days of this 
month resulted in the loss of ninety-seven merchant 
ships at a cost of seven U-boats. The strategic Game 
allows players to control enough of the strategic 
situation to set up scenarios recreating the critical 
actions of the Battle of the Atlantic. 

It is March 12, 1943. As the Allied commander, 
your convoys are about to leave the protective 
umbrella of the North American coast embarKing 
upon tho perilous journey across the North Atlantic 
to the distant haven of England. As the supreme 
German commander, you must plot U-boat patrols 
to intercept the convoys as they travel along their 
Passage. 

I1 PREPARE FOR PLAY 
Both players prepare for play secretly at the 

same time. The Allied preparation will be discussed 
first: 

A. Allied Player Convoy Preparation 
Step I. The Allied player determines the cargo and 
victory point value for each merchant ship included 
in the Merchant Ship Make-Up List (Table 1) by 
consulting the Cargo Table (60.2) in the Rules 
Manual. All Tanken are type T2. 
Srep 2. The Allied player must divide all of the 
merchant ships into at least two convoys, but no 
more than four convoys. Be may place from a 
minimum of eight to a maximum of twenty-four 

merchant ships of his choice in each convoy. All 
available merchant ships must be placed into 
convoys. He selects a title for each convoy and 
places it in the convoy section of the convoy make- 
up list. He may choose the title from thelist below or 
he may select a name of his own invention. 

Slow Convoy Fast Convoy 
SC 122 HX 229 
SC 123 H X  229A 
SC 124 HX 230 

Important: If at least one merchant ship in a 
convoy is slow, as indicated in themake-up list, then 
the convoy is slow and has a slow convoy title. Only 
if all merchant ships in a convoy are fast is that 
convoy a fast convoy. 

Srep 3. For each convoy the Allied player has 
created, he must prepare their formation on a 
Convoy/Escort Log sheet. Once the convoys have 
been set, they cannot be changed in any way. 
Step 4. The Allied player can include the rescue ship, 
Zamalek, with one convoy. It can be added to a 
twenty-four ship convoy, but it must beadded tothe 
rear of the column in which it is to be placed. The 
Znrnakk has no victory point value. It has adamage 
strength of 8. 
Step 5. The Allied player divides into groups d l  
escorts listed in the Escort Availability Chart (Table 
2). Also placed in this chart are the historic groups 
into which these escorts were organized. The Allied 
player may organize his escorts into these historic 
poupings or into groups of his own invention. 

There are no limitations on the size of the escort 
groups. (Note that several escorts appear as 
reinforcements. They must be placed into groupa at 
this time. One group is assigned to each convoy. 
Each escort and its data is placed in the same 
Convoy/Escort Log sheet as the convoy it is 
exerting. 

Important Note: When organizing escorts into, 
groups, the Allied player should try to be faithful to 
the historic groups. Any escort with an experienced 
crew rating which i s  not placed in the same group as 
its historic group commander has its crew rating 
reduced to novice. For group B4, unt2 Highlmder 
joins (if it does), Beverly is rated group commander. 

B. AiHed Player Route Preparation 
The Allied player must plot the entire route for 

all of his convoys on the Allied Strategic Plot Map. 
The plots must becomplete from the hex of origin to 
the destination hex between Ireland and England. 
These routes cannot k altered. The routes are 
followed exactly as plotted. 
Step I. The Allied player determines thestarting hex 
of each convoy by consulting the Convoy Start 
Tablevable 3). It will be one of the 12 lettered hexes 
below St. Johns. 
Step 2. For each convoy, a continuous line of any 
length must be constructed through consecutive 
hexes from its starting hex to the destination hex. 
Each convoy route is separate and does not have to 
coincide with any other convoy's route. No hex 
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north or east of the ice floes can beused. All convoy 
routes are completely constructed before the game 
begins. 
Srep 3. Each convoy must begin its journey exactly 
24 hours after the previousconvoy. The first convoy 
to start must do so at 2400, March 12. Each convoy 
startsat 24 hour periods after thisconvoy. The order 
of startings is determined by the Allied player. 
Step 4. Upon completion of the routes, the Allied 
player should divide each route into 24 hour 
increments. A slow convoy moves four hexes in a 24 

, 
hour period. A fast convoy moves six hexes in a 24 
hour period. Mark in each fourth or sixth hex of the 
route the proper date that the convoy will occupy 
that hex. 

For example, if a slow convoy starts on the 
twelfth, it will be four hexes hrther along its route 
on the thirteenth. It will beeight hexesfurther along 
its route on the fourteenth, etc. The fourth hex will 
be marked with a 13. The eighth hex will be marked 

TABLE I: 
CONVOY (MERCHANT SHIP) MAKE-UP LIST 

I.D. TYPE CARGO Y.P. DAMAGE CONVOY DESTINATION 

PreQhfer 
Freighter 
Freighter 
Freighter 
Freighter 
Freiahter 

F. Freighter 
]II F. Liberty 

10 F. Liber 
I 11 F. Liber., 

12 S. Freighter 
1 13 S. Freighter 

14 S. Freighter 
I IS S. Freighter with a 14. - 16 S. Freighter - 
1 17 S. Freighter 

18 S. Freighter 1- 
I I9 S. Freighter 

20 S. Freighter 
C. German Player U-Boat Preparation 

Step I. The German player determines the crew 
rating and the number of torpedoes carried (in tube 
and reIoad) for each available submarine in the U- 
Boat Availability Chart (Table 4) by consulting the 
Torpedo Availability and U-Boat Experience 
Tables (Tables 5 & 6 respectively). He records these 
values for eachsubmarine on the U-Boat Availabili- 
ty Chart. 
Step 2. The German player transcribes the submar- 
ines available to him to the wolf packgruppes in the 
Wolf Pack Chart (Table 7). He must place a 
minimum of four submarines in any one wolf-pack 
but no more than twenty. He can form any number 
of wolf-packs up to a maximum of five. The 
German player can also place up to twenty-one 
submarines in independent status. Submarines 38 
through 42 must be placed as independents. 

S. ~re i ih tw , 
S. Freighter 
S. Freighter 
S. Freighter 
S. ~reighkr 
S. Freighter 
F. Tmkt 
F. Tankt 
F. Tankr 
F. Tankt 
F. Tankr 
F. Tankt 
F. Tankr 
S. Tankr 
S. Tanke 
F. Refrii 
F. Refrig 
F. Refrii 
F. Refrig 
F. Refrig 
F. Refrii 
F. Refrig 
S. Refrig 
S. LST 

'uel Oil 24 

D. Submarine Placement on Plot Map 
The German player places the wolf-packs and 

independent submarines on the German Strategic 
Plot Map. He can put no more than twosubmarines 
in any one hex. Submarines in a wolf-pack must all 
be positionedin adjaoent hexes so as to form a single 
unbroken line of hexes (it does not have to be 
straight). The I.D. number of each submarine is 
marked in the hex it is to occupy. 

I 
Step I. The first wolf-pack (German Player's choice) 
must be placed in adjacent hexes anywhere between 1 

but not including lines 9 and 15. The second wolf- 
pack must be placed in adjacent hexes anywhere 
between but not including lines 15 and 21. If thereis 
a third wolf-pack, it is to be placed in the same area 
as the second wolf-pack. 
Step 2. Any additional wolf-packs are placed on the 
plot map using the U-Boat Placement Table (Table 
8). The wolf-pack must be placed behind (east of) 
the line indicated in the Table. 
Step 3. The German player marks the location of 
two U-boat tankers, TI and T2, on the plot map 
using the U-Tanker Placement Table (Table 10). 
Theae submarines cannot fire torpedoes. Their only 
function in the game is a possible sighting source of 
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Iceland* 
F. Freigt 
F. Freighter 

I -&@$ Iceland* 
F = Fast s '31W 

'Theae merchant ships may Form their own convoy to Rtykjavk. If part of another convoy, the Allied player must 
8plit t , h  itdbi the convoy at the clonea hex to Reykjavik and route them to Reykjavik. 

TABLE 3: 
CONVOY START TABLE TABLE 5: 

TORPEDO AVAILABILTY TABLE 
Dice Location 
Roll (lettered hex) DICE ROLL TYPE VIIB and VIIC TYPE I X C  

convoys. 
Step 4. The German player marks the location of all 
independent submarines using the Independent U- 
Boat Placement Table (Table 1 I). 
Srep 5. The German player marks an X in fifteen 
hexes determined by using the Sighting Boat 
Placement Table. These marks represent submar- 
ines returning to baseat the end of their patrol. They 
are capable of sighting convoys, but are unable to 
press attacks. 
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m SYSTEM OF PLAY 
A. Contact Determination 

1. After both players have completed their 
respective set-ups, Ihe German p tayer hands hi plot 
map to the Allied player who then superimposes it 
over his own plot map. If any of the convoy routes 
pass through (intersect) a hex oo~upied by one or 
more submarines, there is a possibility that those 
convoys may be located. 

2. If there is more than one intersection between 
submarine and convoy, the Allied player must =select 
first that intersection which occurs at the earliest 
time. He reveals that hex to the German player. 

3. Both players must now determine whether 
there is contact between convoy and submarine in 
the hex of intersection. To determine whether 
contact is made, they must determine first the 
weather a t  the time of contact. 

B. Contact Procedure 
1. For a convoy to be contacted, the weather for 

the convoy's entire journey up to the time of 
interntion must first be determined. The weather 
for convoys is recorded on the Weather Chart. The 
chart is divided into turns of four hour's duration 
for fast convoys or of six hours duration for slow 
convoys. Each turn represents the amount of time 
that it takes that type of convoy to move one hex. 

2. Using the Weather Tables (Table 12) induded 
with the Weather Chart, the AUkd player deter- 
mines the type of weather and its duration for the 
convoy starting a t  the beginning of its journey. He 
writes the weather for the convoy in the Weather 
Chart. If the weather does not last to the turn of 
intersection, the Allid player repeats the procedure 
until it d m .  If the weather duration continues past 
the turn of intersection, it still a p p l i ~ .  The weather 
does not end immediatly on the turn of intersection. 

As an example, a slow convoy starts its journey 
on the twelfth. It enters a hex containing an enemy 
submarine in the fourteenth hex of iis passage (this 
includes the lettered hex of placement). The Allied 
player must now determine the weather for each 
turn (i.e., hex) of its journey. The weather for the 
start of the journey was "clear" and larsted twelve 
turns. The Allid player marks clear for each turn 
starting with 2400, March 12 turn to 1800, Mar 14 
turn. Since the turn of intersection is 0600, Mar 15, 
he must find the next weather condition. Thii irs 
determined to be "squa1l"and lasts for six turns. He 
mites in "squall" to the 0600 Mar 16 turn. Thus, be 
has determined that at the time of this convoy's first 
possible contact with an enemy submarine, the 
weather is 'squall". 

3. Once the proper weather condition han k e n  
determined, both players next consult the Convoy 
Contact Table (Table 13) to determine whether a 
contact with the Convoy is gained. 

4. If there is no contact, players proceed to the 
next intersection in time and repeat the same 
procedure to determine possibk contact. This 
continues until there is a contact gained or all the 
convoys reach their destination hex without 
contact, in which case the game is over with an 
Allied victory. 

C. From Contact to Battle 
I. When a contact i s  gained, the All i i  player 

announces its size within tenmerchant ships(do not 
include escort vessels in this oount). 

2. The German player may commit any number 
of submarines that he has on the plot map to 
interoept the convoy. Re places the LD. of each 
submarine selected to intercept the convoy in a 
convoy box in the Time Chart (Table 14) and d r a m  
an arrow from the box to the turn of theintersection 
and contact. 

J 

TABLE 2: 
ESCORT AVAILABILITY CHART 

AVAILABLE AT START (MARCH 12) WITH CONVOY 

1. Beverly ' m l  8. Pimpernel [ F q  15. Moyola [RF] 
2. Anemone [FC] 9. Lavender [Fq 16. Waveny [RF] 
3. Pennywort [FC] 10. Saxifrage [FCJ 17. Upshur [TD] 
4. Havelock [HDI* 11. Aberdeen [GS] 18. Campobello [IT] 
5. Swale [RF] 12. Hastin@ [HS] 19. Witherington [WD] 
6. Godetia PC] 13. Landguard [BS] 20. Mansfiuld PI31 
7. Buttercup [FCl 14. Lulworth [BS] 

REINFORCEMENTS: NOTeS: Italicized -not available at start 
[ 1 -ship c h s  in brackets 

March 13 St. Johns March 19 Reykjavik * -group commander 
1. Volunteer 1. In~ham [S Cr) ( ) -Crew Experience Level in p m t h e w r  
March 18 St. Johns March 20 St. Johns 
I .  Highlander* [HD] 1 .  Sherbrooke [FCJ htrom Frigate 
March 19 St. Johns March ZO Reykjavik 
1. 3abbitt VD] 1. Vimy [V] [HD] Harant Class [RF] River Class 

2. Abelia [FC] March 21 Reykjavik [' 
[S Cr] Secretary Class 

1. Bibb [S Cr] WD] W C l m  [Pq FlowerQass 
[TD] Town Class Stoop 

Trawler [GS] Grumsby Clam 
[m Isles Class [HS] HathgsClass 

[BS] Banffclals 

HISTORIC GROUPS 

CROUP B4 GROUP B5 44th ESCORT INDEPENDENT ICELAND CREW 

1. Highla& (P) I .  Havelock* (P) 1. Aberdeen* (P) I .  Upshur (N) 1. Vimy (E) 
2. Vimy (E) 2. Volunteer (N) 2. Hastings (E) 2. Campobello (N) 2. Bibb (N) 
3. Beverly (E) 3. Swale (E) 3. Landguard (E) 3. kbbirr (N) 3, Imghum (N) 
4. Aklh  (E) 4. Godetia (E) 4. Lulworth (E) 4. Witherington (N) 
5. Anemone (E) 5. Buttercup (E) 5. Moyola (E) 5. Mansfwld (N) 
6. Pennywon (E) 6. Pimpernel (E) 6. Waveny (E) 
7. Sherbrooh (E) 7. Lavender (E) 

8. Saxifrage (E) 

NOTIIS: Iceland Crew based at Reykjavik. Vimy h an Experienoed crew rating regardless of ultimate group 
commander. 

TABLE 4: 
U-BOAT AVAILABILITY CHART 

h d o m  Availnbk Prpriotls A w l W  
Name Type M M ~ H  T w o -  Name T w  M i d o m  Tmpodcm 

1 U.84 VIIB 7 ZZ U.641 VIIC I 
2 U.91 VIIC 3 23 U.642 VIIC I 
3 U.435 VIIC 7 24 U.665 VlIC I 
4 U.W VlIC 3 25 U.666 VIIC I 
5 U.603 VIIC 2 26 U.86 VIIB 6 
6 U.615 VIIC 3 27 U.384 VIIC 2 
7 U.664 VIIC 3 28 U.221 VIIC 3 
8 U.758 VIE 2 29 U.333 VIIC 6 
9 U.134 VIIC 8 30 U.336 VIIC 2 

10 U.190 IXC 1 31 U.373 VIIC 8 
11 U.229 VIIC 1 32 U.406 YIIC 5 
12 u.305 VIIC 1 33 U.440 VIIC 4 
13 U.338 VIIC I 34 U.441 VIlC 3 
14 U.439 VIIC 7 35 U.5150 VIlC 3 
15 U.523 IXC I 36 U.608 VIIC 3 
16 US26 IXC I 37 U.610 VIIC 3 
17 U.527 IXC 1 38 U.86 VIIC 4 
I8 U.530 IXC 1 39 U.228 VIIC I 
19 U.598 VIIC 3 40 U.uO VIIC 1 
20 U.616 VIIC 2 41 U.616 VIIC 1 
21 U.631 VIlC 2 42 U.653 VlIC 6 

(Submarins 38 through 42 mua be placed in indcptndcnt Wtus.) 

Submariw - a m n g  on tbi List do not coincide Hitb the a&m name on thc oeuntcn You may 
slubstitutt any mnvr of rho a m  tygc rn long as a rtwrd n kept of which Eountcr rcpremts whkh subanrint. 
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TABLE 7: 
WOLF PACK CHART 

Gruppe Raubgrn-Range ( ) Gruppe Newland-Range ( ) Cruppe Wmtmnrk-Range ( 1 

Name Class Exp Torps Name Clam Exp Torps Name Clam Exp T q s  

Gruppe Stiirmer-Range ( ) Gmppe Drgnger-Range ( ) Independents-Range ( ) 

Name C b a  Exp Torps Name C l w  Exp To- Name Class Exp Torpu 

S2. D2, 

S4. D4. I A 

S6. 16. 

m 
S12 

I 

S20. Dm. 1 
-1 

TABLE 6: 
U-BOAT EXPERIENCE TABLE 

number of mi8sions 

1 2 3 4 5 67-8 

1 N N N E E  E 
N N E E E  P ': N E E E P  P 

3 4  E E E P P  P 
5 P P P P P  P 
6 P P P P P  P 

N = Novice E = Expenenced P = Pro NOTES: 

I The first wolf pack must bc at a mlnlrnum range of 9 hexeg 

2. The second and third wolf packb mugt k at  a mlnlmum range of 
I 5  hems 
3. Subscqutnt wolf packs' placement are determind by U-Boat 
Placement Table Add one to the range tor Each U-Boat In the 
wolf-pack ovcr four to a maxlmurn range of 30 h e m  

TABLE 8: 
U-BOAT PLACEMENT TABLE 

Dice Roll Rmge 

11-13 4 hexes 
14-16 6 hexes 
21-23 8 hexes 
24-26 10 hexes 
31-33 I l hexes 
34-36 12 hexes 
4143 13hexes 
44-46 15 hexes 
51-53 18 hexes 
54-66 21 hexes 

GENERAL I 
3. The APied player next marks on the German 

plot map the convoy's route from the hex of 
intersection to h e  destination hex. He, then, must 
place in each hex of the route starting with the first 
hex after the hex of intersection a number in the 
following sequenae; for slow convoys: 2,4,7,10,12, 
14, 17,20,22,24,27,30, etc; forfastconvoys: 2,3,4, 
6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18,20, 22, 23,24, 26,28,30, 
etc. 

4. The German player retrieves his plot map. He' 
first determines the hex of interception for each ' 

submarine that he has selected to attack that 
convoy. It can be any hex whose number is equal to 
or greater than the range, in hexes, of the submarine 
to that hex. The German player writes the hex 
number beside the submarine on the Time Chart. 

5. The German player then selectsa hex in which 
he wishes to begin the attack against the convoy 
contacted. All submarines which have beenselected 
to intercept the convoy in that hex or in a previous 
hex of its route may participate in the attack. He 
marks the turn of attack on the Time Chart. i 
D. Battle Set-Up 

Players use the SUBMARINEgame to recreate 
the battle. The weather and time of day has been 
determined. Consider only the hours of I000 to 0200 
as night hours. The Allied order of battle has 
already been predetermined by the convoy set-up. 
The German player must determine which submar- 
ines start play and which enteras reinforcements as 
descrikd, below. 
Step I. While the Allied player is setting up his 
merchant ships and escorts on the mapboard, the 
German determines the time of combat and secretly 
determines which of his aubmarines can begin 
attack against the convoy. 
Step 2. The German player must first determine the 
difference between the hex of attacknumber and the 
range in hexes of each submarine to any hex of the 
route between and including the hex of intersection 
and the hex of attack. 

For example, a submarine is two hexes away 
from the hex of intersection of a slow convoy that 
was successfully contacted. The hex of attack was 
selected 6 hexes further along the route. The hex 
number would be 14. The difference therefore 
would be 12. The differences should be written in by 
the submarine's I.D. on the Time Chart. 
Step 3. The German player selects one submarine - 

with the greatest difference. This submarine will 
enter play in the first turn of the scenario. He now 
must determine the time that the scenario will 
commence. 
Srep 4. The German player firat determines the hour, 
that the submarine selected to start the attack will 
enter play by using the appropriate Hour Table 
(Table 15). 

For example, the German player chooses to 
attack a slow convoy on the 0600, Mar 14 turn. The 
submarine to begin the combat has a time difference 
of 12. He rolls a 13 which allows him tochoose the 
hour of attack. Hecanselect one of the following six ! 
hours that compose the turn; 0600,0700,0800,0900, " 

1000, 1100. The German player chooses to start at 
0900. 
Step 5. The German player must now determine the 
exact time that the scenario begins by using the 
Minute Table (Table 16). To continue the example, 
rolling a 23, the German player determines the 
minute to be: 16. Therefore, the first turn of the 
scenario and the turn that the first submarine will 
enter play is 0916 hrs., Mar 14. 
Srep 6. The German player next determines secretly 
when the next submarine will enter play. It can 
possibly enter play in the same turn or a certain 
number of turns later in the scenario. Heselects any 
one submarine and determines its entry by using the 
Submarine Entry Table (Table 17). If the result is 
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TABLE 12 
WEATHER CHARTS TABLE 9: 

SIGHTING BOAT 
PLACEMENT TABLE Mar Time S C  SC - Mar Time H X  HX- HX - 

12 

13 

Dice Roll Location 

Region C* 
Region B* 
Region A* 

TABLE 10: 
U-TANKER PLACEMENT 

Both U-tankers (TI and T2) must 
be located in Region B* 

TABLE 11: 
INDEPENDENT U-BOAT 

PLACEMENT TABLE 

Dice Roll Location 

Adjacent to T1 
Adjacent to T2 

Region A* 
Region B* 
Region C* 

'Roll two dim and placc by repon letter(e.g., 866, C16, A24, etc.). 
Locate the 7 hex area which corresponds to tht codc. Thc 
submarine may bc plaotd in any hex in the area. 

WEATHER TABLES 

Dice 
Roll Condition 

Storm 

DURATION 

Slow  fa^ 
Roll Convoy Convoy 
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TABLE 13 

CONVOY CONTACT TABLE 

TABLE 17: 
TABLE 15: SUBMARINE ENTRY TABLE 

HOUR TABLE Attxk in ~ttack outs~dt 
Dice Ron Black Gap Blnck Gsp* 

Dice RoU Slow Convoy Fast C m y  m 
1416 

R - 
:MI - ma 

:04 
- 

51-53 th~rd hour 
1- fourth hour 

6143 fifth hour 
444 I :M 

I :36 SUNK 
TABLE 16: 

MINUTE TABLE NOTBS: 
1. B k k  gdp cornprim the sbaded bexes on the map. 

D k  Dice Dire 2 A punk rzrult means that submarine alamptmg enqv has hem 
sunk by mr attack. Allied playa m w v e s  victory poinu lor the 

R o l  MImate ROW M i  Rdl MI- smk~ng 
3. A DAMAGED rcsult means that the submarine has bttn 
suffrcimtly damaged by a e d  depth charging and escort swocps to b LIMk oft 1,s rY.wt of the EO~IYOY tbtrcniier. No WUmy p o l n ~  are 
awarded lo enber E& for tb~s result. 
.Add one to rhc d a  roll for each hex past t k  black gap that tbc 

3 a t t a e k i a o ~  

TABLE 18: 
ALLIED REINFORCEMENT TABLE 

:14 
I - Dle Roll -Rough Storm Gale 

E2 I 
MISS MISS MISS 

i 

:00, the submarine enters at thesame turn as the first 
submarine. The German player may then select 
another submarine to enter play. This continues 
until a time other than: 00 appears. 
Step 7. If a time other than :OOappears, theGerman. 
player adds that time onto the present time. When 
that turn arrives, the submarine can enter play. No 
other submarines mn enter play until that turn. The 
German player then repeats steps 6 and 7 for other 
submarines until a time other than :00 appean. 

For example, the German player has selected 
one submarine out of eight available submarines to 
enter play at the start of the attack. He sdects 
another submarine and wmults the Submarine 
Entry Table. The result is :00. This submarine can 
enter pIay with the first submarine. The German 
player selects a third sibmarine and again consuIts 
the Submarine Entry Table. This time the result : 12. 
This submarine cannot enter play until twelve 
minutes into play. Only the first two submarinescan 
be on the board until that time. When the turn for 
the third submarine's entry arrives, the German 
player secretly consults the Submarine Arrival 
Table to determine when the fourth submarine of 
his selection arrives. A result of :00 permits that 
submarine to enter with the third submarine. The 
German player now determines when the fifth 
submarine will appear. The result is :16. The 
German player must wait sixteen minutes before 
bringing the submarine into play. When this turn 
arrives, the German player determines when the 
sixth submarine of his choice enters play, etc. 
Step 8. When playing the Basic Game in conjunc- 
tion withtheserules, each turnis equivalent to thirty 
seconds. An Advanced Game turn is equivalent to 
one minute. 

. 1 
E. Procedure Rules- 

I .  Players must play the Strategic Game from 
occurrenoe to occurrence in the proper sequence of 
time. 

For example, the first intersection occurs at 
1200, Mar 13 and the Gcnnan player gains a 
contact. He secretly decides to initiate an attack 
agninst the convoy for 1800 hr turn, Mar 14. In the 
meantime, another intersection occurs at 1200, Mar 
14. Contact for this intersection must be resolved 
before the attack of the first convoy is begun, 
because it happens before the first attack. Any other 
intersection or attack that occurs before the 1800 
hr., Mar 14 turn must also be resolved in its proper 
sequence before the attack on the fust convoy can 
begin. 

Continued on Page 16 

TABLE 14 
MARCH 

TIME CHART 
I1 13 I4 I 5  16 I7 18 I9  D 21 Y 

F 

5 
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MORE SUBMARINE SCENARIOS 
by James A. Wirtb 

SUBMAAINEisoneofthemostinterestingand good approximation, as the lack of complete 11. Order of ~ a m e  
enjoyable games to be produced in recent years. The information and counter mix limitations precluded 1. Cterman Player 
game system is amazingIy playable while still perfect accuracy. U-29, Class VIIB (w any U-Bout counter) 
conveying a tremendous sense of realism. Despite All of the scenarios listed below have been 2- Britih 
the proliferation of games in the past few years, designed and playtested on the bask of alladvanoed CWU- Ark RO@ 

good naval wargames are still hard to find, and game rules Wing in use, including those rules in the 
$ ~ ~ C ~ ~  SUBMARINE ia one of this rare breed. 

, .- m. 
"Design Your Own" section. Where not stated, Jawh Clasl 

~ " t  SUBMARINE does have one major flaw- players decide among t h ~ e l v e s  On such I&, C C ~  I 
too few scenarios. While the scenarios offered are options as weather, visibility, and even game length ma Stuting ht,w 

or victory conditions. Remember, the scenarios are 1- U - s Y 2 3 ,  ~d A, ~ i ~ .  2 
and enjoyab1e, they just the meant to present partiwar situations, and the rules 2 CwwM3!, Bd 8, 6 

surf= (no pun intended) of the possibfiities 
governing them are guidelines, not the Bible, inherent in the game. It is in the hope of exploring Am~zon-ht24, Bd B, Dir. 6 

more deeply the intricacies of the game that the M e t e e G 3 3 ,  Bd B, Dir. 6 

ATLANTIC SCENARIOS (1939-1943) Jaw-33, Bd B, Dir. 6 
following twenty scenarios have.been designed. IJFeM40, Ed B, Dir. 6 

The new scenarios are divided into two sections: 
Atlantic and Pacific. Each section has been 
arranged in chronological order to present a sense of 
develop.ment in submarine warfare during World 
War 11. The scenarios are a combination of 
historical and hypothetical, actions, with the latter 
usually exploring interesting "what if's". The orden 
of battle for all mnarios should be thought of as a 

SCENARIO 1 
THE SINKING OF THE COURAGEOUS 
I. 1ntroductl.m 

In the Fall of 1939 the Britkh Adrniraltydispat&d the 
carrier Cowugeous to the Western Approaches to provide 
greater protection to the hipping Isnes. The move wars 
more political than military, and the widom of it was 
discovered on September 17 when C~~ and her 
escort encountered U-29. 

lv. v i i  Codinom 
U-29 must inflict at least 12 hrnage points on the 
Courogcolrs and escape, or sink Courageous regmdkss of 
its own fate. British player muut exit C o w w w  off board 
edge 6 by the end of the scenario while avoiding German 
victory oonditions, or sink U - 2  without loing any ships. 
Any other result k a draw. 
v. Gnme L%n@ 
15 t m ,  Day Scwario 
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VI. Spccial Rules 
Britih ships must move as aconvoy with a speed of 4until 
U-boat is detected or a torpedo attack is made, a t  which 
time escorts only may move independently. The British 
force's movements must be plotted three turns in advance 
until one of the above events occur. The carrier's 
movements are always plotted three turns in advance. 

SCENARIO 2 
PRIEN-THE U-BOAT ACE 
I. Introduction 
In the Summer of 1940, Gunther Prien, "The Hero of Scapa 
Flow", commanding U-47, firmlyestablishd his reputation 
a.s one of Germany's finest U-boat commanders, after 
having already sunk HMS Royal Oak. 
11. Order of Battb 
1. German Player 
U-87, Class VIIB 
2. British Convoy: 
8-C2 Merchantmen 
6-C3 Merchantmen 
E-T2 Tankers 
2 Destroyers, Class A (Use any escort countera for ships not 
in the wunter mix.) 
2 Sloops, Class Bittern 
nI. stsrting h a t i o n  
1. U-47 (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Slow (See spe~ial  rules), E ~ o n  (See 20.3) 
1V. Victory Conditions 
German player must gain a t  least 2.5 victory points without 
losing U-47 to win. British player wins by preventing 
German victory conditions. 
V. Gune Length 
I 5  turns, Night Scenario 
V1. Special Rules 
1 .  Convoy sets up in five columns, four ships to a column 
and 5 hexes ktween each ship. Use Formation 5 (20.2.1 1) 
to determine location of columns. 
2. U47 is automatically a profe~ional crew if using the 
advanwd rules. 

SCENARIO 3 
THE HAPPY TIME 

I. Introduction 
By the Fall of 1940, the U-boats were sinking so much 

shipping in compariaon to their own losses that the period 
bewme known as 'The Happy Time." While most of these 
s i n k i w  were due to individual U-boats, occasionally 
impromptu wolf packs would assault a convoy with 
devastating results. On October 19, just such a wolfpack 
struck wnvoy HX79. 

[I. Order of Battle 
1. German Player 
U-38, Class VIIB (Use any U-boat counter for U-boats not 
in the counter mix.) 
U-M Class VIIB 
U-47, Class VIIB 
V-48, Claw VIIB 
U-109, Chrs  VIIB 
2. British Convoy: 
8 4 2  Merchantmen 
8-C3 Merchantmen 
8-T2 Tankers 
Hams~er,  Class Havant 
HuwIock, Class Havant 
Er*e, Class Hunt 
Eeston, Class Hunt 
Wren Class Black Swan 
h r k ,  Class Black Swan 

IN. Starting h a t i o n  
I .  German Player (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Slow (See specid rulm), Eacort (See 20.3) 

IV. Victory Conditions 
German player mwt gain a t  least 100 more victory 

points than British player by theend of thescenario towin. 
Any other outcome is a'aritish victory. 

V. Geme Length 
28 turns, Night Scenario 
VI. SpedPl Rulta 
1. British player sets up convoy according to Formation 3 
(20.2.9) except that each column should contain 4 ships 
with 5 hex= between each ship. 
2. (Optionul) If using the advanced rules, the German 
player may consider a11 U-boats to have professional 
quality crew. 

3. The British player must determine individually which of 
his merchantmen are armed. For each ship in the convoy, 
roll one die. A roll of 1.2, or 3, the ship is armed; r roll of 4, 
5, or 6, the ship is unarmed. All armed merchantmen havc 
surface gunnery values of FWITI, BRD-I, A F T 4  

SCENARIO 4 
F. J. WALKER-THE U-BOAT KILLER (Campaign 
Scenario) 

I. lntmduction 
Within a year after the "Happy Time," the Battle ofthe 

Atlantic had become u more even contest. The equality was 
a result of many factors such as radar, escort carrim, and 
the increase in the shmr number of escort vcwels available. 
But behind the weapons were mcn, and success still lay in 
their skill and courage. One such man was Commander F. 
J. Walker, whose exploits would make him the most 
famous U-boat killer of World War 11. In the Fall of 1941, 
Walker was escorting convoy HG76 from Gilbraltar to 
England when the oonvoy was attacked by a German 
wolfpack. 

11. Order of Battle 
I .  German Player 
U-269. Chss  VIIC 
V-331, Class VIIC 
0-128, Class IXC 
P527. Class IXC 
2. British Convoy: 
6-C2 Merchantmen 
6x3 Merchantmen 
6-TZ Tankers 
Stork, Class Bittern 
Whirehull, Class W 
Gladiolw, Class Flower 
Anemone, Class Flower 
Marigold. Class Flower 
Dahliu, Class Flower 
Escort Carrier: Audllcl'ty, Clam Avenger 

UI. Starting Location 
1. German player (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (See 20.2.7), Escort (See 20.3 and special 
rules) 

N. Victory Conditiw 
The German player must gainat Ieast 50 victory points 

more than the Britiah player by the end of the campaign to 
win. The British player must sink at least two U-boats while 
denying Germany victory conditions to win. Any other 
outoome is a draw. 
V. GAME LENGTH 
Each scenario is 20 turns in length. 

VI. Special Rules 
1. The campaign is 7 scenarios long: 
Scenario 4A-December l b N i g h t  
Scenario 4KDecember  17-Day 
Scenario 4C-Dt~ember 17-Night 
Scenario 4D-December IS-Day 
Scenario 4 L D s c e m b e r  18-Night 
Scenario 4F-December l%Day 
Scenario 4G-December 19-~i&t 
2. All submarines and escorts start Scenario 4A with a full 
load of torpedoes or depth charges. These loads must last 
the entire campaign. (Note: ~ e p t h  charge capacity is per 
rule 61 .O) 
3. The Audacity is conaidered to have an unlimited supply 
of aerial depth chargeg, but their usage is restricted as  
follows: 
a) during the convoy movement plot phase, the British 
plapr  secretly rolls the die for aerial depth charge 
availability for that turn according to the table below- 

DIE ROLL 
AERIAL DEPTH 

CHARGES AVAILABLE 

b) if the die roll on the above table is a 'I", the British 
player must roll again with the resulting number being the 
number of turns he muat wait before rollingagainfor aerial 
depth charges; 
c) aerial depth c h a r m  may not be accumulatd from one 
turn to the next and are lost if not used in that particular 
turn. 
4. All other rules applying to aerial depth charges (See 
20.1) are applicable to Scenario 4 except where specifically 
changed by these special rules. 

5. Section VII Optional Rules of 20.1 are applicable to 
Scenario 4 as long a the Audacity k afloat. Aerial depth 
charge availability in no way effects Section VII. 
6. The A h c i t y  must be positioned behind the convoy and 
must move at the convoy's speed until a U-boat attack is 
made, but ita course is independent of the convoy's (i.e. It 
can turn any time and in any manner allowable by the 
movement rules). 
7. Convoy vwsels only are replaced in the next scenario if 
sunk in acurrent scenario. Replacement vessela must be the 
same type as those sunk, but would redefwmine theircargo 
in uaing rule 60.0. 
8. Commander Walker's sloop, Stork. is automatically a 
professional crew and radar equipped. 
9. The German player isnot required tocommit U-boats to 
any scenario; however if he fails t o  do so. the British player 
receives 10 victory points per uncommitted scenario. 
"Committing U-boats" is defined as  executing a torpedo 
attack in which the torpedo passed through a hex 
containing a nonsscort vessel. The torpedo need not havc 
hit the vessel. 
10. Special rule 6 requires that the Audacity plot its own 
movemenu three t u r n  in advance. Aside from this 
limitation, the Auahciry may perform any maneuver an 
escort veael may perform. 

SCENARIO 5 
THE SINKMG O F  THE REUBEN JAMES 
1. Introduction 

To say that the United States was not exactly impartial 
inita neutralityduring theperiodfromseptember 1, I939 to 
December 7,1941 would be putting it mildIy. As the war in 
Europe continued to go against the Allies, Roosevelt 
becam bolder and bolder in his support of Britain. As a 
result the American Navy extended its yrotective zone" 
farther and farther east. When the Reuben James was sunk 
on October 31, 1941, shewasonly MXJ miles west of Ireland. 

11. Order of Bsttle 
1. German Player 
U-562, Class IXC (Use any U-boat counter) 
2. American Convoy: 
5-C2 Merchantmen 
5-C3 Merchantmen 
5-T2 Tankers 
5 Destroyers, Class Flush Deck (Use any escort counters) 

Ill .  Starting L o d m  
I. U-562 sets up anywhere within 12 hexes of a compass 
hex. 
2. Convoy, Fast (See 20.2.8), Escort set3 upoutsideconvoy 
box, two destroyers on either side of convoy (one of which I 
must be Reuben James), and one in front. 

IV. Victory Conditions 
The German player must gain at least 10 more victory , 

poinb than the American to win. He receivesdoublepoints 
for sinking an escort vessel. Any other result is an American 
victory. 

V. Game Length 
15 turns, (See special rules) 

VI, Special Rules 
I .  The first 5 game turns are night t u r n  (Moonlight1 Dusk 
visibility). The last 10 turns are day turns. 

I 9 
2. Only lead destroyer has radar, and al l  crews must be ? 
novice quality. U-562 determines its crew quality as per 1 
49.0. 
3. Convoy must plot a straight course until the U-boat has , 

beendetmted or a torpedo attack made. Escorts must make . 
the same s p e d  and course as  the convoy until one of the ?I 
above eventa oocur. 1 

SCENARIO 6 
TWILlGHT OF THE U-BOATS 
I. Introduclim 

While the wolfpacks continued to  score successes, the 
escorts were extracting an ever higher price for victory. By 
the summer of 1942, the Battle of the Atlantic was 
something of a stalemate with the escorts giving as muchas 
they got. 

11. Order of Battle 
1. German Player 
U-221, Class VIIC 
U-384, Class VIIC 
U-190, Class IXC 
2. British Convoy: 
GC2 Merchantmen 
&C3 Merchantmen 
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, 6-T2 Merchantmen 
' Srnriing, Class Black Swan 

Stork, C h s  Bittern / fiim, mower 
Hobhock, Class Flower 
Keats, C b r  Captain 
Rowiey, Class Captain 

I In. Starting Lomtlon 
1. German player (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (See 20.2.7), Escorts (See Ml.3) 

IV. Victory Conditions 
German player must gain at least 50 more victory points 

thao British player to  win. British player must sink at least 
two U-boats while denying German victory oonditions to 
win. Any other outcome is a draw (Exception: see special 
rules), 

V. Gnmt Length 
28 turns, Night Scenario 

VI. Special Rules 
If the submarine player fails to gainany victory points 

in this scenario or any other for that matter, then the 
scenario is automatimlly a victory for the escort player. 
This rule is to prevent the submarine player from playing 
defensively for a draw, which would be totally unhistorical. 

VIl. Optional Rules 
U-339 andlor U-527may enter the game reinforce- 

ments (See 36.01. For each submaline that enters play 
deduct 18 victory poinu from the German player's tola1. 

SCENARIO 7 
WENITZ'S GAMBIT 
I, lniroduftion 

In the Fall of 1942, Doenitz's "sixth sense" guessed that 
the Britkh had shifted their convoy mutea further north. 
Acting only on a hck of any sighting3 and his hunch, 
Doenitz directed his U-boats onto convoy SC104. 

n. Order of Battle 
1. German Player 
0-221, Clam VIIC 
P339, Class VIIC 
Uda3, Class VIIC 
0-128, Class IXC 
2. British Convoy: 
5-C2 Merchantmen 
5-C3 Merchantmen 
5-T2 Tankers 
Vesper. Class V TYPE 2 
Ibis, Class Black Swan 
WOK Class Hunt 
Harwsrer, Class Havant 
Dahlia, Class Flower 
Ill. Starting Location 
1. German player (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (See 20.2.8), Escorts (See 20.3) 

I IV. Victory Conditions 
German player must gainat least 50 more victory points 

thao British player to win. British player must Bink at least 
two U-boat8 while denying German victory conditions to  
win. Any other outwme is a draw. 

Y. Game Length I . turns, Nihpnr scenario 

I V1. Special Bolw 
The weather for this scenario is storm. U-boats must 

use Dark Night visibility ranges (See 50.0). 

I SCENARIO 8 
THE TANKER CONVOY 

I. Introduetlon 

I 
On January 8,1943, Doenitz, workingagainonanother 

of his hunches, directed U-boats of the "Delphin Group" 
onto a convoy of tankers bound for North Africa. So 
successful was this attack that General von Arnim, 
commanding Axis forces in Tunisia, telegrammed hia 
thanks to Dcenitz. 

11. Order of Battle 
1. German Player 
P190, Class IXC 
U-527, Class IXC 
U-862, Class IXD, ! 2. British Convoy: 
6-R Tankers 
3-T3 Tanker8 

Somali, Class Tribal 
Niugra, Class Town 
lark, Class Black Swan 
Havelock, Clasa Havant 
Spragge, Class Captain 
Keats, Class Captain 

I n .  Starting Lomtlon 
1. German player (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (Sw special rulw), EBcorts (See 20.3) 
IV. Victory Conditions 

The German player must gain at least 1OOvictoty points 
to win. The Britiah player must deny the German player his 
victory conditions to win. British victory points have no 
effect on the German victory point total (i.e. the entire 
German fome is expendable). 

V. Game Length 
20 turns, Night Scenario 

VI. Specla1 Rules 
1 .  Convoy sets up using middle three c o l u m  of 
Formation 2 (20.2.8). 
2. If using advanced rules, More  rule 58.0. 
3. If wing advanced rules, A11 mcorts start with full depth 
charge capacity (See 61.0), but U-boats must still determine 
torpedo availability (See 62.0). 

SCENARIO 9 
THE DESTRUCTION OF HX229 
I .  htmductlon 

Occasionally in the early months of 1943, wolfpacks 
would Eome upon lightly defended convoys and tear them 
to pieces. Just such a fate befell convoy HX229 in the 
Winter of 1943. 

11. Order of lkttle 
I .  German Player 
U-91, Class VIIC 
U-221, Class VIIC 
U-384, Class VIIC 
u m ,  CCSa VIIC 
Ud03, Clans VIIC 
U-527. Class IXC 
2. British Convoy: 
4-C2 Merchantmen 
CEC2 Merchantmen 
4-C3 Merchantmen 
4T2 Tankers 
2-T3 Tankers 
Berkeley, Class Hunt 
Eridge, Class Hunt 
GIadfolus, Class Flower 

UI. StarUng Location 
1. German player (Sce 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fwt (See 20.2.7), Ewom (See 20.5) 
W. Victory COndItions 

The Germun playerrnuat gainat least 100 victory points 
more than the Britishplayer to win. TheBritishplaycr wins 
by denying German victory conditions. 

V .  Game Length 
20 turns, Night Scenario 

SCENARIO 10 
THE HUNTERS AND THE HUNTED 

I. Intr~ductlon 
After the pounding the U-boats tmk in the Spring of 

1943, Doenitz withdrew them from the Atlantic convoy 
mutes. However by the Fall of 1943 Doenitz feh ready to 
renew the Battle of the Atlantic. His hope of new ~uccess lay 
in a new weapon-the acoustic torpedo, with which the U- 
boats were to destroy the escom before attackinga convoy. 
With the awustic torpedo, Doenitz felt the U-boats would 
again be the hunters and not the hunted. 

U .  Order d Battle 
1. German Player 
U-269, C ~ S  VIIC 
U-305, UWS VIIC 
U-862, Class IXDa 
2. BritLh Convoy: 
2-EC2 Merchantmen 
2-VC2 Merchantmen 
4-C3 Merchantmen 
2-TZ Tankm 
2-T3 Tunkm 
Anmpolw, Class Town 
Chterfhld, Claw Town 
Swak Qas River 

fie, Qaw River 
Erica, Class Flower 
MarigoId. Class Flower 

111. scertfng h a t i o n  
1. German player (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (See 20.2.91, E w r t s  (See 20.3) 
IV. Victory Conditlm 

Getman player must sink or disable (dead in water) at 
least two escort msels plus sink 50 victory points worth of 
merchantmen to win. British player w b  by denying 
German victory conditions. 

Y. Game Length 
20 turns, Night Scenario 
VI. Spedal Rule 

German U-boats may cany a maximum of 4 acoustic 
torpedoes. This load doers not effect the allwation of other 
torpedo types (See 62.4). 

PACIFIC SCENARIOS 
(1941-1945) 
SCENARIO 1 
LINGAYEN GULF 

I. IntTduction 
In an effort to attack Japanese invasion forces landing 

on Luzon in December of 1941, i x  American submarine& 
were directed into the Lingayen Gulf. None of the 
submarines succeedid in penetrating the Japanese destroy- 
er  ween.  The experience of Gene McKinney in S a h n  is 
representative of why they failed. 

U .  Ordw of Battle 
1. Am&n Player 
Salmon, Class New S 
2. Japanese P lap r  
Asunugi: Class Kamikaze 
Kmikaze, Class Kamikaze 

III. Starting Locatlon 
1. Salmon enters anywhere along 1A edge of Board C on 
turn 1. 
2. Asmag-F54, Bd C, Dir. 6 
Kamikaze-K5, Bd C, Dir. 3 

lV. Victory Conditions 
Salmon must exit 415 edge of Board A for Americanto 

win. Japanese player must sink Salmon or prevent it from 
reaching Board 3 to  win. Any other outcome is a dmw. 
V. G m e  Length 
28 turns, Night Scenario 

YI. Special R u b  
1. A m a g i  and Kamikuze must patrol in o p p i t e  
 direction^ along Board Cat a maximum speed of 3 until the 
Sahnon is detected or a torpedo attack made. 
2. The Japanese player has the Yugwe and the Hibikl' 
available as reinforcemmts. The Yugum is available 
beginning 10 turns after the Salmon is detected. The Hibiki 
is avltilable beginning 20 turns after the Salmon h detected. 
Both ships enter anywhere along edge 415 of Board A on 
their respctive t u r n  of ently. If the Sahnon is never 
detected, the reinfommentrs are not available. 
3. The Sahnon is free to abort the mimion and exit edge H 
of Board C at anytime; however if she did not mch Board 
B, aborting would give the Japanese player an automatic 
victory. 
4. If the Salmon is still on the h r d  at the end of the 
scenario, all Japanese ships on the bard at that time may 
conduct a prolonged attack against her (See U.0). 
5 .  The S h n  must use Mk 14 torpedoes. 
6. Thii swnario occurs before the availability d a m  on the 
data cards; therefore treut this scenario as Winter of 1942 
for availability p ~ q a e s .  

SCENARIO Z 
"RAISING HELLn 
I. Muctiw 

In the Spring of 1942, CC. Kirkpatrick, the youngest 
tub skipper at Pearl Harbor, waa given commandd Triton 
with the order to "go out there and raise hell." He did just 
that. 

11. Order of Battle 
1. American Player 
niton, C b s  T 
2. J a p m e e  Convoy: 
3-C2 Merchantmen 
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1-C3 Merchantman 
2-I2 Tankers 
Nmohl, Class Harsuhara 
IU. S h r h g  ~~ 
1. Trilon [See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Slow (See ~pecial rules), Nenohi (See 20.3) 

IV. Yldmy Condltlona 
American player mwt gain at 1- 20 victory points 

more than Japanese player to win. Any other result is  a 
Japanese victory. 

Y. Came Length 
U) turns, Day Seenario 
VI. Sgcefil Rules 
I .  Convoy sets up using middle three columns of 
Formation 5 (20.2.11). 
2. Triton must we Mk 14 torpedoes. 

SCENARIO 3 
THE OREAT "WHAT 1F 
I. Intrwlactlm 

One of the most puzzling, and perhap even fatal, 
decbions of the Japanese naval strategists was to stick to 
their pre-war doctrine of the submarine as an anti-capital. 
ahip weapon. Despite the huge successes of the Oerman U- 
boats against merchant shipping, the Jaw- v i r t d y  
avoided U.S. shipping to wrmmmte on last, hard to hit, 
and heavily escorted capital ships. Ultimately the Japnem 
submarine fleet was squandered hunting ship it couldn't 
catch and running supplies to isolated island prrisom. This 
is a hypothetical wnario set in the Fall of 1942, and 
assume$ the Japanese adopted an anti-merchant shipping 
strategy and German t ach .  
11. Order of Battle 
1. Japanese Player 
1 1 9 , C h s I I S  
126, Class 1 I5 
120, C h a  1 I6 
2. American Convoy: 
2 4 2  Merchantmen 
3-M=2 Merchantmen 
543 Merchantmen 
ST2 TankersMaury, Clam Craven 
Blue, Class Craven 
fair. Claw Evarts 
WyffeLt, Qass Evam 
III. starmg Locltlon 
1. Japanese phyer (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (See 20.2.8). Escort (See 20.3) 
IV. Ykkq ca "-- 

The Japaaese player must p i n  at k t  60 victory points 
more than the American player to win. Any other outcame 
is an American victory. 
V. Gnme Length 
20 turns, Night Scenario 

SCENARIO 4 
JAVA SEA PATROL 
1. -on 

In the Winter o l  1943, Bill Port, commanding 
Gudgeon, was patrolling the watea off Swbaya in the 
Java Sea. He was looking for targets-and he found plenty. 

11. Order d Bnttk 
I .  American Flaw 
Gudgeon, Class T 
2. J a p a m  Convoy: 
10-Q Merchantmen 
1 C 3  Merchantman 
7-77 Tankers 
Fukue, Class E t o d u  
Sado. Class Etorufu 
HI. St.rtinb toutioa. 
1. G d g m  (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (!he 20.2.7), Escorts (See 20.3) 
IV. Victory Condiirms 

American player must gain at least 40 more victory 
ppints than the Japanese player to  win. Any otheroutcome 
is a Japanese victory. 

V. Gnmc Len* 
20 turns, Day Scenario 

SCENARIO 5 
"EXPENDED FOUR TORPEDOES AND ONE SAP 
DESTROYER" 
I. I n i m h d o n  

In  the Spring of 1943, Sam Dealey, in Harder. was 
operating off of Woleai in support of carrier operations. 
H d e r  was spotted by a patrol plane, and shortly t h d t e r  
the dat royer Iuck icame lookingfor Hahr .  The title of 
this scenario is from Dealefs report of the incident. 
11. Ordw of Battle 
1. American Player 
Harder, Class Gato 
2. Japmse Player 
Ikuzarchi, Cluss Akatmki 

111. Starting LoeatIan 
I .  Harder sets up secretly anywhm on the board. 
2. h u c h i  enten on turn 1 anywhere along B o d  edge 6. 

IV. vfctory C "" 

The player to receive the mast victory points wins (See 
20.1). 

V. Game Length 
20 turns. Day k n a r i o  

YI. SpCEi.1 Rdrs 
Japanese player may wnduct prolonged attack if in 

wntact with Hnrdar at the end of the swnario (See 34.0). 

SCENARlO 6 
WAHOO'S LAST PATROL 
I. Introductlrm 

In the Fall of 1943, 'Mush" Morton, in Wakoo. was 
patrolling the Sea of Japan ofl Honrhu. Between Oaober 
5th and October I l th, M m n  sank four Japanese ships. 
but on the 1 lth, the WAoo was sunk by anti-submarine 
aircraft. The loss of "Muah tbe Magnificent" and the crew 
of the W k  was a bitter blow to  the submarine service. 
This &-his toh1 acenario depicts one of the last actions 
of the Wahoo. 

II. Order of Battie 
1. American Player 
Wahoo, Claw Gato 
2. J a m  Convoy: 
2 4 2  Merchantmen 
1-T2 Tanker 
No. 29, C k r  Sub Chaser No. 28 
nI. stuting h t i o n  
I .  W u h  (Soc 20.4) 
2. No. 29-M25, Bd B, Dir. 6 
C2-1-J30, Bd 8, Dir. 6 
CZ-2-P30, Bd B, Dir. 6 
l7-19-M32, Bd B, Dir. 6 

IV. vlctorg Codiuom 
The AmeriEan player must gain at least 25 victory 

pointe without lwing the Wahoo to  win. Any other mul t  is 
a Japanese victory. 
V. h e  h g t b  
10 turns, Night SFenario 

VI. Special R u k  
1. Merchantmen move as a fast convoy and have surface 
gunncry values of FWDO, BDE1, AFT4 
2. (Optional) Wuhou mai be considered automatically a 
professional quality crew. 

SCENARIO 7 
TANGS BEST PATROL 
I. Iatrodmiiw 

In the Spring of 1944, Dick O'Kane's Tang was 
operating as pan of a wolfpack in the East China Sea. On 
the night of June 25, T q  mne upon a heavily e s c m d  
convoy h d i n g  into Nagmki. With the other boats of the 
pack out of range, Tang attacked a h .  The result of this 
attack, combined with other sinkings during the remainder 
of the patrol, gave Tang the best patrol of any U.S. sub in 
World War 11. 

I[. Older d Bvttk 
1. Awrican Player 
Tang, C k s  Guto 
2. Japanese Convoy: 
4-n Tankens 
2-T3 Tankers 
Oki, Clam Etorufu 
hfm, Class Etorufu 
K m ,  Clas Ukuru B 

Imgi ,  Class Ukuru B 
No. 15, Class Kaikobcn 1 
No. 27, Class Kaikoben I 
No. 4. Class Kaikoben II 
No. 36, Class Kaikoben 11 

IIl. Stsrtlng Location 
1. Tang sets up anywhere after the Japanese phyer at least 
8 hexes from the nearest Japanese &hip. 
2 Convoy, Fast (See 20.21 1 and omit wlurnns I & 5), 
Escorts (See 20.3) 

N. Victory C o d M i m  
American player must gain at least M victory points 

without losing Tang to win. Any other result is a Japsneee 
victory. 
V. Geme Length 
15 turns, Night Scenario 
VI. Speainl Rde!i 
1. Incrcdibk as it may mm, Tmg was able to attack the 
convoy and escape without ever being detected by the 
escorts. To reflect this circumstance, subtract 1 from the rod 
die of all lapanee mrcher (visual, radar & sonsr). This 
modYmtion isnot made toanescortthat had made wntact 
with Tmrg in the previous turn. 
2. Torpedo Hidden Movement (See40.0) should be used in 
this scenario. 
3. The Japanee player may not conduct a pmlooged 
attack at the end of the game. 
4. Tmg may be automatimlly considered a professiod 
quality crew. 

SCENARIO 8 
THE AMERICAN ACES 

I.  Introduetim 
During 1943 and 1944, a generation of Amer-ican 

submarine a w  grew up whose exptoiu wm as daring as 
any of tho= by their German counteqmh. This hypotheti- 
cal wolfpack scenario b+ together three of those aces, 
Sam Dealey in Harckr. Dick O'Kane in Tang, and d u b e n  
Whitaker in Flasher, in the Summer of 1944. 

11. Order of Bat* 
I .  Amerim Player 
IIarakr, Class Gat0 
Tang. class Gat0 
&her, Class Gato 
2. J a p n c w  Convoy: 
6-C2 Merchantmen 
1 x 3  Merchantmen 
3-T2 Tanken 
2-I3 Tankem 
Oki, Class Etorufu 
K u m ,  Class Ukuru B 
No. 15, C b  Kaikokn I 
No. 36, Class Kaikoben 11 

111. Starting Location 
1 .  American player (See 20.4) 
2. Convoy, Fast (See 20.2.10). EBcorts (a 20.3) 
IV. victory Cwdftims 

Amerimn player mu&t gain at least 80 more victory 
point8 than Japunese player to win. Any other outcome is a 
Japanese victory. 

v. Guae h g t b  
28 turns, Night Scenario 

YI. Spedal Rulm 
AU Americun subs may be wnsidered profwional 

quality crews. 

SClENARIO 9 
TIRANTE VERSUS YAMATO 
I. Introdnaian 

In the Spring of 1945, as U.S. troopsstormod ashore on 
Okinawa, Thnte was one of several subs operating in 
Japanese waters to intercept any capital ships that might try 
to interfere with the invasion. On reports that the Yamato 
had sortied from the Inhnd Sea, M t e  proceded to 
search for hex. This hypothetical smnario presumea that 
nranre actually did find the pride of the Imperial Navy. 
U, order of Bsttlt 
1. American Player 
=ante. Qas Tench 
2. J a m  Player 
Yarnato. Class Yamato 
2 Cruiscra, Chm Mogami 
Shhikaze. Class Shimikaze 
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Hibiki, Class Akatsuki 
Mum, Class Matsu 
Enoki Class Matsu 

111. Startlng Location 
1. Eranre sets up anywhere in board section I, 111, orV at 
least 8 hexes from the nearest Japanese ship. 
2. Shimikaze-M16, Bd B, Dir. 6 
M~tsu-E30, 8d  B, Dir. 6 
Enoki-U30, Bd 8, Dir. 6 
Cruiser No. 1-M23, Bd B, Dir. 6 
Cruiser No. 2-M37, Bd B, Dir. 6 
Yamato-M30, Bd B, Dir. 6 
Hibiki-M44, Bd B, Dir. 6 
1V. Victory Conditions 

The American player must gain at least 25 victory 
points (See 20.1) without losing the Tirunre, or  50 victory 
pointsreprd1ess of the fateof the Tirnnte to win. Any other 
outcome is a Japanese victory. For purpoes of this scenario 
only, each damage point inflicted on the Yamato is worth 5 
victory points. 
V. &me Length 
15 turn, N i h t  Scenario 

VI. Spseial Rulw 
1. Japanese ships move as  a convoy with a speed of 5 until 
the submarine is detected or a torpedo attack made, a t  
which time escorts only may move independently. 
2. Although capital s h i p  must rerqain in wnvoy forma- 
tion, once the presence of the submarine is known, the 
capital ships may incream their speed to  8. Capital ship 
moves are still plotted three turns in advance. 
3. The Japanese player may not make a prolonged attack. 

SCENARIO 10 
THE DIVINE WIND 
I. h h d l l d a 0  

This ig a hypotheticalscenario that assumes the Unitad 
States did not use the atomicbomb, but instead opted for an 
amphibious invasion of Japan. In a desperate effon to 
destroy the invasion fleet, the last rernnantsof the Japanese 
submarine fleet execute a 'Kamikaee" attack on Americm 
naval units steaming towards Kyushu in the Fall of 1945. 
[I. Ordw of Rattle 
1. Japanese Player 
1202, Class 1 201 
HA MI, Clasa HA 201 
14011, Class 1 400 
RO 41. Class RO 35 
2. Amriran Player 
Forward Destroyer Screen: 
Btglarsd, C h s  Buckly 
Bates, Class Buckly 
Tacomu, Clam Frigate 
Pocateiio, Class Frigate 
Invasion Fleet: 
2 Aircraft Carriers, Q a s s  Enterprise 
1 Battleship, Clas Iowa 
1 Battleship, Class North Carolina 
2 Cruisers, Class Indianapolis 
M 2  Merchantmen 
4-EC2 Merchantmen 
4VC2 Merchantman 
I-C3 Merchantmen 
3-T2 Tankers 
h r t s :  
Maddox, Class Sumner 
Pulnum, Clam Surnner 
Fletcher, Class Fletcher 
Madison, Class Benmn 
Fair, Class Evarts 
Alger, Class Cannon 
Herrang, C h s  Caqnon 
Pilhbwy, Claw Edsall 

HI. Starting h t i o n  
This scenario assumes the existence of "Two" sets of 

mapboards. The first set of mapboards represents the 
security zone of the forward destroyer screen, and is 
hereafter referred to as simply the Usecurity zone." The 
second set of mapboards represents the area covered bythe 
invasion fleet itself, and is hereafter referred to ars simply the 
Weet am." 
1. On turn I. the Japanese submarines enter anywhere 
along edge 6 of the security zone. Upon exiting edge 3 of the 
security zone, the submarines will enter edge 6 of the fleet 
area. While it takes no "time" to move from the security 
zone to the fleet are% for game purpmes, the two sets of 
mapboards are not considered directly connected (i.e. you 

cannot launch torpedoes from the security zone into the 
fleet area). Should bychance there still be submarinesin the 
security zone when the first sub enters the fleet area,simply 
keep track of the locations of all ships and play the two 
mapboard sets sequentially. 

2A. On turn 1, the escorts comprising the destroyer screen 
enter anywhere along edge 3 of the security zone. The 
escorts move at a maximum speed of 3 until a submarine is 
detected or a torpedo attack made. Until the presence of a 
submarine is known, =cons of the destroyer screen may 
only move in directions 5, 6, or 1 (i.e. they may not turn 
back towards the invasion fleet without reason). In the 
unlikely event that all four Japanese submarines evade the 
destroyer screen, the mcons may turn back when the 
presence of a submarine is detected in the fleet area. 

23. All capital ships and merchantmen set up in the fleet 
area according to Formation 1 (20.2.7) but with 4sbip per 
column. Eswrts set up aowrdiag to 20.3, but with a 
maximum of two escorts on any side of theconvoy boxand 
a t  Ieaat 12 hexes between each escort. All s h i p  in the !let 
area are Ymzen" until a Japanese sub enters the area 
(NOTE: Japanese player must announw when the first sub 
enters the fleet area). 
I V .  Victory Conditions 

Japanese player must gain a t  least 100 victory points t o  
win. Any other outcome is an American victory. 

V. Game Length 
(See spcciul rules), Night Scenario 

VI. Specid Rules 
1. All ships which set up in the fIwt area must remain in the 
fleet area for the entire game. For these ships the fleet area 
boards are considered cantinuow as in any normal 
scenario. Only Jupanese submarines and the escorts of the 
destroyer screen may move from the security zone to the 
fleet area. Once in the fleet area, no ship o r  sub may move 
back to the security zone (i.e. the security zone only exists t o  
represent an outer defensive arc around the invasion fleet). 
2. The invasion fleet is considered a fast convoy with 
restricted turning ability qf one directional turn every five 
game turns (See 58.0). ' 
3. Merchantmen and tanken in the invasion fleet are 
considered to be cariyingthe followingcargoes: AH C2's are 
troop transports (TT) worth M victory points each; the C3 
is carrying military stores; the EC2's and V a ' s  are carrying 
either military stores or explosives--a die roll of 1-5 is 
military s t o m  and a 6 is  explosives; two T2 tankers are 
carrying naval fuel and one is carrying aviation fuel (See 
60.2). 
4. There is no time limit to this scenario. The scenario ends 
automatically when any ofthe following three events occur: 
I )  no  Japanese sub bas reached the fleet area by turn 60,2) 
the Japanese victory conditions have been fulfilled, o r  3) al l  
Japanese subs have been sunk. 
5. This scenario o m r s  after the availability datm on the 
data cards; therefore treat this somario m Summer of 1945 
for availability p u r p o s ~ .  

a - 1 

These binden are ruggedly constructed in 
attractive red leather finish vinyl, with gold 
embossed logos of the THE GENERAL and the 
Avalon Hill Game Company located on the  front 
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Spring-steel retaining wires hold the h u e s  firmly in 
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way, and can easily be removed from the binder at 
your desire. The binders are available from Avalon 
Hill for $5 plus 75a postage. Maryland residents 
please add 5% state sales tax. 
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1 
"If I'd - been - 
manager, they 
would have 
won the series!" 

At ALL-STAR REPLAY, that's the kind of talkwe 
like to hear. ALL-STAR REPLAY is the cotorful 
quarterly magazine for people who have three 
things in common: 1) They're all dedicated sports 
fans, 2) They all play and enjoy Sports Illustrated 
Games, and 3) They all would have been terrific 
coaches and managers i f  they'd had the chance. 

With the realism and accuracy of Sports 
Illustrated Games they get the chance to manage 
their own teams and players, i n  games covering the 
entire range of sports, including pro and college 
football, baseball, Grand Prjx auto racing, basket- 
ball, track and field, championship golf, and 
thoroughbred horse racing. And with ALLSTAR 
REPLAY they learn how to win, with jnc is ie  
articles on the-play and strategy of all of the Sports 
Illustrated Games in every issue. But that's not all. 

ALL-STAR REPLAY is where the thousands of SI 
Game fans get together to form leagues and meet 
fetlow players, read news of national and regional 
tournaments, enter special reader contests, and 
enter free ads for games, game parts, and new 
opponents. It's also a place t o  find actual sports 
histories, game analyses, and special new rules- 
and sometimes even new teams and charts! Recent 
issues have included new Grand Prix tracks for our 
SPEED CIRCUIT game, a rerunning of the 1957 
Kentucky Derby for our WIN. PLACE & SHOW game, 
and even individual player cards for the 1977 World 
Series for our SI baseball game. 

For less than the gate price you pay for most 
tickets these days you can have a whole yeer of 
fun with ALL-STAR REPLAY. Just $5.00 for a one- 
year subscription. or $9.00 for two. 

Subscribe today, and take over a team in your 
favorite sport. And who knows? Maybe this year, 
you'll win the Series! 

a 1-yr sub to All-Star Replay @ $5.00 
2-yr sub to All-Star Re~ lay  @ $9.00 

Name 

Address 

City 

Zip Date of this order 

Check or money order to: The Avalon Hill 
Game Co. 

Bilt: ( '  ) Amexco ( ) Master Charge ( )Visa 

Account No. 

Expiration Date 
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PANZERBLITZ SITUATION 66x99 byRobertChiang 
& Tom Oleson 

"X" is often used to indicate the unknown, and 
the unknown is very seldom an important factor in 
wargames. 

In the 1974 redesign of A N Z D ,  and in the 
addenda to its rules which have h e n  published 
privately several times since then as much uncertain- 
ty as possible has been incorporated. For example, 
o m  rule permits the Allies to secretly cancel certain 
withdrawals, at the cost of making their victory 
conditions more harsh. In a match between Tom 
Oleson, as Germans, and Don Burdick (a high- 
ranked AREA member) as Allies, the crafty Allied 
player used this rule to catch the Germans 
completely by surprise. It was Spring of 1944. Under 
the Advanced rules, the Germans had chosen the 
Maximum OOB, and cancelled the withdrawal of 
their panzer divisions. This meant that the game 
would end March 3 1, 1944. German losses had been 
heavy, but victory looked certain, as the Allied 
Second Invasion at Civittavechia had nearly been 
repulxd, and the main front was still south of 
Cassino. All Allied paratroops andcommandos had 
k e n  destroyed in heavy fighting in southern Italy. 
No Allied units were deployed in an invasion 
posture, so the Germans sent to the front the units 
that had been guarding the seaward flanks, as 
reinforcements were desperately needed. It seemed 
certain that Don Burdick had not picked the option 
allowing him to secretly retain a number of strong 
units which historically had been withdrawn, over 
the objections of the commanders in Italy. The 
Allies had been through such desperate moments, 
where just one extra division might have swung the 
balance, that no one would believe that such 
reserves existed. But Don had exercised just such a 
superhuman restraint! At nearly the last moment, 
he invaded with those hidden reserves just behind 
the German front line, enabling him to break 
through. The Germans threw up a desperate 
defense, and the game went right down to the wire, 
but at last the Allies won. 

This was a moment of genuine astonishment 
regrettably rare in wargaming. The Allied player 
used the rule just as had been envisioned, to achieve 
complete strategic and tactical surprise. There 
should be more such moments in wargaming, where 
both sides know too much about the enemy. 

SEA STRIKE, a little-known British game 
which has a devoted band of enthusiasts in the 
U.S.A. and the U.K., concerns modern tactical 
naval warfare. In thia game, your opponent's 
objective often remains hidden to you until the game 
ends, which is also possible in ANZ10 1974. In SEA 
STRIKE, paarts of the enemy OOB, such as 
submarines and airplanes, will probably only 
gradually be revealed. Andrew Smith is one of the 
hobby's top authorities on naval weapons and 
warfare, as well as one of thesources of information 
for Avalon Hill's new game on Malta. In a game of 
SEA STRIKE between Andrew and Tom Oleson, 
the latter's meager forces were being thoroughly 
pulverized. Each turn Andrew would be plaintively 
asked to confirm what seemed to be his certain 
victory (remember, the victory conditions may 
remain unknown until achieved). Instead, he finally 
lost, to his opponent's great surprise. His objective 
was a very d3icult one, which even a generous OOB 
was unable to achieve. He couldn't win just by 
crushing the opponent (who was ignorant of that 
fact). 

Some years ago THE GENERAL published an 
article entitled "Panzerbiltz Situation 13", which 
tried to introduce elements of uncertainty into this 
great game. The point system for evaluating nnits 
and selecting an OOB, together with the random 

board selection, meant that no two games of 
Situation 13 need ever be the same. Nonetheless, 
even using this system, the opponents know each 
other's OOB once the game starts, and the victory 
conditions. Not only is this unrealistic, but it takes 
some fun out of the game, too. 

The purpose of Situation "X" is to change that: 
to play PANZERBLIlZ without knowing the 
enemy O O B  (in some cases until the 9th turn), nor 
their objective. 

All the usual rules of play are used. The 
differences are explained below: 

1. First, decide the board configuration. The 21 
scenarios which go to make up Situation "X" are 
devised using the standard boards numbered 1, 2, 
and 3. Other scenarios could readily be devised to 
adapt this variant to less orthodox combinations of 
the PANZERELITZ boards, as well as to a n y  game 
in the PANZERBLITZ family, and even to 
SQUAD LEADER! 

The boards should be arranged in their nearly- 
square configuration: 

The orientation and juxtaposition of the boards 
need not be that shown, but can suit the preference 
of the players. If the playendo not use all 3 different 
boards, for example kcause they have selected 
boards at random, both playen should not use the 
same half-board section as their home board. The 
function of the home board is explained later. 

The players at this point have not chosen the side 
they will take, or the scenarios, so they have no way 
of knowing what board arrangement would favor 
either side. 

2. Next the players should decide who plays 
which side. 

3. By mutual agreement, or a die roll, the 
players should then decide where each side will 
initially set up. As indicated on the chart, there are 
six sections, each corresponding to half of a board, 
and lettered A-F. If using a process of random 
selection, consider die rolls 1-6 to correspond to A- 
F, respectively. Presume S is rolled for the Germans, 
indicating half-board E. Then the Russians should 
use the half-board at the opposite end (B). If the die 
roll were 3 or 4 (C or D), then the two sides would 
use the abutting C and D half-boards. In this case, 
with the two half-board sections directly joining, 
neither side should set up on row Q. In those 
instancea where the opposing home-boards do not 
abut, each could set up on its row Q. 

4. Now comes the key step! Each player selects 
at random a scenario from the 21 possibilities. This 
selection advises you of your OOB, when it enten 
the game, and what you must do to win. Details of 
your scenario should be concealed from your 
opponent until the game ends. Note that unlike the 
standard game, thereare two scenarios, one for each 
player, not just one for both players. 

5. The 21 scenarios have OOB point values 
ranging from 200 to 1400 points. These are thesame 
point values used in Situation 13. (Briefly point 
values were assigned by summing all four factors of 
a unit . . . attack, range, defense, movement. 
Example: a Panther tank unit would cost 50 points 
(16 + 12 + 12 + 10). Exceptions: cavalry movement 
factor is treated as 1; CPs  = 5 points (not I )  if using 
optional indirect fire mIes; attack factor point 
values of engineers would be doubled.) At this point 
the players should devise their OOBs, choosing 
whatever units they prefer, subject to certain 
restrictions in some of the scenarios. The total OOB 
must not exceed the point value given, although it 
can be less. The partial OOBs entering on each turn 
may vary no more than 10%, in order to facilitate 
choosing theunits desired. It's not aiwayseasy to get 
it to come out right! For example, if you have drawn 
scenario 2, you could vary the OOB in the range of 
145-55, to I5545 (10% ++I-). 

The OOBs are constructed to prolong the 
player's suspense about the enemy's strength. OOB 
19, with a total of 1400 points, is indistinguishable in 
point value from OOB 4, with only 400, until turn5. 
This is just one example. 

It's a good idea to keep a record of your unit 
point value OOB calculations, should your oppo- 
nent wish to see it. Where did he get all those Tiger 
tanks!? And of course, to preserve the suapense, 
don't spread your OOB right out in front of your 
opponent1 

6. Next the initial set-up. All 21 OOBs start out 
on turn one with point values of 100, 150, or 200. 
These units may be set up anywhere on your home 
half-board. Vehicles may be loaded or unloaded. 
Although the only advantage to be gained by 
delaying further the units available on turn one, 
would be a probably super!luous additional 
obfusmtion of your opponent, it is permitted. 

7. Reinforcements enter a t  the start of your half 
of the game-turn indicated, or later, in whole or 
part, as you prefer. They enter on any permissible 
exterior board edge hex around the perimeter of 
your home half-board. Not all units need enter via 
the same hex. 

8. Units may not enter into hexes occupied by 
enemy units. Entering reinforcements may shift 
their entry point around theoutside perimeter of the 
boards, at a cost of a one-turn delay per section. 
Thismay be done whether forcibly, becauseall entry 
hexes onto the home half-board are blocked, or 
voluntarily. 

For example, presume that your half-board is 
section A. Your reinforcements may enter without 
delay through sides 1 and 2 (see diagram). A turn 
later, a unit could enter at 3; two turns later, at 4; 
three turns later, a t  5, and so forth. A unit going the 
other way could enter with a turn delay at 10, two 
turns a t  9, and so forth. Written notes should be 
made and kept of reinforcements being shifted 
around the board. 

Not only does this add a further element of 
interest and uncertainty, but of realismas well, since 
the vast distances of the Russian Front often madea 
rigidly-defined front impossible. 

9. Turn-order. Before starting the game (turn 
one), each player should reveal only that part of his 
OOB which willenter that first turn. The player with 
the smaller number of units, regardless of point 
value, sets up first, and moves first; the other player 
sets up second, and moves second. Of course, both 
players set up before either moves. In case of 
identical numbers, the Russian player is first. 

10. Victory conditions. There are two ways to 
win a scenario of Situation "X": 
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a. If at any time during the game, afterturn one, 

there are no enemy units physically present on the 
boards, you have won at that point. 

b. If at the end of any game-turn (not player- 
turn, but both player's halves of oneturn), you have 
fulfilled the task outlined in the scenario, you have 
won. 

c. A draw is very improbable, but it can occur in 
i three ways: 
i 1. After all possible reinforcements have 
1 entered, both players realize that they do not have 

the forces necessary to win. 
2. At the end of a garne-tum, both sides have 

fuUilled their victory conditions. 
/ 3. Note that there is no time limit in Situation 
. "X": it continues untila declsionisreached. Again it 

should be stressed that in all probability one side / willwin in 10-15 turns. Nonetheless, the players may 

1 wish to agree on a turn limit by mutual agreement. 
I I. SEA STRIKE, in its first edition, had a novel 

I rule governing espionage. Each player would place 
! the card governing his OOBvictory conditions face- 

down on a table, together with a number of blank 1 cards. These blank cards represented *bountrr- 
, espionage". A certain number was issued, andmore 

could be "bought" at the cost of a small number of 
, OOB points. The opponent could turn over one or 

more cards ("espionage"), again a t  the cost of a 
small number of OOBpoints. Your opponent would 
not know if your "espionage" had succeeded in 
discovering his OOB and intentions. I t  would easily 
be possible to devise a similar system for Situation 
"Xn, but we have not done so. Experience with Sea 
Strike shows it to introduce too high an element of 
chance. Perhaps that's the reason why it w a s  deletd 
from the second edition of that game. 

Another option players may wish to introduce is 
to draw not one scenario, but several. Each player 
could then choose his preference. This  alleviates the 
"who dealt this mess!?" reaction, well-known to 
card-playera! 

THE SCENARIOS 
1.200 (This is the number of points from which I 008 msv bcshoacn. ar the Situation 13 values. 

Sa r the-OOB char$ 
You command a small rear guard force, which 

has been given the mission of delaying any enemy 
advance into your section, at a11 costs. You must 
occupy a minimum of any two adjaoent town hexes 
on your home half-board, for any, two consecutive 
enemy player-turns, after turn 6. 

2. 200 Your small delaying force must harass 
the enemy, with a minimum of friendly losaes. You 
must destroy at least one enemy unit. Youmust also 
exit off the map edge with at least 150 points of 
friendly units. However, your orders are to keep 
contact with the enemy for as long as possible, so 
you mn only exit off the half-board containing the 
largest number of enemy units, and no earlier than 
turn 8. "The largest number of enemy units" refers 
to number, not point value. The moment of 
determination is at the end of your exit turn. If two 
half-boards have the same nurnkr, youmay choose 
either. Units on inter-board hexes may be counted 
on either board, as you choose. 

3. 200 A masaive enemy breakthrough has oc- 
curred, leaving your force cut off behind enemy 
lines. Your primary duty is to escort your supply 
trucks to safety. Your trucks can only enter through 
your home half-board, after turn 2. You must have 
at least 5 trucks. A majority of these must cross all3 
boards, and exit off the east (or west) board edge of 
the half-board farthest from your own home half- 
board. In addition, at least 75 points of non-truck 
units must also exit off that same board edge. 

This scenario is applicable only if your home 
half-board is not in the "middle" board. If it is, 
discard it and draw another scenario. 

4.400 The enemy desperately needs to be able 
to use the roads leading from his home half-board, if 
he is to continue his advance. You must occupy any 
road junction in any half-board adjacent to the 
enemy home half-board for any two consecutive 
enemy player-turns, starting after turn 6. Ifthe road 
junction is in clear terrain, you need only occupy the 
adjacent covered terrain road hex. 

5. 400 Your orders are to seize a hilltop for 
emplacement of towed artillery. You must occupy 
any two adjacent forest hilltop hexes, not on your 
home half-board, with unloaded towed artillery, for 
any two consecutive enemy turns, startingafter turn 
6. Each hex must be adjacent to a slope hex. 

6. 400 Intelligence suspects that the enemy is 
planning a new move in your sector. You must 
harass the enerny build-up, using your mobile "A" 
class weapon AFVs. These AFVs must each have a 
minimum range of 8 hexes, and have a LOS of at 
most 8 hexes for each of 5 adjacent open terrain 
road hexes. You must fulfill the victory conditions 
using at least 3 AFVs, for any two consecutive 
enemy turns, starting with turn 7. 

The 5-hex stretch of open road which you must 
harass i determined by the enemy player's move: it 
is the first such stretch of road travelled by a t  least 3 
enemy units. Should the 5 hexes not have been 
determined by the end of turn 3, you may choose 
any such stretch on the half-board with the largest 
number of enemy units at that time, using the same 
definition as in scenario #2. 

To avoid differences of opinion about which 
stretch of road fits this scenario's victory conditions 
YYou win? You're crazy, I only moved two units 
down that road 6 turns back!"), either this scenario 
should be deleted, or a t  the end of turn 3, both 
players should agree about whether the 5-hex 
stretch of road has been travelled, without, of 
course, indicating whether this scenario has been 
selected: do it *just in case". 

7. 600 Your force has been given the task of 
constructing a strongpoint on a hex controlling the 
approaches to a large section of territory. You must 
occupy any one of the following three hexes for any 
two consecutive enemy turns, starting after turn 6: 
1-AA-9,2-14, or 3-AA-9. You cannot picka hex on 
your home half-board. 

8. 600 You have been ordered to prevent the 
enemy from advancing alongaparticular road. You 
must occupy any four adjacent forest road hexes, 
for any two consecutive turns, starting after turn 6. 
The hexes may not k on your home half-board. 

9. 600 Search out anddestroy enemy stragglers: 
these are your orders. To win, at the end of any turn 
after turn 7, you must meet 2 conditions: 

a. You must havedestroyed at least 100 points of 
enerny units, or a number of units (not points), 
representing at least 25% of the total nurnber of 
enemy units on the board at the point you claim 
victory. 

b. Your own losses may not exceed 125% of the 
enemy's losses, in points. 

10. 800 You have been commanded to establish 
a strong defensive position around your home half- 
board, and yet to keep your casualties low, 
conducting a fighting withdrawal, after anextended 
holding action. Your task force must consist of at 
least 40% non-vehicular units, by number, not 
points. Your primary objectiveis to hold every town 
hex on your home half-board through turn 7. 
Exclude Opustoschenia. Then you must exit your 
units off your home half-boardedge, by way of road 
hexes, by the end of turn 9. Any friendly units 
remaining on the board after turn 10 are considered 
abandoned, and count as losses. Your totallosses in 
points must not exceed enemy losses. 

11. 800 Attack! You must penetrate the enemy 
sector regardless of losses. During two consecutive 
enemy player-turns, after turn 6, you must have at 

least one infantry unit of any type in a town hex on 
the enemy home half-board. 

12.800 You are part of an advance force whose 
duty is to secure a north-south road through which 
your main force will travel. You may choose any 
half-board on boards 1 or 2, excluding your own 
half-board, and drive out, or eliminate, all enemy 
units in the hexes of the road running the length of 
the half-board. At the start of the movement phase 
of any two consecutive friendly turns (commencing 
after turn 7), you must fulfill two conditions: the 
road must be clear of enemy units; every covered 
terrain hex on or adjacent to the road must be 
spotted. 

13. 1000 Take the offensive immediately! You 
must destroy at least 150 points of enemy units, or at 
least 40% of the number (not points) of enemy units 
on the board at the end of the game-turn you claim 
victory. Your losses must not exceed 125% of enemy 
losses, in points. The victory conditons may be 
fulfilled at any time after turn 7. 

14. 1000 Your mission is to try to munter a 
possible attack by establishing a strong point or 
points with lines of fire into enemy headquarters. 
Each half-board has a town excludingOputstosche- 
nia. You must place in covered terrain hexes guns of 
any sort (including AFVs), with range sufficient to 
Fie into all three hexes of the enemy town. For three 
consecutive friendly turns, starting after turn 5, you 
must have a t  least one such undispersed gun 
covering each of the three town hexes. 

15.1000 Headquarters has ordered you to begin 
preparations for assaulting the townentirely on the 
enemy half-board. You must seize at least three 
dope hexes (only twoif the town is Zabvenia) within 
four hexes of the town, and with a M F o n  the t o m .  
You must occupy these hexes with class AFYs 
with a range of at least 8, for any two consecutive 
enemy turns, beginning after turn 6. 

If the enemy town is Grabyosh, discard this 
scenario, and choose another. 

16. 1200 Your divisional commander is anxious 
to move his headquarters nearer the enemy. You 
must secure a town on the enemy board, either that 
section which is his home half-board, or the other 
section of that same board. No undispersed e n m y  
AFV may be allowed to have a LOF on the town of 
less than four hexes, and no undispemd enemy unit 
of any type may be allowed to advance within two 
hexes of the town. You must fulfill these conditions 
at the end of any two consecutive friendly player 
turns, after turn 6. 

17. 1200 There are 3 bridge hexes: 1-Z9,2-K-4, 
and 24-9. As commander of an advance force, you 
must secure one of these bridge hexes for later 
arriving units. No undispersed enemy APV may be 
allowed to have a LOF on the bridge of less than 4 
hexes, and no undispersed enemy unit of any type 
may be allowed to advance within two hexes of the 
town. You must fulfill these conditions at theend of 
any 2 oonsecutive friendly player-turns, after turn 6. 

18. 1200 Your reinforcements are due to arrive 
soon. They cannot p u s  through your sector, unless 
you mn secure a road across the-length of a board, 
either 1 or 2. You must clear the road of enemy 
units, and you must have every covered terrain hex 
spotted, on or adjacent to the road, for two 
consecutive friendly turns, at the start of the 
movement phase. These two turns must k later 
than turn 6. 

19. I 4 0 0  Headquarters has provided you with a 
massive force to do a bigjob: secure thecentral road 
running through all three boards. You must clear 
the road of enemy units, and you must have spotters 
for every covered terrain hex adjacent to or  on the 
road. The conditions must be fulfilled at the start of 
the movement phase for any two consecutive 
friendly turns, after turn 6. 
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AL by David Bottger 

Contrary to his expectations, I was pleased to 
see Richard Shagrin's article 'The Early Years 
Reexamined" (GENERAL, Vol. 14, No. 5) criticiz- 
ing my original article "Third Reich: The Early 
Years" (Vol. 14, No. 3). It indicated at least that 
someone had read my effort and had been 
sufficiently moved to apply pen to paper. I wou ldk  
less than candid, however, XI did not admit that it is 
somewhat difficult to respond objectively to Mr. 
Shagrin's comments, given their superior and often 
snide tone. But many of his observations demand 
response, and for that purpose I will proceed. 

Axis Options 
Mr. Shagrin first takes issue with my assertion 

that Germany must conquer Poland quickly, 
preferably in Fall 1939, by noting that the rules and 
victory conditions do not require Poland's conquest 
at all. True, but not very enlightening. THIRD 
REICH'S main attribute is the freedom it allows its 
players to deviate from historical or even logical 
courses of action. But freedom carries a price. To 
evaluate delaying the fall of Poland requires a 
weighing of this price with its potential benefits. 

As an alternative to a first .turn attack on 
Poland, Mr. Shagrin suggestsanall-out effort in the 
West, with the early knockout of France as thegoal. 
Given optimum die rolls, the move he describes 
leaves one or two German armored units adjacent to 
Paris at theend of the Axis first turn. It also requires 
the use of 10 German air factors against the French 
air force, 5 in counterair and 5 in interception, 
resulting in elimination of the latter. Five additional 
air factors must support the attacks on Brussels (to 
avoid loss of armor by EX result) and Sedan and to 
suppress the Belgian and Dutch air units. That 
leaves only 5 air factors for defensive air support 
during the Allied turn, although admittedly an 
Allied offensive option is unlikely. 

You may notice I have omitted the attack on 
Denmark which Mr. Shagrin included in his 
proposal. The two infantry units assigned to that 
task are needed elsewhere, according to the rules 
with which Mr. Shagrin claims such intimate 
familiarity. At least one infantry unit must be 
deployed against Poland, since "combat of some 
type is mandatory" there in Fall 1939 (Second 
Edition Rules, p. 30, section 6.2). Another infantry 
unit should be placed in Finland. AH has ruled in 
response to an inquiry that air units such as Mr. 
Shagrin advkea sending to Finland will not garrison 
that country against Russian attack under rule 
3.582. 

Thus modified, Mr. Shagrin's attack consumes 
45 BRPs, 15 for the offensive option and 10each to 
declare wax on Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg. 
This leaves 30 BRPs for builds. At least one 
replacement unit should be sent to garrison 
Rumania. Three other replacements should be built 
to provide fodder for the expected Allied attrition 
option in the West. At first glance, it appears that 
one replacement unit sent east and added to the two 
fleets and two infantry units already there will 
satisfy the 25 factor East Front garrison require- 
ment. But as I read section 6.2 of the Questions and 
Answers Appendix referred to above, if a Polish 
attack reduces German strength there below 25 
factors, Germany forfeits the game, since the 
required number of factors would not begin the 
following German turn in the East. To avoid the 
ignominy of being defeated by Poland (just desserts 
for Mr. Shagrin, in view of his attempted Polish 
joke), Germany had better send two infantry units 
east. The remaining 20 BRPs can buy one 5-factor 
air unit or two armor units, plus assorted infantry 

and replacements. (Ed. Note: The unit construction 
and strategic redeployment phase would give the 
German ample opportunity to avoid a forfeit.) 

To digress a moment, it should be obvious why 
the invasion of Poland is now considered to have 
been such a gamble. Germany simply lacked the 
military might to respond to an Anglo-French 
attack in 1939, had it occurred. For the same reason, 
but perhaps to an even greater degree, Germany 
takes a great risk in attacking Prance so early in the 
game. 

Consider the probable Allied reaction. French 
units mass around Paris and the German armored 
thrust. Britain, fearing an early French defeat, 
transports at least two ground units to the 
Continent. With a t  least 21 ground factors adjacent 
to the invaders, the Allies have a 54-50 chance of 
either capturing the hex east of Paris (advance by 
British units to permit use of British DAS) or 
forcing the destruction of the armor occupying it as 
attrition losses. Either course removes the armor 
unit($) adjacent to Paris, allowing a French build 
there. With 42 BRP's t o  spend on unit construction, 
France resurrects her intercepted air unit and 
activates both armor units, all infantry and three 
replacements for sentry duty on the Italian border. 
England builds air and ground forces to aid her 
beleaguered ally. 

As a result, German units lie at least one, and 
possibly two or three hexes from Paris, facing equal 
or greater air power and a formidableground fom.  
On the shortest route to Paris lie 12-14 British 
defense factors, then 15 or 1.8 French defense factors 
in the capital. This assumes no German casualties 
from her own attacks. An EX result in the attack 
from Sedan, for example, costs a precious armored 
p i e ~ e ,  weakening the thrust and limiting attack 
options in Winter 1939. 

And it could be worse. Note that Mr. Shagrin's 
plan makes no provision for defense of the Reich. I 
wonder how he would respond to the sight of Britiah 
units in Berlin. If Britain deployed at least one unit 
on a port, an amphibious assault on the beach east 
of Bremen is possible (remember, both German 
fleets are on garrison in the East). One fleet can 
carry the invading infantry while the others based in 
England provide sea escort for extra forces SR'ed to 
the bridgehead1 port. 

Since Germany spent at least 45 BRPs the Allies 
can, by judicious spending, gain the initiative in 
Winter 1939. That means British units can waltz 
into Berlin without firing a shot, while the French 
eliminate or cut off as many Germans as possible. 
Reinforcements SR'ed to Germany may even screen 
Berlin completely from German countemttack. 

Enough horror stories. The simple fact is that 
the gamble is not worth the risk. At best, Germany 
would start 1940 with 40 BRP's conquered 
(assuming Denmark falls in the winter), as com- 
pared to 60 (70 if joint conquest of Yugoslavia) by 
taking Poland first, then striking west. In addition, 
she will have bought anextra offensive optionin the 
West while wasting a free one in the East, resulting 
in a further underdeveloped force pool. In BRP 
terms it does not matter if France falls in Spring or 
Winter 19404ither way, Germany gets the BRP's 
in Spring 1941. If France falls as early as Summer 
1940, it will still take a turn to conquer Poland plus 
probably another turn to redeploy east and rebuild 
the f o m  pool. So now it is Spring 1941, and what 
time has been gained in this gamble? 

The same general comments apply to a first-turn 
attack on Russia. Mr. Shagrin questions my 
analysis on this point, rejecting my statement that a 

Fall 1939 attack on Russia is not feasible because 
most of Germany's forces will be attacking Poland 
in the first turn. The point is, if Poland is not 
vanquished, German deployment against Russia is 
extremely limited-20 factors maximum in minor 
allies at any one time, plus whatever can get into 
battle from East Prussia. This makes it less likely, 
not more likely, that enough Russian casualties can 
be inflicted to force surrender before France and 
Britain are able to apply intolerable pressure. 

Further, I tend to question Mr. Shagrin's 
proposed attack from Finland. It presupposes an 
incompetent Russian deployment (e-g., no Russians 
on Finnish border). One may certainly aspire higher 
than to advise how to defeat such poor play. 

Next Mr. Shagrin rejects my suggestion that 
Italy declare war on France and Germany on 
Yugoslavia, causing a state of war between Italy and 
Yugoslavia. Then the Axis sends 21 combat factors 
in an attrition option against Yugoslavia, guaran- 
teeing the elimination of one Yugoslav unit and 
permitting an Italian 2:l on Belgrade in the winter. 

He discards this ploy by asserting that France, 
for example, could volunteer one of its units for 
attrition loss, thus preserving the Yugoslav army, 
gaining her 20 BRP's and thwarting the planned 
Italian attack. The flaw in his analysis has already 
been pointed out by the Question Boxin Vol. 14 No. 
2 of the GENERAL. There it was ruled that amajor 
power could absorb the minor's attrition losses only 
if they were joint targets of the aame attrition 
option, i.e., intervening major power already at war 
with and possessingunits adjacent to theattacker on 
the same front. In all other cases, as this ruling and 
rule 3.71 itself make clear, intervention, the 
prerequisite to the major power taking the minor's 
losses, may not occur until the intervening power's 
turn. It is Mr. Shagrin's analysis, rather than my 
approach, which therefore must be judged afailure. 

Finally, Mr. Shagrin takes issue with my 
rejection of "doing nothing" as a reasonable 
Gerrnan option in 1939 on the Western Front. Be 
does this by reference to the''flett in beinfconcept. 
"Fleet in being," as a defensive concept, is hardly 
suited to the German strategic situation in 1939. In 
addition, I am somewhat puzzled by Mr. Shagrin's 
advocacy of the "do nothing" oourse in the same 
article in which he discusses all-out attacks both east 
and west. Frankly, I am no longer sure what, if 
anything, he really is proposing. 

British Options 
From my statement that an amphibious assault 

on Britain is unlikely, Mr. Shagrinconcludes that I 
advocate leaving only 7 ground factors in Britain to 
defend against an air assault on London. Having 
leaped to this assumption onmy behalf, he proceeds 
to refute it, showing his prowess against straw men. 

In fact, I prefer to keep at least one 5 4  air unit in 
Britain. I also suggest garrisoning all British pons 
within German airborne range with a replacement 
unit, to prevent the capture of a British port for 
German SR or transport, the danger cited by Mr. 
Shagrin. Other units should be placed adjacent to 
ports, preventing SR into them even if seized by 
Axis paratroopers. 

Russian Optiom 
Mr. Shagrin next expends considerable energy 

attacking my views on a Russian invasion of 
Turkey. It is a pity hedoesnot know where they are. 
In my article, I attemptedto show thatfromashort- 
term BRP viewpoint, the BRP's gained conquering 
Turkey outweigh potential losses there. Mr. Shagrin 
responds that the probable German reconquest of 
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Turkey makes this a losing proposition for Russia. 
Had he put down his copy of Bartletr's Familiar 
quotations for a few minutes, he might have read 
this caveat following my BRP calculations: "Ger- 
man conquest of Turkey as a preliminary to 
invading Russia both costs Russia an immediate 30 
BRP's and opens up her southern front . . . . in 
short, I tend to accept Greenwood's advice against 
attacking Turkey . . . ." 

Norway 
Fresh from his victory over yet another straw 

man, Mr. Shagrin attacks my observation that 
Germany must conquer Norway in one turn, using 
paratroops, by noting that a German 4-6 armor, a 
borrowed Italian 2-5 armor and air support can turn 
the trick. What I actually said was "For Germany, 
Norway must be conquered in one turn or not at all" 
and "Germany can effect a one-turn conquest of 
Norway only through the air." 

If 1 chose to be technical, I could argue that 
"through the air" includes air support, which Mr. 
Shagrin also uses. Actually, I intentionally declined 
to assume that Italian help would be available. But 
this does not detract from thegeneral validity of Mr. 
Shagrin's plan. What does detract from it is his 
assumption that either Norwegian beach is vulner- 
able, so that Norway cannot guard both. An 
amphibious assault on the western beach may well 
stir up the British navy, which can intercept under 
rule 4.916 even though Britain cannot formally 
intervene on behalf of Norway until its own turn. 
Once Russia is at war with Germany, the same 
applies to the beach hex southeast of Oslo. The loss 
of just one German naval factor to an intercepting 
navy will also eliminate the Italian armor and spare 
Oslo long enough for British intervention in force. 

I will stand on the statement that a one-turn 
conquest of Norway is imperative. It is simply too 
easy for either side to reinfortx there, turning a 
sideshow into a potentially major thorn in theside. 
Mr. Shagrin suggests that thereare three situations 
in which an Axis one-turn conquest is unnecessary: 
( I )  Allied ground forces unavailable for interven- 
tion; (2) Allied naval forces already used; and (3) 
Axis has two consecutive turns due to BRP 
manipulation. As for (I), it presupposes less than 
quality Allied play, against which little advice is 
needed. Situation (2) cannot occur unless the AIlies 
gain the initiative, as is true of (3). Against 
competent Allied play, this will not happen unless 
the Allies have bigger fish to fry, e.g.. attack on 
Rome or Berlin. In that situation, Germany will 
have better things to worry about than Norway. 
Finally, the statement that Germany should be 
content to "counterpunch" a British invasion of 
Norway assumes that Norway does not fall in one 
turn. Any Allied player who allows this to occur 
deserves to be counterpunched. 

Polish Defense 
Mrl Shagrin criticizes my "expected BRP loss" 

calculations for various Polish defenses by noting 
that no German infantry unit can reach Brest- 
Litovsk, as I stated. That's one for you, Mr. 
Shagrin. This correction changes the order of 
average BRP losses thus: 

A. A. Defense 7.59 
Comparison Defense 7.54 
Standard Defense 7.17 

It also changes the German force commitment 
against the comparison defense to no infantry, 16 
armor and I8 air factors, for a total of 34 factors. 
Despite these changes, my standard defense still 
comes out best in diverting German forces, for an  
insignificant (.37) reduction in average BRP loss. 

IN DEFENSE OF 
LINEAR TACTICS 

by Roland Parenteau 

Naval engagements are more difficult to plan 
than land battles, because in a land battle you can 
always count a n  the opponent's grabbing the best 
available terrain. Since there is no terrain on the sea, 
the best strategV available to  a naval commander 
often depends mostly on the strategy to which his 
opponent commits himself. The best "plan" to 
follow at the battle's outset, then, is that path of 
action that leaves the most options open. In most 
fleet actions of WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN, 
that path lies in the direction of linear tactics. 

Avalon Hill's rule book to WS & IM maligned 
the linear tactics of the sailing ship era un- 
reasonably. The battle line has many advantages 
over "loose" formations. The battle line opens clear 
fields of fire lor the greatest number of ships in a 
fleet; it gives the maximum number of ships 
protection at the bow and stern, and weak points of 
any sailing ship; it leads to more orderly maneuver- 
ing and less fouling of one's own ships; it provides 
the best formation for cooperation between ships of 
a fleet. 

Ships should not break line early in a naval 
battle, for tbesame reason that queens should not be 
moved too early in a game of chess; there are too 
many places for either to go to be able to decide 
which is right. A wrong decision means the loss of 
valuable time. Better to maintain the line until the 
advantage of breaking it becomes clear, and until 
one knows exactly which way to start moving ships. 

Wargarners who find the "fighting rules" 
obsolete or stifling are kidding tbemseIves if they 
think that sea battles were won by dashing into the 
face of enemy fire and having it out broadside to 
broadside, preferably with a melee or two. With rare 
exceptions, this was not the case. Melees were used 
to capture a shipas a prize, after advantage had been 
secured another way. MeIeeing without first 
obtaining a decisive advantage turns WS & IMinto 
a die-rolling contest. 

This, however, begs another question: what 
constitutes an advantage, and bowdo you obtain it? 

In the sailing ship era, a fleet was said to have a 
positional advantage if it could: (a) secure the wind; 
(b) mass greater firepower against a small portion of 
the enemy line; (c) double the opposing line; or (d) 
isolate and defeat a small portion of the opposing 
line. 

Securing the wind and massing firepower are 
difficult in most scenarios, Tor the same reason; 
since the ships are usually only one hex apart, there 
is no way to move through a line to secure the wind, 
or to bunch ships any tighter than they already are. 

Doubling the opponent's line is also difficult. 
The opponent can usually turn his fleet in on itself, 
and mass firepower against the portion of your fleet 
that tries to  turn the corner on exterior lines. This 
problem is removed if you try to double the rear of 
the opposing line, but that introduces another 
problem: the opposing fleet just sails away. In 
practice, doubling a line is seldom achievable 
against an undisrupted fleet. 

That leaves creating and exploiting gaps. This is 
easiest to do, because you need only reduce the 
mobility of one ship in a line and be ready to move in 
when that ship slows her comrades. It is then 
relatively easy to mass against the slow ship and 
cripple her. 

Doing this requires that one concentrate on a 1 
strategic point in the opposing line. Choosing that 
point is crucial, and the location of it depends on 
which way rhe wind is blowing. I 

If the enemy fleet has the wind behind it, the 
concentration point should be halfway through or 
in the rear of their line. This gives the forward part 
of the line theleast opportunity tocome to theaid of 
the rear. 

If the fleet is heading into the wind. the place to 
concentrate is at the head of the line, where help 
cannot be brought up quickly. 

Only when the opposing line has been disrupted 
should you break your line, and then only with a 
clear purpose. Patience is the key. Don't read the 
rule book and throw the fighting instructions to the 
devil. Ships of the line aren't meant to be handled 
like smaller ships. Lookat the turning capabilities to 
see why. Ships of the line were meant to withstand 
enemy fire even alongside another ship at close 
range; they were thus heavy, relatively un- 
maneuverable, and had hulls all but impervious to 
punishment. You cannot depend on the headlong 
rushes to defeat them. Don't try. 

Patience and orderly tactics give you better 
coordination between your ships, and allow you to 
take advantage of opportunities. Never let an 
opponent (or an article you read) cajole you into 
breaking your line unnecessarily. There's nothing 
wrong with maintaining it. 

0 
I 

MAGNETIC GAMES 
Now you can convert your favorite game for 

vertical display or secure in-play storage with 
magnetic tape, unmounted boards and just an 
hour of your time. All you'll need isa metal surface 
and an unmounted gameboard. We supply the 
magnetic strips with self sticking adhesive already 
applied. You just cut the I/;" x I '  strips into half 
inch squares and apply them to  the unit counters 
which came with your game. The result is a '/x" 
thick counter which will stack six high even when 
the mapboard is mounted in a vertical position for 
display purposes. Never worry about that pbm 
move being jostled again between turns. 

Naturally this magnetic treatment will be less 
valuable for counters with two-sided printing, but 
that still leaves them with a multitude of uses. 
NOTE: it will be necessary to be sure that the top 
portion of all unit counters are uniformly applied 
to the top half of the magnetic strips. Otherwise, 
the polarity may be reversed and thecounters will 
actually repel each other rather than attract. 
Therefore, it is wise to mark the back of the 
magnetic strips uniformly across the top so as to 
be sure to apply the top half of thecounter to the 
top half of the magnetic strip. 

Magnetic strips are available from Avalon Hill 
for 900 a foot or $7.50 for ten feet. Unmounted 
mapboards are available upon request for $6.00 
apiece. Usual postage charges apply, as does the 
5% state sales tax for Maryland residents. 
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SQUAD LEADER PLAY 
As a long time play-by-mail (PBM) enthusiast I 

found it strange that I should be attracted toagame 
like SQUAD LEADER The relative simplicity of 
the rules and the required precision in play haw 
made games like BULGE. P D A Y ,  Ak: and 
PANZER LEADER the mainstays of my gaming 
time which is virtually all  PBM. At fint glance it 
would seem that SQUADLEADER isan extremely 
complex game with too many rules and phases to  
make it enjoyable or  even playable in the PBM 
format. 

My main interwt in SQUAD LEADER kegan 
when I realized that it provided an encounter with 
military history in a relatively detailed manner yet 
still largeenough to allow me t o k  able to reIate it to 
the laxger scale of grand tactics or  strategy. 
Furthermore, under the philosophy that a game 
Bimdates a command situation, SL provides a 
mooable feel for the role of the unexpected event 
in a battlefield situation. In most of the classics the 
unexpected situations deal with i t em like weather 
and supply rolls. Although it is great to have clear 
weather in December as you roil toward Moscow as 
the Germans in Staliograd, it usually leads me to 
have nagging doubts about whether 1: wuld have 
won without this rather sigdicant change of' 
hiitow. On the s a l e  of SOUAD LEADER. the 
chanck breaking of a machi; gun or radiodo4 not 
p o ~  similar psychological problems for me since I 
a n  better accept them as standard elements of 
warfare on that d t ,  not so significant in the 
overall historid sense. 

Regardless of your reasons, if you want an 
exciting game, PBM SQUAD LEADER may be 
just the thing to brighten up your mailbox. It might 
even make the bills less noticeable. If you wish to 
s p e d  up the tempo try it with friends laally where 
the m o m  can be papsed back and forth convenient- 
ly such as in the inter-office mail. A word of ~ttution 
in this latter casre may be helpful-watch your 
discussions at coffee lest you upset the casual 
listener1 

After trying a series of PBM sheets I find the best 
s k t  for SQUAD LEADER is simply lined but 
otherwise blank papcr. A typical listing is given 
below for the entire German opening movement 
phase in Scenario 7: 
( 2 4 7  + HMG)/4CCI - 4EE6 - 4FF5 - 4FF4 
( 4 4 7  + LMG)/4BB7 - 4DD6 - 4FF5 - 4DD4 - 4BB3 
1-7 + MMG)/4DD6 - 4PP5 - 4DD4 - 4BB3 
(8-1 + 8-34 t LMG + PF)/4AAS - 4CCI - 4EE6 - 4EEJ - 4CC4 -- 

KC3 - 4CC2 
1447 + PFi14FF4 - 4FF3 - 4EE3 - 4DM - 4CC2 
i&0+44-7  ~ L M G + P F ) / I E E ~ - ~ ~ E E ~ - ~ E W - W - ~ A A ~ - * Z ~  
(447  + LMCI)/4DD5 - 4Da4 - 4BB3 - 4BBZ - 4AA2 
(84 + -7 + LMG + PF)/4EE6 - 4EES - 4CCB - 4AA3 - 4AAZ - 

4AA1 
IS2 + 6 7  t LMG + PFl14FF5 -4DD4 - 4DD3 - 4DDZ - 4DD1-- 

3DDIO - 3DD9 
(&I + &34 + LMG + PF)/428 -4BB7-4DD6-4PF5 -4FF4-4FF3 

- 4FR 
(l&Z + 8-H + LMG + PF)(4Z9 - 4AA8 - 4CC7 - 4EE6 - 4EE5 - 

4FF4 
-7 + PF)/4Y 10 - 428 - 4BB7 - 4DD6 his notation is quite a i l y  translatable. For 
example, the second Iine indicates that a 4 4 7  squad 
with a light machine gun began on hex 4BB7 and 
moved through 4DD6,4FF5, and 4DW to reach 
hex 48B3. The fourth line indiclltes that Sgt. Hitken 
and the 8-34  squad carrying a light machine gun 
and Panzerfaust started on hex 4AA8 and moved 
through the noted hexes to reach hex 4CC2 

Typical attacks arc listed as follows: 
( 4 4 7  + 2LMG)JIX5 + ( 4 4 7  + 2LMG)IIYS v8. IY7 16(+3) 
(2(4&7)+ LMCt MMG)/~X~+(~U~)+HMQ+~LMG)IIY~VB. 

121 3q+2) 
These wre the last two prep fm attacka that 
finished the Germans in an actual Scenario 2 game. 

The game require3 a large number of die rolls. 
This is easily handled through the generation of 
random number tables for the purpose. If you do 
not have ame~ to an electronl calculator or 
computer that can generate uuch numbers for you 
and your opponent you dill have a couple of 
options. One of them is to join a PBM organization 
such as the Avalon Hill International Kriegspiel 
Society wbich provides such tables for games 
between members. In using t k  tables one cites 
columns on the tables which arc compared with 
mlumns on the individualized table held by your 
opponmt. After cach move, or a t  games end, the 
columns are sent for verification. If one uses the 
newspaper stock method the procedure is also quite 
simple. Rather thanlist stockafter stockit is simpler 
to start with the fint one under Aand go down the 
Iist using all that sell over M (3000 shares). One usm 
the number of s h a m  sold (in hundreds) and divides 
by 6 using the remainder as the roll. A remainder of 
0 is used as the 6 roll. A two dice roll as in many of 
the SQ WAD LEA DER rolls requires the deterrnina- 
tion of two separate numknr. This in mentioned for 
those who may not hawconddered that usinga 1-1 2 
table or  dividing the n u m h r  by 12 and using the 
remainder irs not the same thing and will greatly 
distort the name. - 

As noted above to resolve attacks one simply 
goecs down the stock quota or random nwnbtr list. 
As soon as a result is obtained requiring a Morale 
Check that check is performed immediately with the 
next numbtn in the list you arc using. The leaders 
check first followed by the most important units 
(unbroken squads before broken squads) until aU 
the Morales are checked. Then one proceeds to the 
next attack exactly as in fa~ct-face play. 

Some PBM players draw up extensive hls of 
what should be included in cach mailing. I prefer to 
iadicate that the "advanced quenoe of play" list, 
plus a little common sense for which die rollrs t o  
include, is about all you need. The stock market list 
is ementially "open-ended" if one uses a major 
newspaper and t h m  should be little likelihood of 
running out of n u m k s .  Defensive fm against 
moving targets may at first seem troubksomc but 
for infantry, at least, pones no problem hceeven in 
lTF play the units are brought back to the target 
hex for defensive fire. For AEVs one would 
normally shoot a t  them before they left the target 
square. Since movement is tsmntdly imultaneous 
in SQUAD LEADER anyhow, I have found little 
problem in playing the armor the same way as 
infantry with the added stipulation that if an attack 
is effective on an AFV that has been listed as 
moving, all subsequent AFVs that moved through 
that same square can redo their mows if they could 
not reach their final position because of the 2 M F  
penalty for moving through the hex which now 
contains a wreck 

Tbt next problem to reckon with is how to 
handle those items which are supposed to be kept 
secret such as the number of FFB in an artillery 
mission, hidden initial placement and true location 
of concealed units. Once you have recorded the 
m e t  information you simply write t b  on a piece 
of paper which is p M  in a sealed envelope. SmaIl 
envelopes work well. You sign the envelope across 
the flap and mail it with the rest of your move. Your 
opponent signs it when received and it is either sent 
back and forth or kept by the originator until it no 
longer contains secrei i n f o ~ t i o n  at which point it 
is returned for the other player to  confirm the 
contents. Where them is a god  level of trust 

between the players the mechanics described'here 
may not be naeded. Thii leads to a point that isn't 
brought up much but is critical to enjoying PBM 
play in a game as cornplicakd as thb. It is a known 
h c t  that we all like to win or we probably would not 
be playing. Tbe problem is in bow badly some of us 
desire to win. If you are a rules ulawyer" I suggest 
another pastime since 80 much in SQUAD 
LEADERis based on good faith that you must give 
your opponent the bewfit of the doubt and return 
moves where you suspect an obvious error. In this 
game wen the way thedie cuts the counter can make 
the difference between seeing or not seeing a unit 
which will not be the same from copy tocopy. I fmd 
it helped to include noks on the PIM sheets going 
back and forth as to wbich units and quam have 
clear LOS to each other and which are blacked 
where such cooclusions were crithl in my move 
and where I can rsee a posible difference of opinion. 
These problems should be resolved before they 
affext play and it may be necessary to d o  movesin 
critical situations. 

At first glance you might suspect that a PBM 
game of SQUAD LEADER would last forever due 
to the many phases thatcomprise a turn. Since mout 
of the games are 10 or less turns this is simply not the 
w e  even assuming 6 mailings per turn. Tbi 
compares favorably with most of the games which 
are routinely played PBM with 2 mailings per turn 
for some 25 to  50 turns. The excitement factor in 
SQUAD LEADER tends to keep the pmt 
interesting despite tbt numb of mrtilinm 

Having mentioned notation earlier I might add 
that after playing awhile there is a tendency to take 
some of the things for granted conoerning position. I 
suggest as much detail as is reasonable to allow you to 
go back and reconstruct the positions of the 
previous m o m  This will be necessary when the 
i-tabk problem of the misplaced unit arks. For 
example, all AFV placement should include facing. 
TI& can be indicated as follows: 
Tmck/3P7(3Q7:3QS) M-3/ 3 ~ 7 ( 3 ~ 8 : 3 Q 8 )  
Jocp/3S7(3S6:3T6) TnucL/3Q8(3RB:3Rf) 
These were drawn from initial positions in a 
S o e d o  7 game. The first line i n d i t m  that the M- 
3 on hex 3R7 is facing the hex spine between 3R8 
and 3Q8. The jeep on 3S7 is facing the spine between 
3S6 and 3T6 and so on. 

So far I. haven't wmeacrossa problem that can't 
be handled although I have not worked my way 
through the CROSS OF IRON scenarios yet. The 
optional sequential movement rule on page 22 
should, obviously. be ignored for PBM play and my 
prefemm i s  to ignore it anyway since the time 
frame of the game makes such movement quite 
unreasonabIe in any went. The feel for sequential 
deployment is already taken care of in the 
movement p h  witbout this extra detaiL 

I think you will fmd PBM phy a much more 
c r i h l  arena for judging strategy and t a c h .  
Thing you are 1ikeIy to get away with in FTF play 
sometimers fail under the careful scrutiny of a PBM 
game. It is this very point that mkts some of the 
classia dutl in PBM play between unequal 
opponents. There comes a time in some of the 
"endgame" play when even perfect die rob cannot 
salvage a victory in AK, BULGE, D-DAY, etc. 
Many players continue to play on into the inevitable 
making it quite boringother than for the probability 
of a dramatic blunder. SQUAD LEADER has a 
much lower probability of resulting in this kind of 
dullncgg. 

Q 
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EAST OF WATERLOO: 
THEGENERAL I 

SOME OF OUR GENERALS ARE MlSSlNG 
One thing about WATERLOO is incurably 

different from historical events of June, 1815-the 
personalitim of Napoleon, Wellington, Bluchcr and 
0 t h  are gone without a trace. Thii absence of the 
original commanders produces many divergences 
from the actual c o u m  of events during a game. 

For example, the Prussian Army usually does 
nor form up on June 16th for a pitched battle against 
a superior French host, on the field of the actual 
battle of Ligny. Instead, the Prusskns typically 
follow the excellent advict in the game manual, and 
fail back gradually on the natural "Maginot Lint" of 
terrain advantages (forest "passes: strategic hills, 
rivers and interior Lines of communication) f o m d  
by the NivelbQualre Bras-Wavre salient. 

The French player must then try to blast m 
opening through this line a t  some point, even as the 
Anglo-Allied army continually filters into the 
defense. If he gets through this terrible mid-board 
passage, there is usually a mini-battle somewhere 
near Waterloo to decide the game (most of the 
actual participants having been slaughtered en 
route.) 

Now, the game mechanics of WA TEALOO stdl 
provide exciting, well-balanced battles. The absence 
of the actual gene& does m a n ,  however, that 
some things just will not occur. The battle of Ligny 
is a common example; the battle of Waterloo as 
actually fought is almost always another. Still 
another thing which almost never can be experi- 
enced in the game concerns the actual aftermath of 
the Battle of Ligny. 

A Wavre Scenario byEi~oodCar l son  

THE PECULIAR WAVRE CAMPAIGN 
All afternoon on June 16th, the main bdies of 

the French and Prussian armies crashed together on 
the plain near Lgny. Finally, late in the day, the 
Imptrial Guard marched through the town and 
forced the Prussians grudgingly from the field of 
battle with the last light. It wasa French victory, but 
only of sorts. 

There then followed a whole series of unusual 
wmmand decisions, which players sitting at a game 
board will never make. 

First, during the night of the 16th-17th, 
Blucher's aide Gniesenau (acting for his command- 
er, who had been shaken by a fa11 from hi horse 
and a narrow escape from French cavalry) ordered a 
general retmt.  

The hussian I and I1 Corps were to fall back to 
the north under cover of darkness. Jagow andsome 
cavalry maintained a covering presence south of 
Tilly until dawn, and then also withdrew. More 
units were deployed as a rearguard a t  the river line 
halfway from Tilly to Wavre. 

The 111 Corps was instructed to concentrate in 
Gernblous (off-board to the east) and together with 
the IV Corp8, already there, march around and 
come to Wavre from the east. This movement was 
somtwkat tardy, and did not get completely clear of 
the area shown on the mapboard until well after 
daylight. 

By dusk on June I7th, then, the Prussian army 
war whole and hearty once again, regrouping a t  
Wavre and in good position to combine with 
Wellington on the I8th:The only trouble with this 
(no doubt glaringly apparent to the veteran 
WATERLOOp1ayer)wasthat itlefttheleft flank of 
the Anglo-Allied position at Quatre Bras completely 

undefended; this would never happen in a game, as 
it gives away the mid-board salient with only 
minimal French losses. 

To compound this, more peculiar decisions 
followed. For a startling beginning, the victorious 
French army slept-ih! By the time French patrols 
were sent out, the two Prussian corps retreating 
north were completely away. All these patrols 
discovered were stragglers from Thielemann's I11 
Corps, retreating easr. These prisoners were 
forwarded to headquarters, where they strength- 
ened a disastrous impression that the whole 
Pmssian army was falling back on Mamur to the 
east. 

The reason for thii delay was Napoleon himself. 
Instead of pursuing the slim victory of the preceding 
day, the Emperor decided to review hi army! 

. . . he did not atact from Flturua until btrwcen cighr nnd nine 
o'ciod; and on reaching St. Amand bt  cxaminod thrapproacb by 
which this village had been a t t a d 4  the day before; then bc rodt 
about lht &Id, pve dit'caions for the care of  the w o u W  . . . Hz 
m d d d  h i d l  lo wady all the Corps, and assurtd thcm d thc 
Lively satidmion be ieh onwimnessingtbcir~~ndud in battle. Having 
dismountad, he con#txd Irecly, a d  a1 great length, with Grouchy 
and Gward on the state of public opimon in Paris, tht different 
political parties. and on various other subjecu . . . . 

Not until noon, then, did Napoleon turn hi 
attention a t  last upon Quatrc Bras. Still he would 
not hear his Marshals' advice and f d l  on Wellington 
with all the forces at his disposal. 

Marshall Grouchy was given command of over 
30,000 men, about one.-third of the entire Grande 
Armee. "Pursue the Prussians," Napoleon ordered, 
"complete their defeat by attacking tbemas soon as 
you come up with them, and never let them out of 
your sight." (By that time, they were already out of 
sight.) "I am going t o  unite the remainder of this 
portion of the army with Marshal Ney's corps, to 
march against the English and fight them if they 
should hold their ground between this and the forest 
of Soignies." 

So it was that the morning of June 17threvealed 
a situation which is virtually impossible to obtain in 
play. The Pmssian army waa fleeing north to 
Wavre, leaving Quatre Bras undefended. The 
French were sleeping in. The course of the day 
added more unusual events. 

First, the Pms ian  prisoners did their work. 
Convinced the Prussians were retreating east 
instead of north, Grouchy disperrsed his cavalry in a 
great far-ranging dragnet to the east, and followed 

-with the main body of his command. Hethustooka 
third of the French army andmarchod oflrhe board 
to the east! As the sun set on the 17th and a 
downpour of rain began, the entire Prussian army 
had regrouped, unmolested, at Wavre, and Grouchy 
was nowhere in sight. 

At last, the following morning (the 18th) 
Prussian units were dimvered north of Tilly. A 
rapid march brought Grouchy's force up to the 
rearguard river position by about eleven in the 
morning, despite horrible road conditions. Even as 
he was setting in motion an attack to force passage 
of the river, the sound of a tremendous cannonade 
came roUing over the hils from the northwest-the 
battk of Waterloo was in p r o m !  

By this point, the French were doomed. 
Grouchy was too far out of position. Virtudly the 
entire Prussian army was already on the march, 
snaking along the roads leading west from Wavre. 
Grouchy ncver even got across the Dyle in 

significant numbers that day; he could not prevent 
the appearance of almost the whole mass of the 
Prussian army on Napoleon's right flank in the 
afternoon, an appearan- which sealed the fate of 
the little corporal. 

But suppose the French had arisen at a decent 
hour? Even with Napoleon's decision to split the 
army, t l l i s  might have gone quite differently if 
Grouchy's 30,000 men had begun an immediate 
northward pursuit. The regrouping of the Prussian 
army oertainiy would have been disrupted, and 
Grouchy might well even have come &ween 
Blucher and Waterloo, making the Prussian and 
Anglo-Mli  armies the ones who were split and 
forestalling the cntire h a t e r  on the afternoon of 
the 18th. Brussels might easily have fallen, and who 
knows what else. A very great deal depended on this 
relatively forgotten piece of the campaign, east of 
Waterloo. 

MECHANICS OF A WAVRE SCENARIO 
This soenario giw wargarners a chance to 

discover just how the Wavrc episode might have 
developed if the French under Grouchy had 
pursued the Prussian retreat closely. It is confined to 
the northeast quarter-section of the Waterloo 
board, further excluding all squares west of or 
including the diagonal row Y-21 to H-37. 

As the first traces of dawn creep into the sky, 
heralding the beginning of the 17th of June, 1815, 
Zeiten's Pmsian I Corps is on the march north 
from T i y .  Skhmetz and the horn artillery are 
gone, representing casualties at Ligny, as are other 
units in other corps. Pirch's I1 Corps has withdrawn 
as far as St. Crtry, regrouped, and is about to join the 
march north. Covering units hold Tilly. (See order 
of appearance.) 

Prussians move first, beginning with the 7AM, 
June 17th turn on the time record card. Then all 
French units set up in any square of row Y east of 
column 21, and move. (Note: More than one stack 
of 15combat points may start from the same square.) 
From h i s  point, the events of the next two days are 
in your hands. 

Some rules modifications incrcast the accuracy 
and realisrn of the scenario. The most significant of 
these involves rivers. 

The actual condition of riverbanks that June in 
the Belgian lowlands was not good a t  all; the "new" 
Waterloo rules concerning river movement should . 

be ignored, since they were added to improve phy- 
balance in the game overall. Instead, use original 
rub8 which treat movement in river squares the 1 
same as for forest squares (stop on entering; proceed ; 
one square per turn.) Artillery, including horn 
artillery, is further restricted; these units may only 
cross rivers at bridges, and can enter other river 
squares only on roads. 

Heavy rains on the night of Junt  17th-18th made 
all river fording problematic. On June 18 only. roll a 
die for each non-artillery unit attempting to ford a 
river. A roll of five or higher means the attempt 
failed-the unit may not enter the river squareat alI. I 
All fording rolls occur after aU other movement and , 

before all combat. Die rolls mnnot be Waken back;" ' 

s u d u l  units must ford rivers, and are counted as ' 
being on the opposite shore at the end of the turn. If 
the river square is in enemy zone of control, add one 
to each die roll. These restrictions apply to both 
armies, and do not affect movement in river squares 
containing roads at all. I 
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The xcond rule revision involves movement in 

connection with combat. Whenever a defeated unit 
or units vacate a clear terrain square, any cavalry 
(nor horse artillery) in the attacking force may 
w u p y  the vamted square as a "charge bonus;" t h i ~  
is purr of combat and costs no movement points. 
Also, whenever a defending unit is automatically 
eliminated, if any attacking units have movement 
remaining they may move after combat. (This 
means only units involved in the automatic 
elimination attack may move; not those involved in 
soak-off or other attacks.) This movement is in 
addition to the ''free move" ac~orded cavalry in 
clear terrain and all units attacking across rivers or 
up slopes, since such "free moves" are actually part 
of the combat portion of turns. No movement after 
combat may ever enter any enemy zones of control. 
(See Figure I.) 

Pig. 1-On the lath, French units attack Schwain at 8-1, 
automatic clirnination. Stroltz& Chantel occupy the w m k d  quare 
Free as a'charge bonus" for cavalry. Smhzthen mmepwl  Cha~lcl 
w h ,  and both attempt to ford the Dyle Fording rolls arc 2 aad5; 
om unit m y  tnttrrhc rivtrsqua~and k treated as'mrob&" the Dyle. 

To prepare Prussian forces for their attack on 
Napoleon on the afternoon of the 18th, units rest 
and regroup m Wavre. Any Prussian unit within a 
two-square radius of Wavre a t  the start of a turn 
(before movement) may be inverted in lieu of 
movement, $no French zones of control reach into 
that twc-square radius. A unit so inverted is "at 
rest;" it may not move or attack, and defends at half- 
strength. The following turn it may be re-inverted 
after all movement and combat by the Prussian 
player, again only if no French zones of control 
reach into the two-square radius. A "rested" unit 
remains rested only if it does not subsequently come 
into contact with m y  French forces. Any combat at 
all cancels out the 'Yested" statm, which may  then 
be restored by the sameprocedure. Only such rested 
units count for Prussian victory points by crossing 
the LaLasne at H-34. (See Victory Conditions.) 

Victory Conditions 

CaIcukrtion of points: 

I point for each rested Pmssian combat factor 
crossing the LaLasna through H-34 by the end of 3 
PM 18th turn. 

5 points if Pmssians occupy Wavre at end of 5 PM 
18th turn. 

(-5) points if no Prussians occupy Wavre at end of 5 
PM 18th turn. 

(-1 5) points if Wavre occupied by French at end of 5 
PM 18th turn. 

Victory T 

l o r y  DI 

. . - 

Prussian marginr 

supplies and reserves located further to the east.) 
The victory conditions provided here are tentative; 
players are encouraged to adjust the point value of 
Wavre and/or the points cutoff% themselves to 
achieve balanced play in each individual case. 

STRATEGY IN EAST OF WATERLOO 
.ictory in the scenario uGLGlmined by the The key to victory for both players ia the Dyk 

n u m k r  of rested Prussian combat factors which River, which bisects the playing area. In the actual 
have crossed over the LaLasne on the H-34 bridge campaign, Prussian cavalry patrols controlled the 
after the 3PM June 18th turn, and by control of entirewest bank, penetratingfarenoughsouthwest, 
Wavre after the 5PM turn. (Wavre was the only in fact, to observe the main body of Napoleon's 
road link between the Prussian army and aU of their army marching north through Genappe on the 17th. 

road 
_I 

and 

ORDER OF APPEARANCE 

AT START 1 - 
. . . on be tween rows T O inclusive 

. . . within 1 square of St. Gery 
I 

. . . within 1 square of Tilly 

7 AM 
(see text for placement) 

111 Corps 

2 ms ; a" pJn 
5-4 5-4 5-4 2.A 4-4 2-6 

IV Corps 

2-6 

Y Corps (detachd) Cav Reserve 

11 A M  

I PM 

3 PM -- 
. . . in 8-26 

5 PM 

- . . . all in B-26 - 

. . . all in 3-26 

1 -  
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In the scenario as well, this is the most 
promising line of defense. If Grouchy's command 
can be kept from crossing anywhere in significant 
numbers, the trip to Waterloo will be a lark for the 
Pmssians. This leads to two possible Prussian 
strategies. The first is a major stand-up battle just 
north of Tilly, on the 17th, to exact high losses from 
the French player and delay crossing attempts until 
the ISth, when the night of rain becomes apowerful 
Prussian ally. The remaining half of the Prussian 
army (assuming the battle decimates both sides) 
should be able to march west from Wavre with only 
a light cavalry screen along the Dyle to prevent 
interference. There are two problems; such a battle 
is risky, since peculiar die rolls can decide the game 
by noon on the 17th in rare cases, and the 111 and l V  
corps may be spread a bit thin by holding Wavreand 
marching on Waterloo at the same time. The other 
choice is a retreat to Wavre at once, with only a 
minor rearguard action at the river to delay the 
French, and a massive march on Waterloo as soon 
as practicable. More units will have to be strung 
along the river to hold the unbloodied French, but 
there will be most of four Corps to choose from 

Fig. LFrench haw 3 main hna , a  central Iinewhm 
artillery must k placed, and knking drives of cavalry with poss~ble 
infantry suppon. Prussians bsvc two defense lints-a bottleneck and 
tht main river position. 

Ng.3-On the ISth, thePrugsian march on Warcrloodominatts 
play. French form west of tht Dvlt trv to stall the columh while 

instead of only two. The risk here is of major French 
penetration across the Dyle and Genappe southwest 
of the Prussian defensive positions, before the rains 
come in the night to bog them down. 

In the camp of Marshal Grouchy, we face the 
scenario from another angle. There-are two major 
goaIs. First, the French troops must cross the Dyle 
somewhere, sometime, and severely interrupt the 
Prussian march on Napoleon's right flank. Units 
must seize every possible opportunity in this 
direction as their first priority. It is well to 
remember, though, that initially the Prussians are 
outnumbered slightly on the board, and that dead 
units will never cross that bridge at H-34. Don't be 
shy about attacking in reasonable circumstances! 
The second objective is to cut off the Prussian host 
from its reserves and supply trains, so that any 
impact they have at Waterloo will not be expanded 
upon. This means closing on Wavre as soon as 
possible, assaulting and taking the town. Artillery, 
which cannot cross the Dyle except at Wavre itself, 
will be useful in this connection. Rapid closing on 
Wavre has the added advantage of possibIy fouling 
up the rest and regrouping of Blucher's army, 
indirectly furthering the first goal. Of course, the 
Prussian player will try to blockall these moves, but 
if he trim to cover everything at once, he will be 
spread so thinly that you can pick your targeta and 
strike for one of these goals or the other. 

This is a short scenario (12 turns total) and 
involves less than half of the WA TERLOOcounters 
(Prussians = 29 counters and 106 combat factors; 
French = 17 counters and 52 combat factors.) Over 
half the Prussianarmy iseffectively out of the picture 
for the firat day, so that the scenario is not as 
unbalanced as totala suggest; victory in this setting is 
a matter of good strategic planning and movement, 
and effective use of units in combat and other 
tactical situations. The game offers a unique 
understanding of a littleknown but crucial feature 
of Napoleon's final rrampaign, and an opportunity 
for you to recast for yourself the maneuvers and 
battles which might have been. What really could 
have happened, east of Waterloo? 

rtmainlng units (tspcially artillery) assault Wavre. Pnr~nian defense 
of the Dylt is a i d d  by flooding, which makcs fording difficult. 

All CROSS OF IRONgamettes are now being 
assembled with the revised 2nd edition rules and 
Quick Reference Data Cards. Ownen of the 
ORIGINS IV Special Edition may obtain their 
copies of the new materials by sending us the cover 
of their original rulesalong withan orderfor$1.00 
or more for any merchandise other than magazine 
subscriptions. Those not wishing to place an order 
for merchandise at this time, can obtain their 2nd 
edition materials in exchange for the cover of the 
original first edition rulebook and 50c for postage 
and handling. Collectors who don't want to part 
with their first edition may purchase the new 
materials separately for $2.00 plus the usual 
postage charges (which amount to 10% of the 
dollar amount of the order for Americans, 20%for 
Canadians, and 30% for overseas customers). 

have three additional boards completed which will 
be used in future gamettes. Those SLlCOI 
enthusiasts who can't wait for additional terrain 
can purchase these boards separately from our 
Mail Order Dept. for $2.00 each plus the usual 
postage charges for parts orders (10% of the dollar 
amount for American, 20% for Canadian, and 
30% for overseas customers). The boards can be 
ordered under the title SQUAD LEADER boards 
6,7 or 8. Board 6 is scheduled for use in the next 
gamette in the series, CRESCENDO OFDOOM, 
and features a large French chalet surrounded by 
broad expanses of orchard-a new terrain feature. 
Boards 7 and 8 feature wide rivers (an average of 
five hexes across) with accompanying marshland 
and urban settings. 

The boards will not come with any directi 
pertaining to the new terrain types nor will 
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German: Keith Poulter 
Roman: Jim Hind 

Commentary: Don Greenwood 

Caesar's Legiow is AH'S strategic game of 
campaigm on rhe German frontier of the Roman 
Empire between 60 B.C. and 70 A.D. TheJrsr two 
scenarios. covering Julius Caesar's conquest of 
Gaul, are very small and one-sided, being intended 
only us learning devices/solitaire ego trips. But rhe 
game really comes into its own with scenario 3. This 
recreates the disasrrolrs attempt, in A.D. 9, by 
Publius Quinriliw Vurus, to suppress a revolt of the 
German tribe3 against Romun taxation. Varus' 
chief mistake was a scornfuI underestimate of what 
he was up against. With the 17th. 18th and 19th 
Legions he was ambushedin tke Tmtoberger Forest 
(near present-day Minden) and the entire force 
wiped out, with its three sacredhgles becoming the 
property of the Germans until their recapture 7 
years later by the considerably more comperent 
Drusur Germunicus (scenario 4). 

In scenario 3 the Roman player i4 required to 
enter Germany withfive legions andpacvy {occupy) 
a number of villages. This is where it starts getring 
devilish. There are 20 villages on the board (not 
counting hex J23 which belongs to the Batavii, who 
in A. D. 9 were allied ro Rome, andstayedneutrall. 
At thestart the German draws u numbered chit and 
consults the Rebellion Climate Table. This gives 
him anything from one ro twehre tribes actually in 
revolt, and also deJines the number of villages that 
the Roman needs in order to win. Poor old Varus is 
required to deduce this information as the game 
proceeds. To make things even worse for him, the 
German can set up his entirereforce using ambushes 
field 08 the board until the unwary Vurw comes 
near them) and Concealed Movement counrers 
(CM's). Initioltv Yams is faced with an inscrutable 
row of twelve CMs and 20 face-down counters 
covering the 20 villages. These last are either 
dummies, or she tke chiefs of neutral tribes sitting 
peacejiilb in rheir huts. To find out which you have 
to enfer the village. 

A classic punitive expedition against guerrih ,  
then. The Roman has 15 turns ~II which tofindour 
just what he's supposed to do, and then do it. 7Jte 
German has the Pume lenglh of time in which to 
&lay, confuse, andgenera!lyparalyxc his opponent, 
norably by injiltrating fast-moving cavalry into his 
rear areas and recapturing the villages afer the 
legions have passed by. 

Tactically, thegame features no ZOC, andsame- 
hex combot utilizing rke same Tac Card system as 
1776. Each plnyer chooses a card (anyrhing from 
Frontal Assoub to Enfilade Right to Withdraw). 
The two cards chosen combine to give a die roll 
rnodrjkr. Losses are extracted, and either side has 
the option to mforea another round of combot, 
which proceeh until either one force k wiped our, 
or the CRT comes up with 'No Eflect', or one guy 
pulls a 'withdraw' card which his opponent hadn't 

, predicted. Legions in the open have a big advantage 
, (+I on the die), bur this is lost in forests, and forests ' abound! 

Scennrio 3 iF here played by two prominent 
British garners. Keith Poultcr h the founder und 

I 

secretary of World Wide Wargamers, while Jim 
Hind has published both games and articles aplenty 
in the British hobby press. 

This is something of o needle match. Six months 
previously the two had phyed this scenario for a 
replay article in the WARGAMER (a quarterly 
publication of WWWJ with Keith as Varus. 
Everything wa? going swimmingly until turn 6, 
when the 14th Legion (eight cohorts, combat 
strength 45) attacked a large German stack (eight 
warbands plus chief, total 41) in, wouldyou believe, 
the Tmroberger Forest. On the Tac card, Keith 
chose 'Enfilade Lefty Jim correctly countered this 
with 'Rxfwe Right: giving a die roll rnod~>cation of 
-3. Predictably. rhe die roll was a '1: and the 14th 
ceased to exist. Keirh never quite recoveredfrom the 
shock, and ran out loser, with large numbers of 
WAR points (the UK equivalent of the AREA 
ratingj changing handf. On this occasion, Jim has 
been given r h  Romaw to see $he can do any better; 
Keith impatienrIy plaw revenge. 

INITIAL PLANS AND SETUP 
ROMAN- Last time, Keith tried advancing on 

a broad front, pushingmy tribesmen before himand 
creating a pacified area in his rear. In a game with 
zones of control, this might have worked. As things 
were, it was too easy for me to infiltrate his line and 
play havoc in the rear areas with fast-moving units. 
These kept him chasing around in circles instead of 
pressing on after the villages. He also lost a great 
many auxiliaries early on investigating my CM 
counters to find out what he was upagainst. Having 
seen this plan, and what goes wrong with it, I must 
find another which is, as far as possible, its 
antithesis. Three legions will drive in a wedge across 
the North German plain, keeping within supporting 
distance of each ottier, with a screen of auxiliaries 
out front. The other two legions will start in the 
centre, and then follow as reserve. Sooner or later he 
will penetrate into my rear,and the reserves can then 
be used for mopping up. Having cleared the coastal 
plain (hopefully), I can then turn and drive South. 
The fleets can take the two villages in the far 
Northeast, while some cavalry run wild down 
South, aiming at the Southeast corner. They 
probably won't get that far, butwithany luckthey'll 
tie down large German forces trying to mop them 
UP. 

Maintenance of objective plus flexibili- 
t y .  . . the objective is an unknown number of 
villages; I keep it flexible by not having precon- 
ceived ideas about which ones. 

An important tactical point is that he moves last. 
Thus, he rran keep an ambush or two secret until 
turn IS, and then leap out and reclaim just enough 
to tip the game his way. I shall have to try for as 
much as possible in order to deny him this ploy; it's 
probably better to underestimate his strength and 
play boldly, rather than overestimate and be too 
cautious and plodding. Some forests, notably the 
ones centered on L13 (the Teutobergerwald I) and 
P16, will need to be cleared, since ambushes 
jumping out from those places above all, could do a 

lot of damage late in the game. Otherwise, a 
compact, powerful force, stacking heavy, which 
keeps going. 

Grand prize: Arminius, leader of the revolt. As 
soon as his whereabouts are revealed, I jump on him 
from a great height, causing the revolt to melt away 
(German Desertion rule). 

The obvious risk with this plan is that a large 
force of hairks might get into my rear, and march 
round Germany rolling the carpet up again after the 
legions have gone by. If a t  when that happens, I'll 
have to cobble up a solutian on the spot. 

There's alot of psychology in this scenario. If the 
German gets dominance, he can have his opponent 
chasing about like a wet hen. This must not be 
allowed to happen. The mobile cavalry raid down 
South is one attempt to keep the initiative; I also 
have a nioe aw up my sleeve in the use of the Tac 
cards. That Tac matrix, and others like it, are 
studied in a branch of math called the theory of 
games, which 1 have studied in the past. The similar, 
but smaller, Tac matrix in GETTYSEURG 77, is 
very easy to solve, giving a solution for optimum 
play. I know this, and he knows I know it. 

The Tac matrix in this game i a lot larger (8 by 
8), and I don't have the solution to it. In any case, 
some of the'no combat' results in the matrix serve to 
tie the Tac matrix into the tactical picture in the 
larger game, making the matha somewhat inappli- 
cable. I know this, and he doesn't. Therefore, alittle 
light gamesmanship leading him to believe that I 
have a tactical master plan. I shall ostentatiously 
pull a couple of decimal dice from my pocket and 
make it seem as though I'm using them, plus some 
abstruse calculations, to choose my Taccardfor me. 
This will k pure bluff, but with any Iuck it'llprey on 
his mind. 

GERMAN-Last time we met, I attempted to 
push my five legions forward in a line, rnoving 
Eastwards from the Rhine. This involved advancing 
on a front of about 37 hexes in length, North to 
South. Be was able to push cavalry probes through 
the gaps between my legions and thus cause delay 
and confusion as he operated in the rear of my line, 
retaking villages which had earlier fallen. 

He appears to be seeking to avoid this by 
concentrating his strength-aUfivele@onsl--on his 
Northern (left) flank with a view to swiftly 
establishing a Iine East-West around hex-tow J, 
then moving all five legions Southward in a lint. He 
will thus be repeating my attempt to sweep 
Germania steadily clear of hostile tribesmen, while 
creating in his rear a pacified area. The difference 
being that his legions will be advancing on a front of 
only 21 hexes, instead of my 37. It will take him 5 or 
6 turns to establish this line, leaving 9 or loin which 
to sweep South. A possible strategy, but-asever in 
this scenario-time will be short for the Roman. 

On the Rebellion Climate Table, I've drawn a 4. 
So seven tribes in revolt, five ambushes, and b t  
needs 14 villages. Oddly, this is a repeat of our last 
game. It'll make it a fair series if nothing else. Tribes 
not in revolt are the Frisii, Marsii, Tencterii, 
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TURN 1: The R o m n  cavalry in the Supmbrii village mimubusly 
diminam m atrocking 10-4at 5-1 and holds its ground. TI-# 2 4  on 

my ambush on L187 He has plenty of units in the 
area. 

TURN 1 COMMENTARY- 
l%e correct use of the Roman cavalry is indeed 

recon, but the Roman is overdoing it. The 
awihr ies  should stay within ~heprotectiw k x  of 
ihe kgih until their $acnTm? c#i yield vital 
&formation-swh m the & h u e  ofm m n b d  
or revealhgo CMfor what it really is. To kme them 
in the open where they h m  no hope of accompfih- 
ing either ls an open invitation to the German to cut 
oul the eyes of the *ion wrly at relatively little 
loss. Sure& they shoddn't be lefi stacked two high 
(2.21) to hubk theprize or out of retuhktory rmge 
of a b a n  f( t h q  are struck (Y17)t Sending the 
cavuh so far dead to the h m b r i i  v a h e  was a 
biggei&"ihan the  orm ma ti& gained wayrmted. 
The fortuitous result of the attacking German 10-4 
being elirnimted in a 5-1 m s d t  was far better than 
the Roman deserved 
lh German reaction to the ini~dol Roman 

h i o n  k pPe  correct; withdmwhg his CMs out 
of m y  recon range ~ M l e s p l i r t ~ o ~ s m c l l l f o r ~ e ~  to 
chinate  the exposed cavalry mom. 

ROMAN TURN 2 
He's looking a trifle gmen-cuuld the revolt be a 

mall om? Y17 gave a good d o f f  to the gamen 
tbeory bluffl 'Ah, you've got a system', he said, then 
wdked straight into a tac matrix element of -3, 
capping it by throwing a 1. Onward and upward! 
Now, we want to clear thia forest up ahead, so we'll 
plough through it with the kgions. Even if it do= 
step on an ambush, an intact legion is better abk to 
take cam of itself than the divided f o m  which I will 
no doubt be commanding later on. 

(five seconds later). Just as well I said that 

Jl7isnotso fortunate-ba' dinntediaaL1 bytht55whiehha6 
rplit ofrf- - ~3 = h r m n l R o m n n  Combat lcss 

things. I elect to refuse right, and he walks right into 
it. H a l f  die, then,anwilIjngtopash my 
luck further, I b k  off combat. The remainiog 12- 
3's will die next move no matter where they try to 
run, and there won't be an ambush die roll 
modification working against me. 

On J17, kgocdfor tm.  InmoppinguphiuS-5 
ut infantry, I b 12 CFs. Can3 win 'em all. 

GERMAN TURN 2 
Is be always going to use those dice todetermine 

him tac chok? The bluffing deviIl I think he should 
have p r c d  on with combat against thc ambush 
and finished it off, but perhap he reckons he caa @ 
better odds next turn. The 55 of mine managed to 

take 14 CFS with it, all told. This may make him 
even more cautious. At this point he haa 9 villages- 
the way ones! 

I would like to take on tbt 17th legion while it's a 
long way from its fellows, but I must wait until it 
subdividers. It will only do this if I knock out his 
auxiliaries in the area. I'll try to do this, and then 
move forward CM12: 45 CFs plus Arminius. 

By the end of my turn, half his a d &  are 
eliminated; 25 Roman CFs down for the loss of 44 
Gcrman,overhalfofthoeinanambwhwhii 
didn't work I must next hock out the remaining2- 
8's in play (not counting the three still at QQ27); this 
will inhibit his reconnai~ance, and hopefully his 
whole strategy. 

h e  mmcd me ta l  CM's forward in an ominom 
manner in order to reinforce his pmmt mution; but 
64 fadom of mine are ripe for slaughter. He bas 7 
villages. 

TURN 2 COMMENTARY- 
Flushhg the L C P m  cmrmcii woo& t a 

mu!, btu the Roman isgohgobout it ailwrong. Hk 
power i r  cancentmted too far north. S h u H  rk3-4 
in 018 run into m! ambush, tw legion i s  dose enotrglt 
to punish the revealed G e m .  Ail four hiom 
should be beating the bush with auxilla&s between 
t h m  lo compleiciy seal the holes. me m # e  of 12 
muriky factors or 517 in a 2-1 agakrst t h  e x p o d  
5-5 iP f i w x d d e .  At the w y  k t ,  two cokorts 
from rhe XVZ shubd have j ohd in the battde to 
makc it a 4-1. ' W t  win 'em alP: inrdeedl With th& 
kind of play you won't win my.  The Roman m t  
aord  to lose hh auxiliaries thk a r t y  or thb 
cheaply. me Roman doesget a tremendom break m 
m o w i n g  the German's strong& mnbllrh with 
V m u  present w negate the ambush D M .  Thmks 
to the lrBsence of &hi infmtry umong the 
rnbuhers, the R o m  enjoy a 5 M P  advanrage in, 
a straightl-1, dhwing them toplay fmtandloose in 
at least the initial round of combat without much 
/ear of a major deJwi- Again. the Romans ourwii 
their adversary on the Taciihl cards, gain a +3. 
DRM a d  elmrhte bv the Gmssrm force! Now' 
the Romm m d l y  ~midc! He kas a 56-24 
advantage a d  the Gemton, t m h g  lost hL9 chw 
crm no longer break down his m o b  to accommo- 
ktepar th l  losses. And these are the cream of #ha 
G e r m  form about to be eliminated, per* 
without L o n  hun 21 InevIicab&, the R u m  
en& the battle. Now L nor the h e  to fear th 
mnblrsrh DRMI Thtekoftbeewmw. . .artheverg 

V m s  and the 18th immediately step in something TUR~l:TheRomaostriggertbcfirat~mbusbatLl8wirhYnruad as well end nfter smrsl mmds of combat, dl pnicipads arc 

nasty on L18! To wit, 48 CFs and L. Chau& the XVIII Lagion. Varul nulMk the omhusb DRM and b t d  the slimhated (a Roman 9-4 a365 O c y m  5-5). The GxmaCV turn, 
Germandththetanicalm*trtrehavaylavmbkHDEC c h b a f c s  Iwr an* ueih by d u p t h q  f~ f m m m b y  

chief. The game t h r y  bluffcontinues to work well; , ppniw mud at I-l, GermDntwo - 
kno~ng~fondnersformfilad~andother~ ~ h ~ C h a ~ e b i $ . ~ J 1 7 , t h e ~ a & r i e S d w % f a r ~  
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U 3: l h e  ~omaos  can climinute only ones5 at 2 1  in GI 5 befa before destroying the 24 German factors in M18. The Geman 
mc orher manages to withdraw. 5-1's in LIS and Vl5eachtliminatt disdains Further combat. choosint to taunt the Roman from iust 
10 German raciok, whilt tht XIX k @ o n  1-s a whort and a 3 4  

least the German remnants will be able to flee 
westward across the river, costinga legion two rurns 
to eliminate them and return to itspresent position. 
Eliminarion of the Roman auxiliary in MI8 is 
likewise a nasty consequence. The Roman jufr 
received a tremendous break andfailed ro maximize 
it. Against this tribal 03, the Romans cannot win 
with that kind ofplay. 

77w Germans, for their part, wisely take 
advantage of the wi&b spread Roman cavalry- 
splitting ofl'forces from CM4, CM5, & CM6 to 
mawacre the Roman cavalry at 4-1 or better in GIS, 
M18. LI5, and Vl5. OnZy the 2-8 in 217 successfuUy 
defends itself by eliminating an at~rreking 5-5 from 
CM7 at 2-1. This carnage was rotally unnecessary- 
rhe Roman auxiliaries are dhappearing for very 
litrle return. r r h e  Roman insists on exposing single 
units in the open, he should at least use cohorrs 
which have a +I DRM and can sell themselves more 
dearly. 

ROMAN TURN 3 
His CM's seem to be moving forward for a 

decisive series of battles; have I succeeded in making 
hi come to me? He's certainly abandoned the NE 
corner, and my fleet can move in. Intelligenae wise, 
not much news, but apossible deduction. The Chatii 
in the centre have three villages; I've looked into 
two, and not found anything. Now he moves CM12 
onto the remaining village; clearly he's hiding 
something. Inall probability the Chatii arein revolt, 
then. Unless he's covering up for weakness! 

Intelligence gathering is about on schedule, 
though, without pondering paradoxes of my own 
invention. Now I can get my revenge for those 
auxiliaries; my four legions up North willsplit up to 
devour the tasty morsels spread before them. With 
luck he'fl then come at me again next turn. Dilly, 
dilly, come and be killed . . . 

Some satisfactory German blood flows during 
the combat; though one 5-5 light infantry escapes 
the vengeance of Rome in the far North, and one 
cohort of XIX is destroyed mopping up the last of 
hi ainbush. First Roman blood proper (don't 
suppose it11 be the last!). 

eutsidc thtpzrimeterof his rsnch. EMII transfers two 2-9's to C M ~ .  

About time those cavalry down South started 
annoying him a bit. If they move round to row 11, 
the fleet can ferry them over the Rhine, and they can 
try infiltrating Germania that way. The other two 
remaining 2-8's have joined the 17th legion, which 
will escort them through that line of Germans, and 
then despatch them on a Southward sweep through 
the Langobardii, Suebi, and all points South- 
that'll make him run about a bit! 

GERMAN TURN 3 
So, the 17th refuses to split up, and the cavalry 

have joined it for protection-caution!! 
A nioe gap has opened on his right flank, with 

my strong cavalry force (CM3) excellently poised to 
exploit it. But I really need a chief with them, to 
enable them to absorb combat losses better. The 
Langobardii chief a t  present with CM8 comes to 
mind, but he's a long way off. 

TURN 3 COMMENTARY- 
At last the Roman makes an atlempr toprotect 

the remnants of his cavalry! If may already be roo 
late. I wonder if the repri~aalr against th Germans 
who disputched his cavalry hw distracted the 
Roman from the fact t h r  he still hasn't clured the 
lesser Ckaucii woo&? 

7he German wisely stays out ofharm's way for 
the most part, sucking t h  Legions further apart. 
7'he rapid movement of CM3 gives il away and is 
totally unnecessary. There ,is no need to retake 
villages at this early juncrure. 

ROMAN TURN 4 
Very impressive, the sight of CM3 whizzing up 

the autobahn to V21. Being cavalry, it contains at 
most 20 combat factors, albeit highly mobile ones. I 
must now make a critical dtxision; how many of my 
units constitute a sufficient force to deal with this 
incursion, without fatally weakening the main 
thrust? I must not start dithering but decide on 
something and stick to it. Let it be the 19th legion 
plus the auxiliary f o m s  already in the area, and 
hope that will suffice. The four cohorts mopping up 
in the far North will also stay in reserve, while 

everyone else presses on looking for the decisive 
battle. That way, I keep forcing him to come to me (I 
tell rnyaelf). 

In the Northern plain, Varus and the 18th have 
just reached the Teutoberger Forest, no less. Some 
strange unaccountable instinct warns me to beware 
of the place. F'robably Hindsight. 

GERMAN TURN 4 
Yes, the 19th have fallen back to deal with CM3 

and friends, while his cavalry have come up North 
and are about to cross the Rhine for the same 
purpose. We can hit those cavalry who have just 
entered Langobardii country, and give him a few 
other th ing to think about as well. Why on earth 
have the 17th Legion marched off up North, away 
from the decisive scenes in the center? 

'Ah', he said as I revealed the ambush, 
'Langobardii in revolt'. This because ambushes 
cannot set up in the territory of peaceful tribes. I've 
given him a valuable piece of intelligence; damn. 
And then one of the stupid units goes and gets itself 
killed, leaving a highly mobile auxiliary unit loose! 
A second not-very-successful ambush! 

Apart from that, it's looking very good in the 
center now; quite a few mobileunits have penetrated 
his position. On the debit side, my losses so far are 
past the hundred mark, with more to come next 
time, while hi are only 44. He has five auxiliaries 
left, and holds 7 villages-but he's soon gonna lose 

TURN 4 COMMENTARY- 
Why has the XVII Legion marched off and Iefi 

his 9-4 auxiliary to its fare between CM3 and 4? It 
will never get a chance to fortfy fy the German is 
smart. Worse yet, what he hopes to gain by sending 
hB remaining cavalry to the north by itself is 
complerely beyond me. Furlhermore, r h  preoccu- 
pation with forces to his rear is unwise. TAe Roman 
will have to turn back lo fonify villages in the end 
game anyway. His goal now should be toflush the 
woods for ambushes and elimina~eas many CM's in 
his foref~onr as he can. 

The German move is quite proper- 
withdrawing CM's out of hurm's way while taking 
all the freebies the Roman oflers. The only possible 
eritickm might be the seeming preoccupation with 
infiltration and reraking of villages. There will be 
plenty of time for that later & meantime he is 
revealkg which CMs are nor to be feared. 

ROMAN TURN 5 
My rear has been penetrated, as the actress said 

to the bishop. Four CM's and a 2-9 cavalry 
warband. Clearly I must pull some forces back; with 
any luck I might cordon thewholelotoffand havea 
bloodbath. Meanwhile at least one of my cavalry 
will be able to give him some running about to do-,, 
we'll see how he likes it! 

He's using his CM's very effectively. In the 
matter of intelligence, I now know as rnuchas he did 
after only two turns of the last game. 

GERMAN TURN 5 
"Defending the villagem, he remarked as the 17th 

legion fell back. Can he really be in that cautious a 
frame of mind? I must remember, the Roman player 
is scared of every woods hex as apotential source of 
ambush. 

He's also putting cohorts into villages in order, I 
presume, to fortify them. Ha! He's terrified of his 
own shadow! 

The 2-8 at Y6 is a nuisance. I'll have to send 
something after it, or it'll pick up severalvillagesfor 
nothing. 

By the end of this turn, he holds sixvillages, and 
hap only three auxiliaries 1eft:There's a half-legion 
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TURN 4:' usive 5-5 at F18 h natcd by lour cohort sat 41, 
but Roman auxiliaries once again prove to be easy targets for the 
Gcrman. CM4 is rwealedat Y17 and aided by additionalforccsfrom 
CM3 & CM7 in gaining a 3-1 which eliminates the last Rornan9-i. 
The 5th ambush is rwmled so that the two 9-5's may pouncc on thc 

up North that I'll jump if I get half a chance. And I 
need to make a powerful demonstration in the 
center to keep up the psychological pressure. CM's 
7, 10, 12 to advance? 

TURN 5 COMMENTARY- 
Asidefrom the breakdown of the XVI Legion for 

faster cohorts to eliminate the 5-4 at M10, the 
Roman move is hardly inspired. n e  cavalry ferry 

cavalry r and V11 at4-I. TbeI~tferi~t l imittd,hut thcformcr 
proves to be made of sterner stuff and turns the tables on its 9-5 
an~cker. Elrwhtrc a 29 parts cornpnny with CM6 to reoccupy tht 
villageat K17 whdea54-4plit~fmm CM9 t o a l l ~ w  the latter tomake 
good its wc6tcrn infiltration behind the advancing Itpiom. 

operation at DD2l literally throwspieces away. The 
lmding is in obvious range of the already revealed 
cavalry in CM3 and the Sugambrii village. Tho 2- 
8's are consequently lost in 5-1's. Worse stiIl ip the 
fact that their demise served no purpos-taking 
place as it does aftdl three turn's march from the 
nearest Legion. 

3% German move is quite cupabk taking care 
to stay out of harm's way. My only criticism lies in 
the German's splitting of CMIO-presumably to 

. -. - - - . 
German meals CM3 and climiwter two ROAD 2-8 cavalry unitr 

hunt down the eastern foraging Roman cavalry. 
This i3 quire unnecessary as the 9-5 already in hot 
pursuit of that unit can easily re-render any village 
visited by the Romw friendly again to the German 
cause. The two I 0 4 5  revealed would have been 
much more usefnl #part of a still unreveakd "kill" 
stack in CMIO. 

ROMAN TURN 6 
Rumors that Arminius has been sighted some- 

where down South. If they're correct, I'm not likely 
to get the chance to kill him. 

Satisfactory to see lots of Germans pulling back 
after that solitary 2-8 of mine. Obviously means he 
haan't got much else in these parts in the way of 
ambushes. The other 2-8 on EE21 is going to get his 
next turn no matter what it does, so I might as well 
use it to recce (and remove from the game) one of his 
maddeningly inscrutable CM counters. Meanwhile, 
in the North, a widely spread cordon of cohorts 
engaged in mopping up those cavalry-plus, no 
doubt, other infiltrating units yet to come. 

By the end of this turn I have conclusive proof 
that the Suebii and Greater Chaucii are in revolt. 
Thus, my objectives narrow down to either 14 or 16 
viflages, with either 5 or 7 tribes in revolt. At the 
precise moment, I have ten villages, which doesn't 
mean quite as much as you might think. For a start, 
he can move into several of them a t  once. Secondly, 
my strategy is not one of systematiclinear advance 2 
la RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN, since the game system 
does not permit it; instead, I have beenassessing the 
size of the problem. Second phase is to persuade him 
to come to me (since he does think in terms of 
systematic clearances) and shatter his forces. The 
actual permanent occupation can come last. 

From stray remarks by Keith, I am inclined to 
deduce that I face 7 tribes; at any rate, the revolt ia 
plot a small one. If I'm right, then there are still three 
ambushes lurking somewhere. In the center around 
the villages of the CChatii, I expect. It woqld serve 
him right if I never went near the place. 

GERMAN TURN 6 
I've got to inflict some major lossesonhim soon. 

Two of his legions are tied up dealing with my 
marauding cavalry, but will be able to turn South 
quite soon. He will be able in, say, two turns time to 
begin the Southern march I anticipated a t  the start; 
which would still give him time. I must do 
something to slow him down . . . 

TURN 6 COMMENTARY- 
Stranger and strunger . . . . the Roman moves 

seem to lack any sense of cohesion-the eJtrorts 
made to trap n singk 2-9 cavalry bordering on the 
ridiculow. lone Roman cavaIry survivor ferried 
across the Rhine last turn make8 the best of an 
impossible siruation by attackhg CMl and reveal- 
ing thut stack us its sole contribution to the Roman 
cause. Too bud his fellow auxiliuries did not have a 
similarly usefil end. 

ROMAN TURN 7 
Having mopped up his cavalry, the Northwest 

corner will be fairly secure and without further 
surprises (I hope). The individual cohorts can march 
South, following the original intention to clear the 
forests in these parts hex by hex, checking them for 
ambushes. The 16th is obviously going to have to go 
and help themarinesout in the NE corner; should be 
fairly straightforward to dispose of Ch i l l  over the 
next few turns, and secure this sector. As for that 
forest in front of Varusand the ISth, hecould march 
round there for the rest of the game chasing 
shadows. Therefore he won't: he'll press on into the 
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- - 
TURN 6: The 'Kornan 2-8 at EEZI m o w  to 1122 when it isdestroyed 
in revmliog CM I .  Tbt Germansp1itsthe Usipatii chief from CMS md 
uscsthe newly formed CM3 to hide its idmtity. CM9 and CMZ trade a 

country of the Langobardii and Suebii. If the CM's 
reclaim the Greater Chaucii village on  Q9, so what? 

The decisive confrontation is shaping up on the 
middle Rhine, where tho 17th and 19th legions are 
heading for a big scrap with large forces of Germans 
d l  heading North. May the Gods protect them! 

light u 
move. 

ie  hex in mid- 

GERMAN TURN 7 
He holds 13 villages, and it's not quite halfway 

through the game. He has only two auxiliaries left, 
but has as yet lost only one Roman cohort proper. I 
stal have quite a lot of strength concealed, but I have 
yet to strike a real blow. His 18th under Varus is a 
real threat, as I have nothing to stop it. Sooner or 
later rmust attack him. If I can't get round behind 
him again, Pve got real trouble. 

'TURN 'I: The Romans eliminate the 2 9  at C23 and CMZ  our 
factors) at SaO in 5-1 and 2-1 attnckr. fht German, in hL ripo~tc. 

TURN 7 COMMENTARY- 
Wky didn't the Marine# fortify the HZ village? 
The German is much too pessimistic. The 

burden of attack belongs to rhe Roman-not him! 
But now it is he who is committing force#piecernea/ 
within range of Roman strength. TAe heavy cavalry 
in the Usipatii & Tencrerii villages can both be 
attackedat 3-2 or better without fear of reprisal. The 
5-9's are roo valuable in the end game to befrittered 
away like thisoccupation of rhe villages means 
nothing ot thir point. 

ROMAN TURN 8 
Blast! Still more infdtrating cavalry up North, 

just when the cohorts were ready to marchoff to the 
aid of the 17th Legion. And CM9-obviously light 
i n f a n m a s h i n g  about at high speed through the 
woods making a nuisance of itself. I taught him that 
one last game-he's an apt pupill 

I must jump on all of these, and the units in the 
far Northeast, this turn. This means accepting 
rather lower odds than I would like, with the 
mnsequent risks, but otherwise the delaysjust go on 
piling up. My losses so far have been acceptably 
light, so I can afford a few casualties in order to keep 
up with the clock. 

Hopefully, the combat on H2 has now secured 
the Northeast corner. CM's 3 and 5 may well 
rampage in the territory of the Chaucii, and will 
need to be dealt with if they do. The 16th should & 
abk to do this. My cavalry is doing a JEB Stuart, 
and has just established that the Lugii are peaceful. 
And the Northwest has been cleared yet again, apart 
from that wretched cavalry unit on H15. 

GERMAN TURN 8 
His language when the 2-9 survived behind his 

lines was definitely not Latin! At the exact halfway 
point in the game, he holds his 14villages. What can 
I do about it? 

Well, I still hope to knock the 16th about a bit. I 
must also shift some forces to counter Varus and the 
18th. The 17th won't split up, and I can't find a way 
to make it do so. The other two legions are still hung 
up in his rear areas. If I can keep them there for 
another three turns, they will be too late to reach tile 
crucial center around villages AA14 and DD15. 

TURN 8 COMMENTARY- 
The Roman ha8 passed up a marvelous 

opportunity to end the German cavalry threat. By 
sending four cohorts of rhe XVII Legion on ahead 
to Y21 he couldhave massed a 3-1, instead of the 
ineffective 1-1 he actually used. The only possible 
explunation for thk failure .is that he may fear an 
ambush is close enough to reveal irseyandjump on 
the h&- legion in the German turn-a consequence 
of nor having compLreIy screened the woods earlier. 
The Roman is being cautious in all the wrongplaces. 

ROMAN TURN 9 
A large mob of Germans is closing in on my 2-8 

in the Lugii village, but my cavalry can run past 
them and keep going for a long time yet. We'll see 
how he likes it. In the centre I have a chance for a 
minor counterattack before his forces get too well 
organized. One of the 5-5's can jump on CMlO and 
find out what it contains; then, if it's reasonably 
weak, further reinforcements can be sent from the 
17th on  V20. The solitary 3-4 auxiliary on TI7 has 
problems, with lots of hairies lurking in the woods 
on W15. I may as well use that auxiliary to jump on 
CM7: the removal of that CM from the game will 
begin to clarify just what l'rn up against in the final 
run-in, and will compensate for the loss of my unit, 
gariicularly a it's on its way out anyway! 
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TURN 8: Four aborts  of tbc XVI Legion take back H2 but lose one 
of tbei numbcr in clhineting the 7 German facton. Similarly, 
another cohort ia lost at in wipiw out two 5 4 %  at 3-2, a d - W t  

We still have three ambushes to find. With the 
revealing of the Hermandurii chief under CMlO, I 
now have conclusive proof that I face 7 tribes. 
Therefore the Chatii arc also in revolt, and my gucm 
is that the remaining ambushes are to be found near 
the two Chatii villages on AA14 and DDlS. I can 
outflank him, perbap~, by not attempting togonear 
the place, but claiming my 14 villages elsewhere. If 
the Northeast is now mure ,  the 16thlegionmn hold 
the temtory of the Greater Chaucii and Langobrd- 
ii, leaving Varus and the 18th to press on to the 
villages of the Suebii, Lugii and Hermandurii. It 

another in lost in an unsucoessfm anar;a uv thc 2 4  at H 15. A 1-1 vs. 
lhc cavalry on V21 yidde no cffcct Two 54's are m d e d  from 
CM8 to CMlO. 

would help a lot, and give me a few options, if I 
could push him back from the Sugambrii village at 
Y17. Certainly I need t o  hold no further back than 
my p e n t  line. 

GERMAN TURN 9 
I should have swapped the Hermandurii chief 

for the Langobardii; as it is, he now knows his 
objectives. About time he started fortifying! 

I am attempting a number of things. If I can get 
Ihe 16th to aplit, then I can jump it and make the 
Northeast mine. The danger from Varus and the 

r i r a ~  h T h ; m o u n G ~ o m a n  Guon in daIing withahiden king ovewbclmd at 5-1 in the German cou~U~rstt&d: io tbc 4 
mmy gives way to two rmon attacks vs. CM7 sod 10, with a 3 - 4 d  round. fbt Roroan iorrifus vilhm VZ1, m, and V11. 
5-5 respcetivcly. The latter ednalty mamges w W d y  a 5-4 bcforr 
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18th can be reduced by mopping upvillagesafter his 
forces have passed on. I shall try to retake the village 
an V l l ,  and  tern.^ the 17th into battle with CM12, 
commanded by Arminius himself. And I must keep 
two of his legions running around in the Northwest. 
He has six turna left to get these across to  the 
center-where I have a powerful ambush waiting. 

TURN 9 COMMENTARY- 
f i e  R o m  is quite correct in starting to fortify, 

but hod he not Iost his uuxiliarks earlier for so little 
gain. the villages could be held much better wiik nn 
auxiliary on h n d  to trade for a lost step. There is 
entirely too much strength in the Norihwest as the 
lone cohort at VZl will soon attest. Varus can 
accomplish little of lasting signfirante in the 
Norikeast. He should f o n f y  the Suebli a@ 
kngobardii villages and return to afull legion for 
the erucial buitks in the center. 

The German h losingpatknceand thirsting for a 
Roman Eagle. Using CM3 as a diversion to split the 
XVZ b not likely to work due to thepresence ofCM5 
which will make the kalfbgion too wary to wander 
o f  in range of the m b w h  at 05. A chief is too 
valuabk a piece to give up in rhis regard anyway. 
The move against the XVII Legion is much more 
IikeIy to bear fruit, but the>trap kas not been well 
laid. The real killing force, CMlZ wirh h l n i o u s  
and 48Jaciors should remain out of range in the 
woods at AA17. The Hcrmandurii chief with 28 
factors should act as the bait in the sllgambrii 
village where the legions + I  DRM is not eflecrive. 
?%en, gthc XVIZjumps on t h 3 - 2  opportunity, und 
ihe Hermandurii can sell h& force deurty-to the 
tune of at teat  two cohorts, Arminius in his iurn curt 
jump on t h ~  bloodied XVII with at Last a 3-2 
advantage and a +J DRM. Legiom have mer theit 
demise at the han& of far lesser attacks. 

With the game now 60% completed, neither si& 
Isos a lock on victory. Due to the burah of the 
victory conditions beingplaced on the Roman, and 
his failure to lay any akcisive groundwork thus far, 
the advantage lies wirh the German-but bothsiah 
need to win a major battle if they are to kcomc a 
clear cut leader. 

ROMAN TURN I0 
Prcdiibly, his E9 mvalry has gone to earth 

among the Batavii. And all the heavies are moving 
North against the 17th and 19th. He's coming to me 
at larst; the question is whether I like it or not. 

For CM3 to attempt to dispute thc Northeast 
corner is an outrageous p k  of cheek; we can soon 
settle his hash and still leave plenty of time for the 
16th to claim and hold the Chaucii village on Q9. 
The 18th will hold the lands of the Langobamlii and 
Suebii. But all will be decided along the Rhine. 

Where i s  Atminius? To kill him at thk point 
would be very w f u l .  Mark my words, he's with a 
w t  mob under CMI2, which he has left temptingly 
within reach of the 17th Legion. On tbt  other hand, 
his losses have been fairly high; not all these CM's 
and lurking ambushes can poaibly be strong. that 
CM could be a bluff/sacrifce to p r w t  the 
Hermaudurii. 

No: CM 12 i s  Arminius with a prime band of the 
best warriors in all Germany . . . I'm not tempt- 
ed . . . Much . . . What the hell, we'll do it anyway. 

Ah, well, yes. I knew I shouldn't have done that. 
When Keith lmt a legion that way, he had nine 
moves in which to recover, I have only five. I hold 
thirteen villages, with the 19th alone holding thegag 
through which Arminius will now pour! 

GERMAN TURN 10 
Revenge! On to Rome! The Romanoctopus has 

sung its swan song, the worm has turned and bas its 
boot on the other foot. RevENNNNGEI I1 I!! 
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TURN:": ~ n t  laat S9 Germanic cavalry is eliminated at 1-1 on H24, 
but diriaster strikes when the XVII Legion k el i i inatd in a ringlc 
utrokc 1-2 vs. Arminius in the Sugambrii villagc whcn u -2 DRM for 
Stand & Defend-Enfilade Ltfl whcn addod to tht Arminiua -I 

Ahem. More rationally, his loss of an entire 
legion has thrown the whole game open. Arrninius 
and his forces can now afford openly to challenge 
the 19th legion to battle, while the Hermandurii 
ch i i and  his stack can be spared to go and deal with 
the threat posed by Varus and the 18th in the 
Southeast. I have two attacks pending against his 
fortifed villages, with every chance of success. If 
these attacks go well, it will be really looking good. 

TURN 10 COMMENTARY- 
Having walked into the den of the lion, the 

R o m n  sAould not be surprised at the outcome. 
Acceptance of a 1-2atiack witha-1 DRMwassheer 
folly. Barring a favorable outcome of at least +Z on 
the Tnctieal mtr i x ,  the Roman had to roll a 6 to 
keep from worsening hisposition. Even with a 6 die 
roll and a +I outcome on the Tactical Matrix, the 
best the Romm could do in one round i.s eliminaibn 
of the extra Suebii chieJ which would nor change 
the odds a bit. f ie Romun would have to repeat this 
initial mccessjur to get a 1-1 in the third romd- 
still with a - I  DRM disarlvantage. In short, by not 
awaiting the arrival of rha XIX legion. rhe Roman 
kns all bur foveited thegame. f i e  trap was clumsily 
set, but the prey was too foolish for it to mrter. 

AFTERMATH- 
Shocked by the loss of the XYII Legion, the 

Roman phyer goes over to the defmsive and 
fortifies what he already has. The German is smart 
enuugh to avoid even or disadvantageous battles 
and comequently Ettk action of importance rakes 
place over the nexrfew rums. The Roman hap been 
unabL to ddsband rke brge Germanic warbands and 
now faced with the need to fortify vilkges, fin& 
himelfwith too little force to holdadeguatley what 
he already had-kt alone take the remaining 
villages he needs for victory. The Roman's only 
hope is io lure Arminius into a near even battle and 
win a major victory. m a  German wisely refuses 
buttk except on his terms, however, and she game 
draws to its inevitable end. Incredibly, the Roman 
does gain conrrol of IS  villages rnidwuy through 

DRM and a die roll of 2 renultcd in AE. The Germans celebrate their 
victory by advancing fearksly in the open tonards tbc XIX icgion 
and lrducing tht fortifications on YI1 and V21 in bingle round 
wmbats at 3-2 and 2 1  respectively-losing only a 5 4  in thc proccss. 

turn 15, but the Germanhasno rroubleretaking5of 
them with his last movement advantage. 

fie R o m n  loss can be neath atrribuled to a 
combination of factors: 1. incorrect use of auxildrr- 
ries; 2. Failure to come to grips with rhe main 
German warbands underfaGorable conditions; 3. an 
extremely strong Germun OoB and accompanying 
victoly condiriom. The relatively ineficieni use of 
the Germn resources was more than offset by the 
inexperience of rhe R o m m  player with this 
partimlar gums sysrem. 

- 

A.R.E.A. RATING SERVICE 
As outlinsd in The General, Vol11, No.5, Avalon Hill 
offers a lifetime service whereby players are rated 
in .relationship to other game ptayers. Return 
coupon NOW, along with $5.00 lifetime servlce 
fee for complete details on the Avalon Hill 
Reliability Experience & Ability Rating. 

I don't object to having my name and address 
printed in The General with the rating Iisk. I rate my 
self: 

A-an excellent player 
B-a good player 

a C-an average player 
0-a novice In my first year of gaming 
E-a beginner 

I realize that my rating may change according to 
how well I fare against others. For now, please send 
me complete details and membership card-here's 
my $4.00 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE - ZIP 

AREA TOP 40 
T h e s  Previous 

Rank Name On List Rating Rank 
1. K. Combs 7 SJP2566 2 
2. W. Dobson 9 RJO2386 1 
3. R. Chiang 15 GHN2153 3 
4. D. Cornell 9 NHJ2149 4 
5. D. Garbutt 5 CEI2016 5 

I 
I 

. . . -. . . . . . . 
11. J. Angoblo I1906 12 
12. J. Zajicek 10 GI01898 13 
13. J. Sunde 8 HIM1838 11 
14. L. Newbury 9 DFt1837 14 
" " h c h  9 TL1808 I' 

21. R. Wood 13 GGP1718 29 
22. F. Small 7 EEI1718 21 
23. P. Dobson 5 DEF1718 22 
24. K. MacDonald 8 CEH17IZ 24 

3F11708 I 
:Df1693 

EFJI686 : 

3 CCF1673 . 2 

31. W. Scott 3 CDI1638 : 
32. 1. Le Bouef 2 FHL1629 1 
33. E. Miller 2 EHL1619 31 
34. D. Xerney 2 DDJ1611 34 

RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN 

PBM KIT 
Each kit comes with full instructions for both 

pbm in general and RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN in 
particular. A kit includes 4 pads-two each for 
Russian and German moves, and includes 
everything necessary to record movement, combat, 
and retreats plus special functions like rail move- 
ment, sea movement, weather and replacements. A 
complete kit sells for $6.00 plus postage. A half kit 
with only two pads costs $3.00 plus postage. 
Maryland residents please add 5% sales tax. .. 

ORDER BY PHONE 
We will now accept game orders by phone 

from those individuals with currently valid 
MASTERCHARGE, BANKAMERICARD 
(VISA), or AMERICAN EXPRESS credit cards. 
The number to call is 301-254-5300. Ask for Clo 
Newton or ext.34iand state that youwish to place 
an order for a game. You must give the order taker 
the number, expiration date, and name of your 
credit card along with your order and shipping 
address. Phone orders are available every Mon- 
day-Friday from830 AM to 5 PM. Absolutely no 
collect phone calls can be accepted. - 
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A.H. Philosophy . . . Continuedfrom Pg. 2, Col. 3 

possesses the potential to unravel the enemy 
' f naval code and thus become forewarned of the 

2 objectives the enemy is preparing to attack. 
Obviously, it is impossible to explain these 
concepts in this column, but I felt mentioning 
some of the tough probtems we've had to resolve 
would help explain why THE RISING SUN is 
taking such a long time to develop. Basically, it 
comes down to the fact that we're working as 
hard as possible to ensure ourselves that THE 

: RISING SUN will be the most accurate. most 
playable, and the most enjoyable game available 
on the Pacific War. Of course, it's hard to say 
exactly when it will become available but 
hopefully. if I manage to resist my suicidal 
impulse, you'll see it on the shelves sometime 

Frank Davis 

BATTLE OF THE BULGE 
In the last five years, rather than dropping 

many of the old classics from its first string, 
Avalon Hill has instituted a policy of rehabilita- 
tion, returning them to the gridiron ready to 
tackfe the wargaming world anew. One of the 
best repair jobs to date is about to carve a new 
reputation for itself. BULGE has been revamped, 
reconstituted, rejuvenated and returned to the 
tearn.You recqnize it as thesamegamethat set 
the wargaming league on its ears thirteen years 
before, but it is now ready to create a new legend 
for itself. 

The combat and movement system is rela- 
tively unchanged. The major innovations deal 
with the mapboard and the order of battle. The 
mapboard has been revamped to accurately 
reflect the terrain and road net of the Ardennes. 
It has been slightly expanded to include the 
primary German objective of Liege. The real 
improvement has occurred in the order of battle. 
It is without doubt the most accurate ever 
researched and varies considerably from that of 
al l  existing games on the subject. It is a product 
of four years of access to privileged records and 
will end once and for all the controversy over 
which units participated in the Battle of the 
Bulge. New rules incorporated include Allied 
corps artillery, fortified towns, Operation Sto- 
esser, Operation Greif, the Fifteenth Army 
Offensive, ground conditions, tactical air power, 
Allied strategic bombing of German rear areas, 
Allied fuel dumps, bridge demolition and con- 
struction, Liege, and German nebelwerfers. 

BATTLE OF THE BULGE '79 should be ready 
by next Origins. 

Probably the most pleasant experiences I've 
had wh~le working for Avalon Hill have occurred 
on those rare occasions when I've tested an 
outside game submission and been unexpected- 
ly rewarded with an exhilarating afternmn of 
gaming. Prototypes which are both innovative 
and interesting, and relatively free of problems 
are an exceedingly rare treat. DUNE is just such 
a game. 

On the surface it appears to be a simple and 
colorful sci-fi battle for control of the planet, f Dune, but just underneath there runs a great 
variety of subtle strategies and interplays that 

i permit intricate and adroit maneuvers and 

i battles. It is the same quality that makes chess 
such a popular game. DUNE can be played by 
two to six players with each player assuming 

one of the six warring factions. Attached to each 
faction is a power peculiar only to it. Each player 
must be able to use his faction's power to best 
effect while neutralizing the powers of his 
opponents in order to gain control of at least 
three of the five strongholds on the planet. 
Players must beware of being overly aggressive 
as natural disasterssuch as wind storms or sand 
worms can destroy exposed forces with little or 
no advanced warning. 

All in all, DUNE has a balanced interplay at all 
levels of strategies from quick raids to great 
battles. The player who can best coordinate his 
forces and his power on all levels will be the one 
who consistently wins. DUNE in many ways is 
an improvement over the very popular COSMIC 
ENCOUNTER which made its debut last year. 
That's probably because it was designed by the 
same folks. We hope to have DUNE ready forthe 
next ORIGINS. 

BISMARCK 

Bismarck is finally rounding intosome kind of 
recognizable shape. The mapboards and coun- 
ters have been completed. Many of the charts 
and tables have also been finished. As of this 
writing, testing of the optional rules and the 
organization of the advanced rules are all that 
remain to be done. 

The heart of the game is its advanced combat 
system. Based on the miniatures approach to 
battle, it emphasizes the important aspects of 
tactical naval combat such as shell size, armor 
protection, rate of fire, target acquisition, etc. 
We are so enthusiastic about this system that 
we plan to expand it to other situations if the 
response (i.e., sales) is as favorable as we 
expect. 

Also included are many interesting options 
which can be tacked on to the basic system as 
desired. It permits the gamer to approach the 
Battle of the Atlantic in various degrees of 
intensity. In its simplest form, BISMARCK 
recreates the hunt for the Bismarck. At its most 
complicated level, BISMARCK portrays the 
entire war in the North Atlantic for a weekly 
period. Such options asweather fronts, submar- 
ine and destroyer torpedo attacks, regular and 
specialized convoys, fuel and ammunition 
expenditure, etc. force the players to confront 
the same decisions faced by their historical 
counterparts. 

BISMARCKwiII beavailablein thespring at a 
slightly higher price, $1 2.00, than normally 
charged for a flat box game. In exchange, you 
will receive three game boards (total area is the 
same as one flat box board], large sheet of 
counters printed on both sides, Hit Record pad, 
set of charts and tables, set of maneuver and 
range gauges and the Battle Manual. 

Mick Uhl 

THE LONGEST DAY 
LONGEST DAY moves apace1 This is crazy. 

Here I am putting together a monster game with 
the same techniques and fidelity of detail I used 
for STARSHIP TROUPERS. Except. design steps 
that took a few hours on SST take literally days 
on this game. The research is set, with the 
exception of the documentation for the sceneri- 
os. The rules framework has been decided on, 
and the rules have been blocked out. We are 
going to go with a Programmed Instruction 
approach at this point, keying five scenarios and 
a campaign game to five rules modules. This is 
desirable, due to the relative distribution of the 
rules which putsthe bulkof the specialized rules 

into one scenario: the invasion scenario. Since 
the invasion is only one turn out of the entire 
game, the PI approach allows us to put the 
invasion scenario last and let the players get into 
Cobra, Mortain, Operation Goodwood, Fall of 
Cherbourg, and Falaise Pocket before they have 
to f w l  around with the invasion mechanics. 

The redly exciting thing to date is that the 
thing WORKS1 We've put togetherasystem that 
has elegance and simplicity yet is yielding 
remarkable results insofar as its historicity.The 
rules will-hold onio your hats-probably be 
SHORTER than those for AIR ASSAULT ON 
CRETE. And, no, it's not a simplistic design 
system, it is simply a very rational one. It is a 
demanding system that should challenge every- 
one. 

Think of LD as a DIVISIONAL game of the 
Normandy campaign. Yet, players move com- 
pany/battalion pieces around the board. Con- 
tradictory? No, because we areattempting to put 
together a game wherein players make 
divisional-level decisions using battalion-sized 
units. Players evaulate the situation andexecute 
decisions based upon the condition of their 
DIVISIONS which happen to be made up of 
anywhere from thirteen to twenty-one individu- 
al units. We've also managed to grind out very 
compact air and naval subsystems which keeps 
everything in proper perspective. 

We think you will go ape over the mapboard, 
and the player aide graphics and layout should 
surprise you too. I'm proud of the effort to date 
and I think that Avalon Hill customers will be 
greatly pleased. 

. . . Randy Reed 

MARNOM 
TREASURES OF MARNON is a new addition, 

a fast little game of conquest and treasure- 
hunting in a fantasy realm populated by orcs. 
sorcerors, heroes and a very hungry Dragon. 
This is an easily-learned game with a lot of 
subtle strategies, for upto sixplayers. In addition 
to competing with each other, the players have 
to deal with the constantly-breeding orcs. a 
Dragon thar is constantly chewing up the 
countryside, and a Magician who wanders 
around bestowing blessings and peace on an 
unwilling countryside. Each player sets up his 
own little empire while all this is going on, 
capturing castles and clearing out fiefdoms so 
that he can build up the strength he needs to 
finally win tho game by capturing the treasures 
he wants. In a way this is a battle game, but it is 
so fast and easy to play that non-wargamers can 
enjoy it enormously-while wargamers try to 
figure out what strategies and tactics to use 
against a dragon. This game is in playtest. 

MAGIC REALM 

MAGIC REALM is in the playtest stage, with 
the main emphasis right now on streamlining 
and fine-tuning the various parts of the game 
system so the players spend the maximum 
amount of time making decisions and playing 
the game. The players should be able to have all 
kinds of different adventures within a reason- 
able amount of time, as they try to deal with the 
dangers and opportunities in the Magic Realm, 
so in the playtest we're tinkering with the 
existing game system in order to extract a l l  the 
waste motion. Specifically, combat has been 
made short and decisive, magic has been made 
more potent by pulling out weak spells and 
replacing them with more varied and important 
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spells, and the threats to the player-characters 
have been grouped into more threatening 
groups--that incidentally offer more alluring 
rewards. 

GUNSLINGER 
GUNSLINGER is still awaiting the writing of 

playtest-quality rules and actual playtesting. 
The game elements have all been designed (bur 
not finalized); individual battles are geared to 
last perhaps half an hour in game time. There 
are separate rules sections for gunfights and 
melees, with campaign rules that allow for 
much longer scenarios, compressing the time 
between battles. The Code of the Old West 
figures prominently in the campaign rules, and 
defines the victory conditions in the shorter 
scenarios. Small two-sided isomorphic game 
boards allow for many different scenarios, set in 
the towns or settlements of the old west; the 
emphasis is on very tactical gunfights, am- 
bushes and confrontations. Each hex is 6 ft. in 
size, each turn (during a battle) is2 seconds. The 
game sysiem is extremely fast and playable in 
recreating the legendary (and mythical) gun 
duels of the old west. 

TRIREME 

TRIREME is still on the back burner, but is 
getting ready to move up. As I explained to many 
of you at the conventions last summer, the 
movement, maneuver, melee and missile fire 
rules have all been work4  out but have been 
only partially playtest&. An interesting (and 
unforeseen) aspect of ancient naval warfare 
was the constantly changing balance between 
the importance of boarding tactics and ramming 
tactics; a t  one time or an6ther one tactic would 
have a definite advantage, usually depending on 
the skill of the sailors at that time, while a t  other 
times naval tactics were a mixture of ramming 
and boarding. The game system has been 
designed with great care to allow the different 
types of tactics, and the ship capabilities have 
been assigned so that the appropriate navies 
have the appropriate capabilities at the right 
times. The scenarios run from Artemesium and 
Salamis (during the Persian invasion of Greece) 
to Actium (Roman against Roman) several 
hundred years later, dealing with actions and 
parts of major battles involving pentekonters 
triremes, quadriremes and quinqueremes, and 
more. Ships occupy two hexes (usually), mar- 
ines are small counters on the ships, and the 
game system deals with reaction time, moment- 
um, oar-snapping, and soon; the game system is 
somewhat easier to handle than WOODEN 
SHIPS, since the number of ships represented is 
usually about thirty to a side (to fight the really 
large battles it will be necessary to put several 
games together). Orders of battle and tables of 
equipment have been worked out for the Greek 
period; the largest single task remaining is to 
work out similar data and scenarios for the 
Dionysian and Roman perids, with their war 
engines and larger ships. 

. . . Richard Hamblen 

FROM THE SPORTS DESK: 
Our sports game quarterly, ALL-STAR RE- 

PLAY, is about to go to press with its fourth 
issue. The highlight of this issue will be an 
article and insert which will allow ownersof our 
STA TIS-PRO NBA BASKETBALL game to play 
the memorable championship series between 

the New York Knicks andthe Los Angeles Lakers 
in 1 970. Player cards are included for the top 
nine players from each team. 

REGATTA goes on apace. After enduring the 
buffets and variable oonditions engendered by 
attempting to put three pounds of neat ideas into 
a two-pound game, ace rookie designer Bruce 
"Flying Jibe" Milligan is hard at work trying to 
make the game a little more realistic while 
keeping it just as simple as the original version. 

STA TIS-PRO MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL is 
also nearing completion, with the game receiv- 
ing the same "polishing"given to NBABASKET- 
BALL including rewritten rules and a handy 
playing board. 

TITLEBOUT. our boxing game, should be out 
in the Spring, and will give individual cards and 
ratings for about 320 boxers from both the 
present and past, with about 120others rated on 
charts. All of the greats of boxing history will be 
included in the game, with two cards for 
Muhammad Ali, one at his current level of 
proficiency and one at his peak. Everything that 
happens in a real bout (except for Edie Williams 
jumping into the ring) happens in this game, and 
it was very well thought of in its earlier 
incarnation, TRUCO BOXING. 

. . . Bruce Milligan 

The U.S. AUTO CLUB RAClNG GAME, 
incorporating data supplied by USAC, is now 
finished and in production. This is a combination 
stat/strategy game based on the Indianapolis 
500, with player cards representing 33 top 
racing drivers. A special collectors' feature of 
the game is the full-color portrait photos that 
appear on the back of each driver's playing card 
(sorry, we don't include any bubblegum withthe 
game). 

. . . Thomas Shaw 

RVALON HI1 
GAME CO. 5 

FACTORY 
OUTLET 

Whenever in the Baltimore area feel free to 
drop in at our Factory Outlet store located in our 
design offices at 900 St. Paul and 20 E. Reed St. 
This store is the world's only retail outlet featuring 
a complete selection of Avalon Hill games, parts, 
magazines and accessories. Pay by cash or check 
or bring your credit card, and if visiting on 
Saturdays feel free to stay and attend a gaming 
session with Interest Group Baltimore and get 
involved with whatever playtesting happens to be 
going down. Or just drop by and play or talk the 
games of your choice on Saturday withany of the 
lwals and enjoy the competition. 
Hours: AH Factory Outlet-Tuesday thru 

Saturday; 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
IGB Playtesting-Saturday; 10 A.M. 
to 5 P.M. 

THE GENERAL 

THE GAMER'S GUIDE 
TO DIPLOMACY 

THE GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is 
a 36-page illustrated booklet containing all sorts of 
valuable information for DIPLOMACYbuffs of all 
levels from beginner to expert. Written by Rod 
Walker, one of the best-known writers on the game 
today, the GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY 
covers in detail almost every facet of this 'game" 
that has become an obsession for thousands of 
"players" worldwide. 

The GUIDE is divided into eight sections. In the 
Introduction, Mr. Walker discusses the develop 
ment of the game, its uncommon nature wheresome 
vices become virtues, and where ethics become, in 
some cases, a definite liability, playing objectives, 
country selection, and more. 

In Section 11, "Elements of the Game." you will 
read about such things as communications, alliance 
and treachery, aggression and defense, cheating, 
stalemates, convoyed attacks, and receive some 
tactical hints for better pIay. 

The third se.ction of the GUIDE presents a 
debited study of the board, styles of play, and 
choice opening moves and game strategies for each 
of the seven Powers in DIPLOMACY. There are 
also several revealing charts showing the relative 
successes and failures of all of the Powers over the 
course of 803 recorded games. 

Section IV presents a sample game, with 
commentary by the author and an analysis of the 
diplomacy and tactia of each of the seven ptayen 
involved. The commentary is accompanied by 
several easy-to-read maps so you can go right along 
with the progress of the game. 

The fifth section of the GUIDE concerns itself 
with postal DIPLOMACY. where you'llfind a little 
history, descriptions of the various ratings systems 
used, and a few suggestions on how you can get 
involved in this exciting segment of the game. 

Section VI is devoted to variants, with a full 
desxription of each of several of the better-known 
variants, including "Napoleonic" DIPLOMACY, 
"Bid" DIPLOMACY, 'The Great War", and 
Twin-Earths" DIPLOMACY. There are also 
complete rules for the original 1958 version of the 
game, and as a bonus the back cover of the GUIDE 
is a reproduction of the original map, for those 
readers who wish to play the first DIPLOMACY. 

Section VII deals with clubs and tournaments, 
an area that the author feels is growing in 
importance as the ever-increasing rise in postal ratwr 
increases the attraction of face-to-face DIPLOMA- 
CY play. 

The final section, entitled "Questions and 
Answers", attempts to deal with the most common 
(and several most uncommon) questions that may 
arise. As the author says, "they include some which 
are frequently asked as well assome that were asked 
only once and were debated at length afterwards." 

For anyone with even the most wsual involve- 
ment in this highly demanding game, THE 
GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is an 
absolute must, and well worth the mere $3.00 plm 
SOe postage that it costs. Send your check or money 
order made payable to: The Avalon Hill Game 
Company, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 
21214. Maryland residents please add 5%state sales 
tax. 

r - 
master charg 
, ,,#L , . , ! , " . " , , ,W 
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Gentlemen: 

Raceutly in Vol. 14, No. 5 of tbc GENERAL, 
an article OD 3R appemd by R i d  Shagrin 
entitled %Early Ycars kxminod".  Richard 
brought up the id- of a Cennnn lightning attack 
u p e  tbc Russinns in the Fall of 1939. The theory 
wm lonicsl if the Runsians h d  their entire fleet 
in Leningrad and Leningrad was not well 
ddendd. Thcn t k  Germans could makca puick 
atlackfrom ~ n h d a p n i r i n g  Lningrnd andthug 
rcmovinn tht entire R w k n  Navv. Pmoosal also 
was the irnulraneous capture of ihc h i t i c  Stat=, 
bLiq  that the offensive option was fm. 

1 deeded to writt about this theory aim? it 
recently was put to the tesr I played Riibnrd 
Shagriu end the following is a brid commenury 
about the game. 

The words -111 declare war on Russia," 
utkrcd by Richard startled me. I questioned 
whether he wns iokina. I alro pointed out that 1 
had great rapG for the R W ~ B ~  Army. Hi reply 
was. "1 have verv Little". The German blinkreir of 
Rus~in m a  on. 

By the Fall of 193g, Leningrad was -cupid 
by the G e r m  the entire Russian navy was 
ktroycd; Oennans had rolled through and 
mnquered the Baltic States a d  new infmuy 

: guarded mgainst the French and Englii in the 
1 Wea. MI was going wcll amording to Richard's 
' 

plans. Howevw+ just like orrermtion Bmrbmssk 
i after the initial &inn things-stancd to go wrong. 
! The comhintd allied forccp of the Soviet Union, 
! Poland, England, and F r a m  tdok BRP superiori- 
! Nand movwltwicc.(Youmuz.t rtmmlxrthiirand 
1 h n  for it if you i n t k d  to attack Rwk.) Inatead 
1 of the Russianr pulling hck to  Moacow~Itcr their 
1 hcavy losccs, they alona with the Polisb, hunched 
! two b i v e m t r i i i o n  t&&nst the &ng in 
I thtBast.Tlxdieewtrcmodand bvthe Alliedtum 
I in the Wmter of 1939,lthe ~ e r m k  were all but 

rtmovod from t k  Eastern W t t r  of oprations. I All that remained were two units in Lninarad. 
Tht Baltic Starea and East Russia wcrc -piuruI 
from the G e m a s  and Wamw was still in Polish 
Wn. 

The German turn in the Winter of 1939 and 
the AUid turn-in tht Spring of 1- gained little 
other than Italy joining the war on tbe side of 
Gcrmtny. 

Tht German Spring turn likclvisc mult td in 
littlegainbutthey uaedalmgemount of BRPsto 
build Armor and Air units aa wdl as reociving 10 
Italian Air lactom It lwked like tbe Germans 
were going to m k t  a big p u h  in the Su- of 
1940. Tnc snnerior Allied BRP ~osifion allowed 
the Allies to  Lutralize t b i  tbrcai. Rugsia m d e a  1 breakthrouph near the Hun-n border boldinn 

, up aome of'ibe German AAO~ with their zone of 
control. A l W  Air power reduced the Germanand 
Italian A t  Force to only 6 factors. (Htre one 
ehouldnote tbuwith the Russian Air Forcemtthe 
Polish border, t k  Frcnch Air Porn  at the 
Ma&inot Lint and the British Air F o m  at G m t  
Yurmouth d but 1% of Germany is subject to 
A l l i  Counter Aii and without air p o w  very 
littlc can be ed.) 

In Italy t h ine  were almo going bad. The 
F ~ n c h  and Engliihwitbout any Gamao pressure 
hsd the m c m  murccs to give the Italians a 
poundiig and they did. A bridgehead w u  
cgtablishcd on t k  csntcru crraslt of Itsly and the 
strategic gort city o l  Genoa was aptured. 

, Rcaliting tbc situation hopckms, Richard offcrtd 
to surrender if1 would nocept, . . . I accegted the 
win. 

in rctmspcct Ifcel toattack Ruasiamearlyia 
cxuemely risky if not dimstroua. A p i n t  that one 
might consider if oremtillplanm toattack Rwahis 
not to attack the Baltic Sutcs. Tblbis allows the 
Russims to move in free, and pick up mdre a r m  
to aurition from. Let thc Russians pay 25 BRPs if 
they want t h i  area. Thkwill causethe Russians to  

: U ~ C  BRPB which arc badly nccdod, for h e y  had 
! Imt 15 BRPs due to the lm of Lmiopad. 

i Donald J. Err& 
! Brwklyn, N.Y. 

Dear Do- 
1 was gurprid and w s f u s d  to read the 

introduction to Michael Gray's articlc "Strategy 
for the Fourth Man" in Vol. 15, #2. Thc 
introduction, as a reminder, demiled how this 
anicle on Rail Earon was bounced from Atl Stur 
Reubv to tb t  General: the General, of course, 
bei&a ?uarpmes" magatint, the dccirion wag 
made to make m " e m ~ t i o n "  inthis caseand mint 

Letters t o  the Editor . . .  
A 

Cemt on now! I havc kcenanavid AH gamer 
for longer than I cmre to admit. Om of the main 
rearon! for this long low? affair is the simple La 
that AH "takes care of  her players." There h a p  
always been n M i a t i o n  to improvcmtnt, 
commtnt, arid update of ALL AH games. There 
has alwap been anides available to new and old 
playen dike, on ALL AH gamts. Why t h i  silly 
oroblcm of %IS is not a swrts .  . . war. . . aame? ' 

~ a y  ~suggesttbatyiu have your rtaff ~ E A D  
borne of vour own marcrial? Take for txumolc the 
editorial comment that appears in every issue of 
the Genemi:: . . dtdicatcd to thc prcamtation of 
authoritative articles a n  the strategy, tad-, and 
varimtion of Avalon Hill GAMES OF STRATE- 
GY." I do not iind mention of W a r m  1 do 
comidtr Roil Baron a gamt of rtratcgy. 

I know, 1 know. There will be letters. Tbe 
"hard-core" will cry that therc would haw betn 
room for a rtally important article (i.e. m r  
movement and pergonal health in Squad Leader, 
ttc.1 abut a WAR name. But. AH ia M longer 
(has never rmUy bee&) a WA~-game  compaiy. 
A H  i~ now a GAME com~anv. Part oithc thrill d 
having your compny &ue ;he old 3M line and 
other non-wargames i~ that now there will be the 
umc dedication to tbt player of thcse p m e s  as 
there was for the wargarner. 

Articlcg on non-war- must nor k on an 
"exception"basia any longer. I Ime the wargames 
as much as nnyone, and I would expea the 
maioritv of articles in thc Generalto rtmain inthc 
wa; g a d  tradition. But times have changed 
There was some ragonthat voucxnandcd intoik 
noc-war gamc to such I extcit. ~ l ~ s c d o n ' t  
let us down because you are afraid to  t d  on 
some old, entrenched tom. Who knows, a few 
mom articlcs on a regular basisabout the OTHER 
side of Avalon Hill eamk and some of thoseold. 
en t rmbtd  gamcrs;ust Gght add some txci t i6  
variety to  t h r  gaming livea. 

CPT Bruce Degi 
USAFA, CO 

Alfholcgk I agree wtfh ;he senrlmenr ex- 
p r e s d .  r m  afraid rho! there ware iertws and I ~ I  

the mgdllw o m  ou~nurrpbcred rheposittw by a 
clear rnmjoriry. N m w a r g m e  ankles up- m 
the GENERAL w1I1 have to remain on ?he 
Exception bash, r#  all. 

Dear Mr. Gmnweod: 
Reference Vakntim Gcrmann'n "smoking" 

critique of VITPin Vol. 15, No. 2's letten. 
Altbough I too wss disrrppointed in thc 

Inctluster VITP playba~k, 1 strongly d i ig rm with 
his opinion of VITP as an uninaplrcd hocriblt 
turkey. Judging from bb opinion thmt the 
Amcricaep mo not lme-"&-it in obvious he 
has not yrt grsnpod the numnm of proper play. 
Vdentine has misscd the h t .  

I havc been a wargamer for the p s t  IS of my 
30 years. I h v t  played many mmep which fit 
Yalcntinc'g description but VITP is not one of 
them. I bclitw Yakntine expected VITP to  be a 
simul~tion and tbaein lics th t  reabon For his 
displc~urc. VITP is a g 5 m .  It t s  slimpk 
mechanics and juvenile c a m h t  resolution. This 
o w  WI be played by anyone 'agcn I2 and upp" as  
the box nays. However its simplicity belies th t  
depth of p n d  strategy and tactical dmisions 
expclicnwd players will face lo pursuit of victory. 
Eventhough it is rated iotroducmiy, propxphyis  
a culmination of the system's nuancca employing 
ewnomy of forcc, dtmption, and the leverage 
crcatod by raiderg and rhemulti-phase mmtmcnt 
gygfcm. Twelve year olda can play them too, but 
like chess, the more youget into VITP, tbcgrcattr 
will be the degree ofc~nantrat ion required to win. 
What works well in one game may not tbt ntXt 
dewnding upon both sidt's capabilities every turn 
of rnwtmmt and every round of combat. Then 
are mynad strategic and tacticaloptions, butthere 
ig no room for error. One mistake can bt fatal. 

That is the beauty, the brilliance, of Ham- 
blen's system. Any designer can burden us with 
voluminous rules in the name ofcomplcxify, but 
Hwblen has givtn us a drnple system which 
demands l o g b l  thinking, imaginative phnning, 
and flawlcrg cxc~udon-not ammory  coursc. lfn 
fun to play-not work. 

Ae for balance+ the USN does nor have a lock 
on the game ar Valentine thinks. ln fact thc gamt 
s w t l y  favors the LJM. Use of Hamblen's optional 
rub 25 evens things out. (G?neraI, Vol. 14, No. 4.) 

As a gamt VITP is in thc clasaic tradition of 
ar ly  AH titles. A$ a simulation it iB of newsity 
abstracted to permit playability of an epic 
campaign. Even so, players will face strate+ 
dacisions at every turn which follow those which 
coofmotd the opposing high commands. How- 
ever if Valentine wants to  d l  cordite and damn 
t k  torpcdo~s hc should buy a house with a twocar 
garage, quit his job, and play WAR IN THE 
PACIFIC-if he can. 

Chris L. R e b l  
San Antonio, TX 

Yow crmtcnrim rho1 Gemvm's commenrs 
#:play balance were o f f b s e e m  to be mhtrur- 
riared by rlae article in CAMPAIGN No. 88 
wkmh that author clalms the game Ls WE; aas 
w h h c c d  as G e m m  $&only he feels ir 
fawrs  the Japanese so much rhar rhe Ametlfms 
con'r win. 

Dear Sirs: 

As a w g a m e r  of ten yeara, 1 have played 
many of your games, erpeciaUy the older ones. In 
fa* my first game was BLI7ZKRIEG. which 1 
stiU hmve in my wlkction. Lately, though, I havt 
btcn mgraegcd with your THE RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN. 1 ham always b&eo int t lrmd in the 
hiptory and ~imulmtions of the Eastern Fmnt, so 
this p m e  was particularly fascinating to me. 

A long time ago, when 1 was invdvtd with a 
dub  callrd Aggrcslsor Homeland, 1 put out a 
magazine thnt was distributed amongaomc of that 
club's membership. In scvccal of tbc innuts a nerieg 
on 'Wargaming Aurtmlin Sty1e"was nub whicb 
was sent in by a Friend. These a r t i d  outlined a 
variant for your game STAUNG RAD, as well as 
a new game cnvering thcmtirt war in Europe. The 
variants were dcgigned by John Edwards, the same 
desiper of your recent RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. 
The n m  in tbe design credits of your gamt 
somehow rang r btU in my mmory, so I looked 
into the issues of my m a p i n e .  

I am enclosing a copy of tbe article on the 
S T A L M G R A D h n t  foryour kncfit.1 thinkit 
i~ interesting to M how the game, as comciwdby 
Mr. Edwards, hag changed from the varimt form 
to its dm/ published version. Some (actually very 
few) of the ruks have remained intnct, but almost 
all thc rmt, including unit strengths and com- 
positions, havt b a n  radically changed. It L a h  
interesting to note the long paasuse of time 
b t t w n  Mr. Edwrrrd's variant in my fannnc and 
the publication of th t  mmplctod game. Game 
depigning is obviously not an ovanight thing. 

Grcgg KtiZtr 
Salt Lake City, UT 

Dcsr Mr. Ofctnwood, 
A few i m s  y o  (Vol. 13 No. 5) t h  was a 

letter from a programmer (Stcphcn Wmcr) who 
was interested in the pcwibiiity d wmputerizing 
Avalon Hill pmes. Althoqb he wondcred when 
"you at A d o n  Hill" would wmputerizc your 
games, I can see that you h a V t ~ i t h ~ r l h c  time nor 
the facilities to  do  sucb a large job that would bc 
~ f ~ 1  ~ O B U C ~ ~ B ~ B I ~ ~ I I ~ B ~ C D ~  tbewmrgaming 
population. 

B c i  a beginning progrrrmnrcr, I am h s d -  
oatmi by tbis id-. but cannot I~CEQW of mv 
inexperience) h n  to  wmauteriee any mmts. 1 
wan bonder& ij any readeir ( i d u d i  Stephen 
Kimerl have dom anvthim wltb this concern. 1 
would & happy to ideas or to he& of 
anvtbin that has b a n  atrcmnMd. , 

' 1 n k  pmkuhrly interestkd in wmputerizing 
TCIBRUK; sating how casily itmuld bteonvcrtsd 
with its relatively s i m ~ l e  aame msban i~( i . e . .  no 
terrain, tabler, r i anydbk l l s ,  wc.). - -  

P l t m  acnd tboughta or  infinformdon ta the 
address below, 

Jay Trotta 
144 S. Highland Ave. 
Bahiorc ,  MD 21224 

Dcsr Mr. O m n w d :  
As a fellow "incurable THIRD REICH 

enthu~isst*, 1 am very p k a d  with botb the 
contmt and publication of *Coma Third Re&" 
by Stuart Smart in Vol. 15, No. 2. By compiling 
thib List of clarificationn and offiial intcrprcta- 
tiona, Mr. S m r t  b s  fillcd a cavernow void 
which I amsure, has plagued otkr3R'rs rrs wellas 
mysclf. 

Ntvertbclc~s, I wish to addrtss a Few topica 
which Mr. Smart didnot cmerasthoroughlyashe 
muld haw, nor to  the satinifanion of mmt 
opponents of mine who will undoubtedly miwon- 
mrue his wordings. I write this only in m attempt 
toclarify, withnointenttocriticii what lmnsider 
an ex~elleot handling oCa d i i cu l t  task. 

Rcfcrcnm numbm arc to compnding 
para#raphn in the mi&: 

3.92 France does not automrrticaUy f d l  if the 
F r m b  can counterattack Paris a t  only 1:3 or  1 :4. 
A 1:3 or 1:4 couotcrattack can lx made on Paris 
provided an exchange will either clew all Axis 
unita from Paris or decimate t h  to the extent 
t h u  French armoured units mking  a separate 
attack can b d t h r o u g b  and exploit into Paris or  
mmck the Axis remnants in P m i ~  mt no kgq t b  
1:2 odds. Naturally, the units involved in t b i  
s m n d  auack mum have bmn rupplitd from 
London or  begun the turn in Maginot h e m  been 
unable to  rcncb Parir during normal mwemcnt 
due to blocking Axis units; and bc attacking the 
units which blocked them from the French chpital. 
Adrnittodly thie in an unlikcly situation, but who 
knows; it happened to  me! 

Third paragraph of 3.52: Britkh unita 
rtmaining in France can move providcd they arc 
supp l i i  from London via fleets and wntrol the , 
pm(g) and hexes in France through which their 
supply line runs. 

13 Malta is a fortress, therefore A r i d  units 
on Maha do not require supply by 820 &a botb 
Gibraltar and Suez bavt faUm. 

Mark C Nixon 
Rosdord, Ohio 

Dew Mr. Greenwood: 
This in not a typical lttttr to  the editor. I felt 

compelled to writ; p u  bccaux of the death of a 
w a r m i m  friend--a friend who I nevermet f a a  
to  Gee but knew only t h r o w  the mail Frank . 
Fmll and I met through theOppanents Wanted 
m t i o n  of THE GENERAL and our friendship 
expoded from there. 

I have k n  n devoted wargrrmersioce the late 
19Ws whtnI waagivcn theoriginalGntysburgna 
a $t. My intercat waned while 1 was in c o w  in 
the 60'9, but . rhen I decided in 1971 to get back to  
wargaming 1 submibed to THE GENERAL, 
looking for play-by-mil oppomnts. Frank 
Parrcll'n ad wab the first one I wuwered. Over the 
ntxt seven ycam Frank wan a g d  and faithful 
opgonent primarily in 1914. I put up with many 
othtr PBM opponents in that t i m c - - u n a ~ w m I  
moves, c m z y  r u h  interorrtations. rtturn ad- 
dress4 ofd18th P m e r  ~ h s b n " ,  etc But Frmk 
FarreU. bv chana  the first 1 contacted. was hv far . , 
the muat mature, steady m d  ccrm&nt os' my 
opponcnts. 

Prank F a d l  did on Juee 9 of this veur. 
During the m n  years ~wmspendedwi tb  ~ k n k  
I never knew ofthetremendous physk l  problema 
and p i n  which b t  lived withdaily. Hi swidowm 
kind enough to write me recently informing meof 
his dtath. Sadly, I knew nothing of t b i  until h i p  
death. 

1 wrote t h i ~  lettu h u m  I feel that too often 
tor *many wargamtrs the Opponents Wnnted 
listings are just a meamof adding to one\ victory 
total or   rating^. There are real wople mnd lives 
bchind thm names. For nu it added a dotpcr 
dimension to wargaming. 1 Found an extraordi- 
nary friend through thw listings. Now that he is 
gone 1 will dm him p a t l y .  1 felt this story wan 
worth passing on to you. 

David S. Jay 

And we thughr  ir woflh passing on lo the 
mder8hlp. 
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READER BUYER'S GUIDE 
TITLE NAPOLEON $12.00 
SUBJECT Operational Level Game of the Waterloo Campaign 

NAPOLEON la the 40th game to undergo Statistically, thc pamc fared best in thc 
analysis in the RBGand managed to rank 19th on Physiml Quality area, where it had the 5th best 
lk list with a cumulative raling of 2.77. Thisscore rating of m y  game analyzed thus fac undoubtedly 
was probably helped by tbc rclat~vcly small a rcsult of thc gamc's haodsomc wodcn 3- 
number of respondents to the survey this time; a dimensional playing pieces. On h e  other side of 
tact which may bc attributtd to thc ntgativt thc coin, thc worst performane ea rn  in  the 
reaction to an "old" title. NAPOLEON had been reallsm category, where players traditionally 
widely available lo the vtteran hobbyist for years quate the abbencc of a htxagonal movement 
from its prenous publisher, and doubtlw many system with an qua1 lack of realum. We have yet 
readers who had purchased it in the GAMMA to pee an arta movement system rewarded with 
TWO edition never acquired the only slightly high mhsm ratlngs amonpt veteran wargamers. 
r t f i n d  Avalon Hill version. Nevenhelesr. for a On the pobitivt side, the playing timtof 1% hours 
gmm with two strikes against it from the outset, is a refreshing change from the dram out 
(old design and inlrwluctory level comple~ i t~ )  campaigns of more sophkticatd simulationsand 
NAPOLEON did quite well In pinlng a niche in aliowa players to change sides and partake ~f 
the top half of the RBG-mnsidering the several complete games in  a single afternoon. 
widespread prcftrcncc of tht readership for 
cornpli-td gamer Indeed, we are considering a 
$irnikr game oystm for a Civil War campaign 1- P ~ Y s ~ c ~ I  Quality + - 4  + . . + . . + 1-04 
gamc. 2. Mapboard.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.96 

The game iystern is truly unique in  wargame 3. Components . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.03 
circles: being somewhat of a c r m  bttween the 4. E~~ of understanding . , , , + 2-25 
mmtmtnt/fog of war techniquea of STRA TEGO 
and the simple mmbat results methods ofWAR '' COm~'etenegg of Rules . . . . - 2.86 
A T  SEA. NAPOLEON remains faithful to thc 6. Play Balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.25 
fundamental slmpliciq of the two aforementioned 7- Real jgm . , , . . , , . , , , , . , , , + 4.18 
predecessors, while adding a variety of 
sophipticated, yet simple unit t y p  differentiation ' 'citemen' . - . . . - . . - . 2.46 
ruks to add furthcr strategicand tanicaldccision 9. Overall Value . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.89 
points whle capturing the flavor 0faNapoleOnic 10. Game kngth . . . 1 hour, 31 mill. 
era campaign. - 

SUBMARINE: 
Q. What wnstltutes the "wake" ofa ship? 
A. Every hex that the ship occupies, passes 
through, or pivots its stcm into during its move. 
Q. How do you determine whether the weathais 
sunny or clougy as i t  relates to submarine 
visibility7 
A. Upe of the Weather Table (M.3). I f  the result 1s 
clcar, thc conditions art sunny or moonlit. Any 
other result is doody or dark. 
Q. How do you make a "down the throat shot? 
A, To allow for "down the throat shots", players 
may use the following Advanccd Gamc rulc: If, in  
the first turn of lire, a torpado strikes an escort 
from dirtctions 1 or 2 acd Ihe escort had ended its 
move with a straight move (1.. .,) not in  u 161 or 
right turn), then thetorpedogetsa-2modiCiation 
to thc colorcd dic. Thc torpcdo must be aimed. 
There is no mcdification for shallow running. 

A. Art night action mdifications cumulative or 
do you use only thc worst cad 
A. You u x  only the worst mdification. 
Q. What cross pain torpcdo shots arc Itgal? 
A. Allow submarim to fire the rollowing crosa 
grain torpedo shots: a w  

Scenrrio 3 Change VI IC to IXC 
kennrlo 4 Changc Haog's aiarting location to 
N39 
Scenario 6 Add italicized number into Victory 
Conditions: 'Thc carrier must exlt edge 6 of the 
maphard . . ." 
Scenarlo 9 Changc date from [all of 15'43 tospring 
1944. 
Scenario 11 Order of Battle, Change 2-TZ Tankcra 
to 4-T3 Tanktn. Changc 2-ICL Merchantmen to 
2-EC2 Mcrchantmen. 
Scennrio 12 Optional Rules. Change to italicized 
number " ( s ~  26.0 for instructions)." 
19A Add "ASDIC" to "sonar", deleteaASDIC" 
from "Radar" 
34.75 ALiack Points. Change "sonar" to read 
'radar" for the ~ n i o n s  containing "ordinary 
radar", "10 cm radar". and "3 cm radar". 
36.1 Thc caption "hexside" belongs to the top 
iuustration. Tht caption 'hu; grain" belongs to 
thc bottom ~llustration. 
40.9 Evasion Table: C h a w  footnotc to read "add 
one la tht c o l o d  die". 
50.3 Weather Table: The tablt is  mod~ficd as 
prernted btlow. 

-- - 

RICHTHOFEN'S MANEUVER CARDS I 
Vo1. 14. NO. 4 of the G E Y E R A I  printed a Roll. Falling lxaf. Flat Spin. Immelmann. Loop. 

variant For RIC'HTHOFENJ WAR which Now Dive. Side-Slip. Tiphl Circle. and Vertical 
l'ea~ured the uw ol'a deck nf 27 maneurercardrlo Spin in an altempt (not nlwag~ succeuful) to gel 
augmenl the mechanical movement system and on the enemy's tad. rather than j u ~ t  trade ahols. 
add a dtgrce of uncrrtainty and excitment lo the Thbs 27 card deck 1s profeb%ronally ~llustraied and 
_ram=. Hvllurr n random luck elrment. use nf the pr~nled and availnblc from Avalon Hill with 
mancuvercards isdepcndenl upon such F;lflnnr.i inslructlon rhcct lor 52.M plus usunl poptagrand 
turning ability. atlack position. and pilot xkill. handling charge. Maryland residcnls plea% add 
Using the maneuver card? one can more vivtdly 5% !ales lax. 
evecute the classic maneuvers of the day: Barrel 

ERRATA: 
Cbmogca to R u h  Manuml- 
15.6.1 Change ASW to ATW 
Scenario 1 Change U. 128 to U. 47 

Atlantic and N o r h  Sea Mtditcrrnneat: 
61-66 Gale M Gale 
41-56 Slorm 61-65 Storm 
21-36 Rough 34-56 Rough 
11-16 Clenr 11-33 Clear 

48.2 Change to read, "For each ship tiring, the 
wnwolling p h p r  cross-indtrces its gunnery factor 
with the range. . . ." 
51.3.1 Switch illustration captions. 
51.4.2 Imor t  stcrn torpedo directions as ncitner 
XXl or XXI I I  submarines had stem tubes. 
51.5.3 #wnd wntenw: Change "normal" to read 
"3W16' 

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART 
The games are ranked bv their cumulative scores which is an average of the 9 categories for each 
same. While i t  may befairlvarclued that each catesorvshould not weiah eauallv aqainst the others. 
&e use i t  only as a generaljratyon of overall rank. i y  breaking down a games ratings into individual 
cateaories theaamer isable todismrn for himself where the aame isstrona or weak i n  theaualities 
h e v ~ l u e s t h e n k t .  Readersare reminded that thsGame hngihca~egoryiskeasur&in rnuliiplesof 
ten minutes and that a rating of 1B would equal 3 hours. 

P 

COMING UP NEXT TIM' Id. ARAB ISRAELI WARS 2.60 2.34 3.03 1.86 3 31 2.70 3.57 2.31 2 51 2 52 19 5 I 



F H E  GENERAL 
Vol. 15, No. 2 garnered a 3.44 rating, making 

it the best of the last three issues, despite many 
protests over the lack of a Series Replay. 
General consensus . . .  you like the idea of die 
cut variant counters and new scenario inserts, 
but not at the expense of other features such as 
the Replay. Actually, one thing has very little to 
do with the other as Replays are in very short 
supply-we can only print what we have. We 
will endeavor however to have our cake and eat 
it-too by trying to print more of both types of 
features in the future. The individual article 
ratings shaped up as follows on our 1200 point 
scoring system based on 200 random samples: 

PANZER LEADER. 1940 ...................... 555 
CORRECT THIRD RElCH ...................... 148 
STALINGRAO REVISITED & REVISED . . . . . . .  144 
Avalon Hill Philosophy ....................... 84 
AIR POWER IN THE PACIFIC ................. 82 
Design Analysis: Redesign of D-DAY . . . . . . . . . .  73 
STRATEGY FOR THE 4th MAN . . . . . . . . . . . .  62 
NTERVIEW: Andrew McNsil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  52 

Is everybody ready for our annual price 
increase? Effective February 1st. 1979 all 
Avalon Hill games previously listed at $1 0 will 
cast $1 2 in an across-the-board price hike 
encompassing not only the wargames, but 
sports and former 3M (now known as Leisure 
Time) games as well. Address your letters of 
complaint to INFLATION, c/o President Carter at 
the White House. A blow to the pocketbook like 
this should always be preceded by a grace period 
in which faithful customers get a chance to 
engage in one last buying spree at the previous 
year's inflated prices so consider this your 
advance notice. We will accept mail orders atthe 
1978 prices until the end of March. After that, 
orders will be returned for additional funds. 

We are currently accepting applications for a 
very limited number of outside playtesters for 
the FORTRESS EUROPA and BAlTLE OF THE 
BULGE projects. Applicants should be at least 
18 years of age and willing todevote a greatdeal 
f time exclusively to the playtest during the 
March-June prime period. Testers should have 
~ ~ e s s  to other players in the area willing to 
participate at length and bewilling to play devil's 
advocate with every aspect of the design . . .  
from play balance to punctuation. Testers who 
do an outstanding job will be poorly rewarded 
with free AH merchandise at the whim of the 
project director. Only those applicants accepted 
will receive a reply. Address your applications to 
the attention of Don Greenwocd at Avalon Hill. 

Somehow Tom Oleson, that incurable ro- 
mantic in search of the perfect game, has 
conned us into issuing a 3rd edition rulebookfor 
ANZIO to correct a few mistakes which found 
their way into his last effort. The errata is hardly 
worth the cost of a new rulebook but Tom also 
slid in a few very important ruleschanges which 
All have an effect on play balance. The existing 
2nd edition is an excellent game in our opinion, 
but those who pursue the ever elusive perfect 
set of rulesor just want to stay current may order 
the 3rd edition rules from our parts dept. for 
$2.00 plus the usual postage charges (10% of 
dollar amount for Americans, 20% for Canadi- 
3ns. and 30% for overseas customers). 

Tom OIeson, who has made it his life's work 
to turn ANZIO into the perfect wargarne has 
asked us ro relay the message that he hasn't 
forgotten you folks who've asked him for his 
latest ANZIO addendum-he's just waiting for 
the new edition of the rulebook to appear sothat 

the addendum will be consistent with the 3rd 
edition. He'll be sending you his labor of love in 
due course. 

Would you believe that the site for ORIGINS 
'79 has been changed again? Now it's back to 
Widener College and a June show as opposed to 
the July date in the George Washington Motor 
Lodge. It appears that the latter facility was 
found lacking in sufficient gaming space for the 
many events featured in an ORIGINS. We 
anxiously await the next Progress Report as 
1978 draws to a close and ORIGINS V grows 
closer. 

DIPLOMACY WORLD, that rip-snorting maga- 
zine of the super game of international intrigue, 
has undergone a bit of a face-lift and has come 
through the surgery better than ever. Now 
edited by Conrad von Metzke (who has been 
involved with this game since 1961 I), DIPLOM- 
ACY WORLD has accelerated to a bi-monthly 
schedule and has also converted from digest 
size to f ull magazine size, meaning more current 
information and more content per issue. That 
content includes: Articles on play of the game in 
all its many aspects; ratings of active garners; 
hobby news and convention information; letters 
from avid fans; maps and rules for Diplomacy 
variants: and absolutely anything else they can 
find thatfits. Subscriptionscosta mere84.00for 
three issues (six months) or $8.00 for six issues 
(one year). Outside the U.S., add 25% for foreign 
postage. If you prefer, send them 51.75 and 
they'll whisk off one of their latest issues 
anywhere in rhe world. Send your check to: 
DIPLOMACY WORLD, P.O. Box 626, San Diego, 
CA 921 12. 

PANZER ARMY AFRICA, James Lucas. 11 14 
Irwin Street, San Rafael, CA, Presidio Press, 
1977. 21 1 pp.; 81 2.95 cloth. This is the story of 
the desert war from the German viewpoint. The 
book falls into two parts: the fighting in the 
desert and that in Tunisia. In the former 
campaign, the German forces are fighting for 
victory; in the latter they are battling for their 
very existence. The author has made extensive 
use of material from original German sources 
and interviews with many men who took part in 
the campaign. Mr. Lucas details the problems 
which faced the Germans when they attempted 
to fit out a force for African service. His account 
of those problems, and how the German Army, 
complete novices to desert warfare, solved 
them, adds a new dimension to the story of the 
desert war. Weapons, logistics, terrain and 
German tactics employed in North Africa and 
Tunisia are all interwoven in the descriptions of 
the major actions fought between 1941 and 
1943 in the African theatre. The author attempts 
to write an objective and impartial account of 
this war, and succeeds admirably. He praises 
the fighting abilities of all the participants (even 
the Italians) and substantiates that through his 
clear and concise descriptions of major actions 
fought. Rommel comes in for special praise and 
is seen as the first gentleman in a gentlemen's 
war. Pictures, maps and appendices detailing 
the order of battle of the German divisions, as 
well as the tactical components which made up 
those units is included. 

PAGE 35 
The Arizona branch of OOPS is now in its4th 

full year of tournament competition and con- 
tinues to offer some of the best localized 
cornpetitional gaming leagues found anywhere. 
Phoenix residents could do far worse than 
contacting Dave Slick at his 8225 E. Sells Dr., 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251 address to get in on the 
action. Their monthly schedule of activities for 
the coming year is as follows: Feb-Grand Prix 
(SPEED CIRCUIT variar ion), Mar-CAESAR'S 
LEGIONS, May Jul-BASEBALL STRATEGY. 
June-- WSIM, Aug-KINGMA KER, Se p- Dec- 
FOOTBALL STRATEGY, Dec-BLITZKRIEG. 

THE ROYAL OAK DISASTER. By Gerald S. 
Snyder, Presidio Press, P.O. Box 3515, San 
Rafael, California 94902, 1978. 240 pp; illus- 
trated; 5 10.95 cloth. The author has used the 
expiration of the Official Secrets Act to present 
publicly for the first time, supported by British 
and German documents, the full story of the 
sinking of the RoyalOak. His extensive research, 
including contemporary accounts, official re- 
ports, handwritten notes of most of the 424 
survivors, and personal interviews with many of 
the men involved (including Donirz himself) 
make for a suspenseful minute-by-minute 
narrative of Gunther Prien's amazing raid on 
Scapa Flow and ends for all timethespeculation 
that sabotage really sunk the Royal Oak. 

The book deals not only with the raid of the 
U47, but how the plan was conceived by Donitz, 
the British caught sadly unprepared, and the 
final consequences-ranging from a gr-im 
British Enquiry to a gala German celebration, 
and closing with the details of Prien's final 
voyage and the Royal Navy's ultimate revenge. 
One is struck not so much by the enormity of 
Prien's deed, as by the complacency of the 
British who believed themselves secure in their 
home base, and what Prien might have accom- 
plished had the anchorage been full, and had he 
not been plagued by malfunctioning torpedoes. 
As it was, Prien had to fire three spreads at a 
stationary target before seriously damaging the 
R o p l  Oak. The British, for their part, could 
blame much of the loss of life (833 dead) on the 
lethargy of a crew which failed to raise from its 
hammocks after sustaining a minor hit-only to 
be engulfed 10 minutes later as the vessel was 
gutted by a spread of torpedoes. A bookof limited 
scope but great value for its high magnification 
of a deed often dismissed with only a few lines in 
conventional histories of the war. Highly recom- 
mended for naval enthusiasts. 

The correct solution to Contest No. 85 was 
"2. Stand pat on the airfield and do nothing". If 
rhe German does nothing, he accepts an Allied 
attack a t  2-1 with a 33% chance of recapturing 
the airfield. If the German player attacks-and 
fails, he accepts a 3-1 Allied attack with a 66% 
chance of recapturing the airfield. If he attacks 
and wins, he still must face a 2-1 attack from the 
Allied units. So, obviously, the best course is not 
to attack at all. 

Contest No. 84 proved to be one of our most 
popular puzzles ever, judging from the number 
of entries received. The ten winners drawn a t  
random from among the many with the correct 
solution were: T. Timko, Palm Bay, FL: P. Frank, 
Springfield, VA; J. Rau, Oak Park, IL; J. Wilbur, 
San Francisco, CA; P. Matusak, Youngstown, 
OH; J. Joyner, Ocala, FL: J. Broadwick, Mt. 
Clemens, MI; A. Faro, WNY, NJ; 8. Hastings, 
Seville, OH; and K. Green, Newburgh, NY. 









THE GENERAL 
I 

i : READER BUYER'S 6UmE 
I 

I 
ITIRE: CROSS OF IRON 

! Armor Expansion for Squad Leader 
I 

INSTRUCTIONS: ~ s r e  all cmegoris bv placing a 
number raylng from 1 h m g h  9 In the a p  
propriare spaces to the right (1 equating exml- 
lent; 5-average: and 9.terribYI. EXCEPTION: 
Rate mrn No 10 in Wms of minutag neaessary 
to play game as mwrckd in 10minute incre- 
ments. EXAMPLE: I f  you'w found that it takes 

, two and a half hours to play FRANCE 1940, you 
~ m l d  givs it a GAME LENGTH rating of "15." 

Participate In thaw reviews only if you are 
I familiar with the game in qustion. 

I 1. Physical OldiQ 
j 2. Mqborrd 
1 3. Cmponants 

1. ~ l s t  ot Uaderstmdirg 
: 5. hmpletrnuss of Rulu 
: 6. Play h h c o  
i I. Rlalism 
j 8. Lrcitanwt Lwel 
: 9. Orml l  Value 
1 10. 6a1w lmgth 

The rwiew shmt may bs cut out, phomqied, 
or rnnrely drawn on s warate  sheet of paper. 
Mail i t  to our 4517 Harford R o d  a d d m  with 
your contest enny or opponents wantsd ad. Mark 
such mrrerpondence to the attention of the R & 
0 Depurtment. 

Opponent Wanted 
1. Want-ads will be acwpted only when print4 on lhis form or a faciim~lc and must be accompanied by a 
250 toktn kc. No rclunds. 
2. For Sale. Trade. or Wanted to Buyads will beamptedonly when dealing withcoll~tor'siicms(pmes 
no longer available from AH) and arc acwrnpanicd by a 31.00 token fee. 
3.  Insert copy on lines provided (25  word marimum)and print name. addrms and phontnumbtron t k  
appropriate lines. 
4. PRINT-if illtgiblc your ad will not bc printed. 
5. So that as many adscan beprlnted as possible within our limited spacewercqwst thal you uscol[icial 
stale abbreviations a well as the game abbrtvialions listcd bclow: 
Arab Israeli Wars = AIW, Afrika Korps = AK; Alexander = Alex; Anzlo = Anz; Assault on Crete = AOC; 
Battle of the Bulge = BB, Bismarck = Bis; Blitzkrieg = BL: Caesar's Legions = CL; Caesar =CAE; 
Chancellor6villc = Chan: Crcsccndo o f h m  = COD Cram of Iron = COI: D-Day = DD; Diplomacy= 
DIP; Dune, France 1940 = Fr 40; Faoe to Fact = FTF; Fortrcas Europa :: FE Gtttysburg = Cct 'M or'77; 
Jutland = Jut: Kingmaker = KM: Kriegspiel = Krieg: Luftwaffe = LW, Magic Realm = MR; M m n  = 
MarMidwy = Mid; Napolton = Nap; Origins of WWII = Orig: Paneerblitz = PB: Panxr Leader = PL: 
Play By Mail = PBM: Richthofen's War = RW, 1776; Squad Leader = SL; Stalingrad = 'Grad; Starship 
Troopcrs = SST; Submarine= Sub; Tacties 11=Tac:Tht Longest Day =TLD:TheRkisgSun=TRS;The 
Russian Campaign = TRC: Third Reich = 3R,Tobmk = Tob: Trireme = Tri; Victory In the Pacific= VITP. 
War at Sea = WAS; Waterloo = Wat; Woodcn Ships & Iron Mcn = WSIM. 

CONTEST NO. 86 

It is the start of turn 25 of scenario 9 in a game of SUBMARINEusing 
the Basic and Hidden Movement rules. Sam Dealey's Harder looks like it 
has a victory wrapped up. All that the submarine must do to win is 
completely exit board edge 6 (including partial hexes) with at least one 
emergency p o w  factor by the end pf furn 28. "Bungo Suido Peten is not 
about to admit defeat. At the very least, by skillful maneuver, his forcescan 
guarantee at least a 33 11 3% chance for victory (i.e., guarantee that, at the 
very least, one depth charge will explode within 50 ft. of each of all possible 
locations the sub can be). You are to plot each destroyer's move and the 
exact placement and depth of each depth charge so as to giveUPete" hi 113 
chance to win. 

To aid you in plotting your move, here is some information that your 
side has gathered. During the Escort Movement Phase of turn 20, the 
Harder was discovered by sonar to be in hexes L15 and L16 pointing in 
direction 3. In turn 22, the Harder fired six torpedoes and, again, last turn 
(24), it fired four more torpedoes. A11 missed. In turn 23, theKumedropped 
four depth charges into hex H7. Two were set to explode a t  100 ft. and two 
were set to explode at 125 ft. Resolving the attacks, a2  was rolled for each of 
the 100ft. attacks and a2and a3 were rolled for the 125 ft. attacks. Last turn 
(24) sonar search located the Harukr with its bow in hex H7, pointing in 
direction 6. Previous speed of all escorts was 3. 

Attack Hexes for 

Ship b a t i o n  Move Plot Charge K-Gun Depth 
I I 

Enoki 1 J4, dir 3 I 

t Kume 1 04, dir 6 1 1 1 1 1  

Ten winning entries will receive certificates redeemable for free AH 
merchandise. To be valid an entry must be received prior to the mailing of 
the next GENERAL and include a numerical rating for the issue asa whole 

NAME PHONE as well as list the best 3 articles. The solution will be announced in the next t issue and the winners in the following issue. 
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